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Downtown Revitalization Coming Into Focus 
By Kurt Helin 
The M ai nst ree t project to rev1talize downtown San B ernard ino has been 1n 
progress for almost six years, but 
the program's d1rector, Ann Harris, 
feels that recent! y the program has 
turned an important comer. 
For all the changes that 
Mainstreet has made to the face of 
the downtown area, the hardest 
change it had to make was to 
change the way the local merchants 
and the private sector viewed it and 
Education in Partnership With Business 
by Edtc Boudreau 
I f there was ever a t1me where everyone needed to jom hands and pull toge the r, 11 is now. 
All we have to do is look around 
to see where our manufac turing 
jobs are going. Our manufacturing 
base, and the vocational programs 
in o ur schoo ls, are being 
eliminated at a rapid pace. 
To top it off, the loss of our 
local defense industry has kept the 
Inland Empire near the top of the 
unemployment chart. That loss of 
community income means a loss 
for other local businesses. Many 
of our high school students have 
lost hope in the future; and the 
unemployment rate is a major 
factor. They have either lost all 
motivation to get ahead, or they 
feel hopeless because they can ' t 
afford to go to college. 
So do we just g1ve up, or do we 
fight? And if we fight, how can 
we win? The answer is to join 
forces - and the place to start is 
with vocational education. 
Mentors Wanted 
Experts preach that the easiest 
way to learn is by imitating a 
mentor who has succeeded at 
whatever you want to accomplish. 
The most obvious mentors for a 
community partnership that come 
to mtnd are Dr Bill Clarke, the 
Fontana Unified School Distnct, 
Please See Page 19 
to get them excited about the 
project. And, at a walking forum 
held last month, she finally sensed 
that change. 
"I was really, really excited this 
time," Harns said. "Keep in mind I 
have been here SIX years and what I 
saw this time was the whole 
attitude had changed .... it was 
exciting this time and people were 
very excited about what's going on. 
There were new people, new faces, 
and they had wonderful ideas." 
Pleas<' See Page 43 
Closeup: Jim Taylm· 
At Deadline 
New California Speedway 
to Bring Racing, Commerce 
to Inland Valley 
iser Resources Inc., and 
Penske Speedway Inc ., 
ave teamed up to bring 
some of the biggest names in auto 
racing to the Inland Empire. The 
companies have proposed 
construction of a new auto racing 
track that will bring both commerce 
and entertainment to the Inland 
Valley. 
The project, called the California 
Speedway, will be located at the old 
Kaiser Steel Mill in Fontana. 
The California Speedway already 
has an impressive pedigree. Penske 
is a name synonymous with success 
in auto racing, both on and off the 
Please See Page 52 
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Veneer Buys 
Ontario Community Hospital 
by 1\.un llclm 
I n June, Pacif1c Physic1an SerVIces bought the Ontario Community Hospital. In July, 
they sold it 
PPS sold the hospital to Vencor, a 
company headquartered rn 
Louisville, Ky The new owners 
closed the factlity's emergency room 
doors, leaving the city of Ontario 
without an acute-care facility. Vencor 
plans to concentrate on long-term 
convalescent care. 
Vencor said that the hosp1tal, 
wh1ch has been a part of the 
community since 1951, was not able 
to compete wtth the larger acute-care 
facilities that have since moved into 
the area. 
While the city of Ontario has been 
opposed to similar proposals that 
have been commg up for more than a 
decade, they were powerless to stop 
the sale or loss of emergency care. 
PPS Opens Emergency 
Room Doors in Riverside 
At the same time it bought 
Ontario Community, PPS purchased 
the former Doctor's Hospital in 
Montclatr and opened the U.S 
FamtlyC'arc Medical Center. PPS, a 
company founded and run by 
ph) sH:1ans, provides hc,1lth care to 
over 75,000 people rn the Inland 
Valley and this new fac1lity will only 
expand that number 
"1bc sale of Ontario Commumty 
will enable us to focus our resources 
on providing acute care services at 
the Montclair facility,"' said Ronald 
W Porter, U.S FamilyCare Medical 
Center adtrumstrator "And it allows 
Vencor to bring a brand-new level of 
serv1ce to the community." 
PPS owns and operates 15 
FamllyCare centers in the Inland 
Empire. 
Jobs Leaving the Area 
The change of focus at Ontario 
Community Hospttal rs expected to 
mean the loss of jobs because there is 
no longer the need to keep the 
emergency room staffed 24 hours a 
day. There is expected to be a loss of 
at least 100 jobs. 
There are eight other hospitals that 
contmue to provide emergency care 
in the Inland Empire and they will 
have to pick up the slack. In addition, 
Kaiser is planmng to huild a new 
hospital in south Ontario, though 
actual construction is not set to begm 
for several years. 
The Ontario Commumty llosp1tal, 
now named Vencor llospital, 
Ontario, will focus on providing 
long-term care to acutely ill patient" 
who would otherwise linger in costly 
hospttal intensive care units. This 
will be Veneer's sixth hospital tn 
Caltforma and their 32nd nationwide. 
The U.S. FamilyCare Medtcal 
Center in Montclair, which opened 
Aug. 1, is the first hospttal in the PPS 
system. It ts a 102-bed community 
hospital that provides a broad range 
of services, including 24-hour 
emergency care, m,ttemal and ch1ld 
health care, surg1cal and intensive 
care and a complete complement of 
ancillary services. 
"'We are excited about addmg our 
first hosprtal to our delivery system," 
said Gary L. Groves, MD, the 
prestdent and CEO of PPS. "It has 
always been our goal to make the 
health care we offer our patients 
both efficient and of the highest 
quality. Bringing the hospital 
component into the system helps us 
meet that goaL" • 
Red Teams Keep BHP Steel in Inland Empire 
b} Kun Helin 
W hen BliP Steel started looking for a place to build a new $60 million, 
technologically advanced steel 
coating line, they did not thtnk of 
California. The corporation had not 
heard good things about the state's 
business climate, so instead they 
looked to Oregon, Anzona, South 
Carolina or Washington. 
Then a Caltfornta Red Team 
stepped in. 
California's Red Teams, a part of 
the state's Trade and Commerce 
Agency, are designed to aid 
businesses by cutting through the 
governmental red tape to develop 
competitive business incentives. 
" I thmk 1he Red Teams have worked some wounders here in lhe Inland Emptre," said Gov 
Pete Wilson on a recent tnp to the BHP facility in Rancho Cucamonga. 
The Red Teams were successful 
in landing the new BHP plant, JUS! 
as they have been successful in 
bringing a great number of new 
businesses to the Inland Empire, 
and I ast month, Governor Pete 
Wibon toured the current BHP 
facility and broke the ground for the 
new plant 
'"I think the Red Teams have 
worked some wonders here in the 
Inland Empne," Gov. Wilson said. 
How Rancho Cucamonga 
Landed BHP Steel 
'"Our pare nt company, BHP, 
thought that California was not a 
desirable place to do business," said 
Jerry Smtih. the president of BHP 
Steel USA '"We convinced the 
corporate people that the business 
climate in California was 
changing." 
The Red Teams focused on 
cutt1ng out the red tape, and that 
meant time and money that it would 
usually take to get approval for the 
project. Every month the project sat 
dormant, it cost BHP $400,000 in 
A. Gary Anderson 
Foundation 
k Gary Anderson, who l~ft his mark on Inland f.:mptre n many ways, can now add 
another one to that list. Last month 
marked the official mtroduct10n of 
the A. Gary Anderson Foundatton. 
The foundation ts a non-prof1t 
publtc benefit corporation evolving 
from the trust left by the late 
founder and CEO of Directors 
Mortgage Loan Corporation. 
The focus of the foundation Will 
be centered around early learning 
and health care availability. "'For the 
first three years, we will center our 
attention within the Inland Empire," 
said Erin Lastinger, the CE.O and 
pres1dent of the foundation and 
daughter of the late Anderson. '"We 
want to give back to the commumty 
in which, my father lived and his 
business flourished. 
"Quality education at an early 
age is vital for underprivileged 
children," Lastinger added. "We 
want to help disadvantaged people 
of all ages receive the education 
and health care they deserve " 
The vice president of the 
foundation is Anderson's son, Erik 
Anderson. The foundation's offices 
will be located in Ontario. 
Anderson had guided his 
Riverside-based company mto one 
of the nation's leading mortgage 
banking instituttons before his 
death in 1992 at the age of 52. • 
labor alone So to speed up the 
project, the Red Teams got help 
from both state agencies and from 
the city of Rancho Cucamonga. 
One of the main reasons the 
project went through was because 
of the A1r Quality Manageme nt 
District. The AQMD walked BHP 
through their often taxing permit 
process in less than a month . 
Besides the AQMD, there was help 
from Southern California Edison 
and a number of other organizations 
involved in the permit process. 
There was also a great deal o f 
assistance from the largest local 
beneficiary, the city of Ra nc ho 
Cucamonga. The city streamlined 
its discretionary review process, 
making it qu ic k a nd relative ly 
painless for BHP. 
'"They m a de l i fe a w ho le lot 
easier," Gov. Wilson said . "The y 
d idn ' t sacrifice standards, but they 
Pl~ast Se~ Pag~ 16 
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Editorial 
Making Sure Business Gets Off to the Races 
I n thts month's issue of the Inland Empire Business Journal, there are several 
stories of how government and 
business can work together to 
stream! me projects and keep jobs 
in California and in particular 
Riverside and San Bernadino 
Counties. 
One of the best examples of 
this is the story of how the state's 
Red Teams put a new $60 million 
steel mill m Rancho Cucamonga. 
It showed what government can 
do, if it tries, to facilitate 
business. The same can be said 
of the facelift currently being 
given downtown San Bernardino. 
We hope to see that same Cype 
of effort put forth to make sure 
the proposed California 
Speedway ts built at the site of 
the old Kaiser Steel Mill in 
Fontana. This is a project that 
could bring jobs, money and 
recognition to the area. 
The project would put to use 
some very valuable, now dormant 
land. Not only would there be 
short-term construction jobs, but 
there would be plenty of long-
term jobs created in and around 
the facility. 
In additton to that, it would 
bring the best drivers in the 
world, and the attendant press 
that goes with them, to 
experience the Inland Empire. 
However, it is a proJeCt that 
could easily get bogged down in 
red tape The site is in need of 
environmental cleanup, often a 
tripping point for other projects. 
We hope to see that same 
type of effort put forth to 
make sure the proposed 
California Speedway is 
built at the site of the old 
Kaiser Steel Mill in 
Fontana. 
While we in no way want a 
lessening of environmental 
standards, we would hope that 
the cit}, county, AQMD and 
other organizations involved 
would work in an air of 
cooperation to accomplish what 
is best for the site and for the 
community. • 
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Commentary 
Workers' Compensation Reform: 
An Ongoing Saga 
by Senator Boll Leonard 
Last June, workers' compensation reform was the center of attention in the 
Legislature. Unfortunately, 
legislative attention spans are short, 
and the reform issues not resolved 
last year are not receiving the same 
thorough consideration this year. 
The good news is that the 
number of workers' camp claims is 
down. Rate reductions are 
beginning to take effect. Next 
January, businesses will benefit 
from the repeal of the minimum rate 
law. The bad news is that people 
who make their living off the 
wor"ers' camp system are looking 
for ways to reverse this reform trend 
and they are generating fierce 
opposition to even the minor 
reforms proposed this year. 
Among the few reform proposals 
that have survived this year is my 
bill, S.B. 1853. The intent thts bill 
is: 1) to expedite process1ng of 
workers' camp claims, so that 
legitimate claims can be pa1d as 
quickly as possible and; 2) fewer 
claims will need to be litigated. S.B. 
1853 will do thts by revising the 
initial injury claim form to request 
that the employee release medical 
information relating to the illness or 
injury claim. 
The current claim form provides 
, only one-and-one-half lines for the 
employee to describe the injury. If 
the insurer needs more information 
to determine whether to accept the 
claim, it must contact the employee 
to ask for permission to obtain 
medical records. This process of 
notifying the employee and waiting 
for authorization slows down the 
provision of benefits. Meanwhile, 
an insurer must decide to accept or 
reject the claim within 90 days. 
Without adequate information 
within this time period, the insurers' 
only recourse is to contest claims 
that are at all questionable. 
By accelerating the investigatory 
process, injured workers with 
legitimate claims will receive 
benefits more quickly. The 
provisions of S.B. 1853 will reduce 
, the incidence of unnecessary delays 
and litigation in the workers' 
compensation arena. Fortunately, 
this bill has passed the Senate and 
awaits consideration by the 
assembly insurance committee. 
While we are gaining ground on 
this front, we may be los1ng ground 
on reforms achieved last year. For 
example, last year we stopped 
calling those who rule on workers' 
camp cases "judges." Instead, we 
labeled them "referees." Judges 
should be subject to appointment by 
the Governor, confirmation by the 
Senate, and removal for ethical 
vtolations, but workers' camp 
referees are not, rather they enjoy 
the protection of the Clvtl service 
system. 
The significance of this became 
clear last spring when an 
investigation found that two 
referees had broken the law by 
accepting honoraria from parties 
who appear before the Workers' 
Compensation Appeals Board. 
Others violated the ethtcal code of 
conduct by accepting travel 
expenses to speak to a group of 
California attorneys in Hawaii. No 
d1sctpltnary or legal action is 
planned; the referees will simply 
rece1ve "counseling letters" from 
the Divtsion. 
Despite this evidence of 
continued ethical violations, the 
referees continue to push for the 
restoration of the title of "judge." 
S.B. 1945 (Killea) would do th1s, 
but I will continue to oppose this 
ego-based name change until the 
accountability and selection 
standards for these referees are 
raised significantly. The bill 
narrowly passed the Senate on June 
16 and is on its way to the 
Assembly. Obviously, more must be 
done to restore integrity to the 
workers' camp system. 
I applaud all the work done to 
reform workers' camp so far, but 
there is much more to be done. The 
Legislature enacted only one-third 
of the reform agenda I proposed. I 
am hopeful the Legislature will 
consider more of these needed 
reforms, but for that to happen 
business people need to keep 
pressure on. Do not let the 
Legislature continue to ignore its 
shortcomings in dealing with 
business climate issues, including 
workers' camp. • 
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F or eight years, Jim Taylor has been steering Inter Valley Health through the 
competitive waters of health 
care. Now as the wmds of health 
care start to change direction, he 
has prepared the company to 
change with them. 
A long-time resident of the 
area, Taylor graduated with a 
degree in zoology from Pomona 
College. His undergraduate 
degree was ironically 
appropriate for his first career 
choice: school principal. 
After getttng hts master's in 
school administration, he 
worked for 30 years in the 
Pomona schools, servtng as a 
principal at all levels. He then 
came to Inter Valle) and eight 
years ago became CEO. 
Of all his accomplishments, 
Taylor is most proud of his 
family. His wife, two daughters 
and grandson still vacation 
together even though his 
daughters are grown and no 
longer live under his roof. 
Taylor is looking forward to 
the challenges that health care 
reform will bring to his 
company, the Inland Empire and 
the nation. The IEBJ asked him 
about the churning waters of 
health care. 
IEBJ: How has health care 
changed over the last 10 years? 
Taylor: Managed care has been 
the big mover over the last 10 
years Before then we were all 
on a type of indemnity insurance 
and now, in California 
particularly, most of the insured 
are in liMOs So managed care 
is the b1ggest change, and that is 
consistent with the reform 
movement at the national level. 
IEBJ : How will the national 
changes in health care affect 
Inter Valle)? 
Taylor: It will affect us in terms 
of making us bigger if there is 
any kind of reform at all where 
the previously uninsured get into 
the market. They will be using 
HMO types of coverage and that 
INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL • PAGE 7 
I.E.B.J. Close-Up: Jim Taylor 
A closer look ... 
Name: Jim Taylor 
Age:60 
Family: Wife, Marcia, 
two children, Julie and 
Nancy, and a grandson, 
Danny. 
Education: Bachelor's 
degree in Zoology from 
Pomona College; Master's 
in School Administration 
would mean we will have to gear 
up for that. 
IEBJ: How are these national 
changes going to affect the 
health care the average person is 
going to receive? 
Taylor: It really won't change 
much, except that an HMO will 
be guiding the care. There's 
more prevention involved tn this 
approach . We want to keep you 
well. We don't have deductibles. 
We encourage people to go to 
their primary care and make sure 
they are getting appropriate 
medical care before they get 
seriously ill, and that's the 
approach that's different. 
IEBJ: Do you like being in the 
center of an industry that is so 
talked about and is changing so 
rapidly? 
from Cal State University. 
Hobbles: Likes to work 
with wood, garden, and 
travel. 
Affiliations: Board of 
Directors of the YMCA, 
Board of Directors of the 
Boy Scouts, member of the 
California Association of 
HMOs, member of National 
Group Health Association. 
Taylor: Yes. It 's very satisfying. 
It gives me a lot of satisfaction 
to deal with issues that are a hot 
topic in the United States. I'm 
right in the middle of a real 
positive movement in America. 
IEBJ: Is the Inland Empire a 
unique health care market? 
Taylor: No, it is a very 
competttive health care market 
but it 1s not unique for 
California. It is unique for many 
parts of the country There are 
large segments of the country 
that don't have many HMOs. 
IEBJ: What have you done at 
Inter Valley Health Care to 
separate yourself from the crowd 
in this competitive market? 
Taylor: What we have always 
tried to do, being a regional kind 
of HMO, is try to emphasize 
service. We believe that health 
care is local so we believe that 
members need to have access to 
call the company and ask for 
advice or ask questions that they 
need answered We also know 
that the Inland Empire is a 
commuter area, so we are in the 
process nght now of expanding 
our servtce area so that we 
would cover, in the next year, all 
of Southern California except 
San Otego and Imperial 
Counties- so that no matter 
where you work and live,we will 
cover you. 
IEBJ: What are the goals you 
set for Inter Valley Health over 
the next couple of years? 
Taylor: Our strategic goals are 
to be financially strong and 
larger. We want to remain in 
Southern California and we want 
to continue to be a regional 
HMO. We are going to continue 
to be non-profit and 
independent- we th1nk that 
makes us unique. 
IEBJ: How long have you been 
working tn the health care field? 
Taylor: I've been here in this 
position for eight years. Before 
that I was in school 
administration for 30 years. I 
was in the Pomona schools as a 
school principal at all levels. 
IEBJ: What do you think is the 
most difficult part of your job? 
Taylor: I think the most difficult 
part is probably persuading 
people that we're the best 
company around. 
IEBJ: Despite being a high-
ranking executive, did you place 
a high priority on your family 
life? 
Taylor: We've always been a 
close family and we like to do 
lots of things together. We took 
our whole family back to 
Washington D.C. last April and 
we had a great time. We do lots 
of things together. • 
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Should paramedic services be provided by private companies and paid for by the user, or 
should public paramedic services be provided by the fire department? 
Gary W. Edwards 
Fi re Chief 
Ci ty of Upland 
P re-hospital emergency care (emergency ambu-lance transport) has been 
a subject of debate for many 
years between governmental 
agencies and for-profit private 
enterprise Whtle vo lumes have 
been, and are yet to be, writte n 
on the ::-ubject , the fo llowmg is a 
very bri e f o v e rvi e w of this 
complex issue . 
For-profit providers would 
have citizens believe that fire / 
emergency services wish to take 
over the emergency medical 
service system, that there are no 
tax dollar subsidies for the 
service and far-away political 
representatives would provide 
the best oversight. 
However, over 80 percent of 
the emergency medical service 
is already provided by fir e 
emergency departments. How do 
you take over a system for 
which you already provide the 
majority of service? When 
counties prov1de legalized 
monopolies , the majority of 
personnel at an emergency 
medical scene are fire fighters, 
and indigent care cos ts are all 
c overe d by tax dollars . The re 
would seem to be a void in the 
argume nt that taxpaye rs do not 
pay for private providers . 
Counties throughout the state of 
Californ1a have sued cities and 
special districts on behalf of for-
profit prov1ders (excellent use 
of taxpayer dollars) contending 
that they, the counties, not the 
local junsd1ction, know what is 
best for the citizens and should 
\v? 
... FOR YOUR FAMILY 
YES-THEY! 
For 1nformat1on on programs or facilit1es 1n your area, please call: 
WEST END YMCA 
(909) 467-5517 
s'"""'9 the famll es of· 
Ch1no Ch1no Hills. Fontana, Ontano. Montclatr Rancho Cucamonga, Upland 
Tlle West End YMCA gratefully acknowledges 
the generous donation of th s ad space courtesy of 
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make all of the decisions . Not 
one but two grand jury findings 
d1sagree with the county. The 
board of supervisors has chosen 
to ignore the grand jury. 
Phil Boyer once wrote , 
"While government may not be 
perfect, there are exclusive roles 
for it. A private system will 
operate to maximize economic 
returns , while a governme nt 
syste m will operate to ma xim ize 
publ ic benefit and un ive rsal 
access ." 
Shelby Helmer 
Vice President 
Lifecare Medical 
Transportation 
W e have the beli e f that there can be a team effort where both the 
public services and the private 
compa nies w o rk t ogether. That 
can be do ne i f both g roups work 
in the bes t int erest o f the person 
in need . 
This te a m work co n ce pt can 
work providin g you f o ll ow the 
county pro t oco l , whi c h is that 
the firs t c areg iver on the scene 
assumes res p o n s ibility for that 
pati e nt , so you d o n ' t h ave any 
d eb at e. Th at's th e p ro tocol 
regulated by the county. 
Whe n yo u look at the private 
a m bula nce compa n ies, you pay 
f o r th e se rv ice o n ly w hen you 
r e c eive care, where if yo u 
r eceive the service fr om the city, 
there IS tax paym ent to support 
the service whic h comes even if 
you ' re not using th e serv ice. 
Keep in m10d that th is is the 
sam e qualit y of se r v ice . 
Everyone has to be c erllfied by 
the county and the state. • 
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Why We Need an Ergonomic Standard 
by Dr. John Howanl 
Q mulative inJuries to the body rom ergonomic hazards are a elat ively recent, but rap1dly 
growing problem. They are commonly 
referred to as "cumulative trauma 
disorders" (CTDs), "repetitive strain 
injuries" (RSis), or "repetitive mollon 
injuries." CTDs are disorders that are 
not attributable to a single event, ~,-uch 
a~ overexertion leading to a strain, or a 
shp and fall leading to a sprain. Instead, 
they develop incrementally from 
repetiltve, forceful, or awkward 
motiOns and/or postures, and they 
primarily afflict the nerves, tendons, 
tendon sheaths, hgaments and muscles. 
Generally, there is a latency period 
dunng which the progression of a CTD 
is Impercept ible, after w hich the 
condit io n becomes symptomatic. 
When symptoms (pn manly pain or 
tingling) first appear, C1Th; are almost 
always reversib le. However, if the 
imllal symptoms are ignored and no 
ac tion is taken, CTDs eventuall y 
become permanent and irreversible. 
Carpal tunnel syndrome and tendmitis 
are two of the most commonly reported 
ems. 
T he U S Department of Labor 
reports that from 1986 to 1991, the 
number of occuaptionally-re lated 
CTDs had quadrupled. CTDs now 
account for over half of all 
occupational illnesses reported 
nahonwide, and slightly less than half 
of those reported in California. 
Since the CTD is a relatively new 
phenomenon, methods of collecting 
data and reporting costs associated with 
this injury vary widely. Recently 
published data, however, indicates the 
average cost per claim may run 
between about $10,!XXl and $24,!XXl. 
As required by workers' 
compensation reform legislation 
enacted last year, specifically under 
Assembly Bill 110, the Occupational 
Safety and Health Standards Board 
(OSHSB) must "adopt standards for 
ergonomics in the workplace des1gned 
to minimize the instances of injury 
from repetillve motion." The statute set 
a deadline of Jan. 1, 1995 for adoption 
of a standard, but since the OSHSB 
began the process in November 1993, it 
is likely that the standard will be 
adopted by the end of November 1994. 
It makes sense, in light of the above-
mentioned figures, that ergonomics 
was given a role in the workers' 
compensation reforms. By offering 
oonsultation services for employers and 
enforcement of a specific standard, the 
Cal ifornia Division of Occupational 
Safety and Health can focus upon 
hazards directly related to the most 
common compensable workplace 
mJury. In this way consultatiOn and 
enforcement efforts will have a direct 
1mpact not only on reduction of the 
mcidence of this injury, but also on 
reducing workers' compensation cosL~ 
paid by California employers. 
At this time it is difficult to estimate 
the cost to the average employer for 
compliance with the f0rthcoming 
ergonomiCS standard. From the 
begmning of its discussions wllh 
mdustry representatives about 
proposing an ergonomic standard, 
Cai/OSHA has requested whatever 
information businesses could provide 
about the cost of tmplementing 
ergonomic measures to address 
cumulative trauma disorders. AJthough 
specific dollar amount~ varied, virtually 
all representatives of businesses which 
had implemented a n ergonomics 
program acknowledged that the 
investment was worthwhile 
Ind•cat1ons at this point are that, 
considering the expected loss reduct1on 
resultm g from implementation of 
ergonomic measures, companies are 
most likely to experience a net savings 
m the long ru n. W hile DOSH a nd 
OSHSB conti nue to work on the 
California ergonomics standard, 
substantial activity is underway on the 
federal level The Occupational Safety 
and Health Admimstration (federal 
OHSA) has also initiated development 
of an ergonomic standard. 
It remains unclear what form the 
federal ergonom1c standard will take, 
although it is expected to be stricter 
than that of California. When a federal 
reqUirement ts adopted, California is 
required to impose requirements at 
least as effective as those of the federal 
standard. When federal and state 
standards differ, the tougher standards 
take precedence. 
As the workplace changes, both the 
business community and government 
must keep pace. The emergency of an 
ergonomic standard to address a 
previOusly little known but growing 
problem, is an example of how 
busine.<;S and government can work to 
provide a safe environment for 
employees and reduce costs associated 
with this preventable injury. 
For additional information on the 
proposed California ergonomics 
standard, please contact the 
Occupational Safety and Health 
Standards Board at (916) 322-3640- or 
write to OSHSB at 1006 4th St., Third 
floor, Sacramento, CA 95814. • 
Dr. John Howard is the ch1ef of the California 
DIV~>Ion of Occupaoonal Health and Safely. 
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Ergonomics: A Painful Replacement for Stress 
by Tom Manm 
D uring the past decade, California industry, especially manufactunng, 
has lost more than 550,000 jobs. It 
has been brought to its knees by a 
sour economy, earthquakes, riots, 
forest fi res, world peace and a run-
away workers' compensation 
system, fed by stress claims. After 
years of watching jobs leave the 
state, the legislature acted, severely 
restricting workers' compensatiOn 
stress cla1ms and replacing them 
w1th ergonomics. If you liked 
defending workers' compensation 
stress cla1ms, you're gomg to love 
ergonom1cs. 
Ergonomics IS a science before its 
time. Proponents say implementing 
workplace ergonomics wi ll prevent 
cumulative trauma disorders 
(CTDs). CTDs a re subtle inj uries, 
1.e pain, that can affect muscles, 
te ndo ns, JOints nerves, e tc. 
(Psychiatrists argue they trea t the 
ultimate CTD injury.) S upporters 
say if we buy new equipme nt and 
new glasses for employees, where 
needed , we can prevent vi deo 
display terminal (VDT) problems, 
too. 
Ergonomic problems are easy to 
overcome. Just throw money! The 
proposed ergonomics standard 
requires: 
1.) Employers must train employees 
to recognize CTDs, th e n ask 
employees if they suffer symptoms 
of CTD or VDT and provide 
perpetual opportunities for 
employees to report them. Anyone 
reporting symptoms must be sent for 
workers' compensation medical 
evaluation and treatment. 
2) Employers should hire a self-
proclaimed ergonomics expert to 
study the ir w o rkstations and 
production methods (self-
proclaimed are OK, there is no 
established profic1ency test). 
3) The " expert" will recommend 
automating or redesigning 
workstations or changing work 
methods. To reduce repetitive 
motion injuries, employers may 
have to modify equipment, purchase 
equipment or hire more workers to 
do the same job. 
I n the o ld sys tem, a ppl icants 
a dvocates, w hen f iling claim s of 
re lated work stress, would allege 
non-visible work induced aches and 
pains. (Pain cannot be seen on X-
rays.) Then applicants would be 
referred to a physical the rap ist 
and/or psychiatrist fo r expensive, 
prolonged treatment of the pain. 
Tomorrow, in the b rave new 
world of ergonomics, a company 
doctor may feel compelled to refer 
the chronic complainer or 
malingerer who reported symptoms 
to physical therapists. He knows the 
case is now open and the employee 
can now go to an applicant's doctor 
or attorney who will refer them to a 
therapi~t and - if psychiatrists get 
their way -to a psychiatrist. 
And, if the employee need s 
special glasses to work on a video 
terminal, the employer will pay for 
the eye exam and the glasses too. 
It was estimated that it would cost 
$1.5 b1lhon for California business 
to implement, including $50 to $70 
million for co m pany paid eye 
e xams, $260 m illion to review 
available med ical records, and up to 
$1 billion for new office furniture. 
Since then, one package de livery 
company has stated that it will cost 
them $1 .4 bill ion alone. They are 
considering m oving major 
operations and m any jobs out of 
Californ1a. The OSHA board has no 
idea what it w1ll cost state and local 
government , wh ich must a lso 
implement it. 
The O SHA Standards B oard 
argues that by tmplement ing these 
s tandards, and paying projected (but 
unsubstantiated) costs ranging from 
$111 to $212 per employee, 
California employers will eventually 
gain major savings through reduced 
workers ' compensation costs. Those 
rates are based on a health insurance 
company study. No study has been 
done in the manufacturing 
environment. And, OSHA will say 
some of the implementation of this 
pro gram is voluntary, but your 
insurance company may not agree. 
They will vote with your workers' 
compensation rates. 
Finally, the feds are coming! A 
federal standard will be released in 
October and probably adopted in 
1995 . If California exceeds the 
federal standard, California business 
will again be unable to compete. 
And, once again, California 
employers will hear the siren song 
of Nevada and othe r states, luring 
their jobs. Good-by stress, welcome 
ergonomics. • 
The con anicte was prepaml b) 
Martin, Coast Four.~ 
Co., manager, ' 1 insuraJk. 
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by Chnsty Newey 
H urry! Turn the television to channel 30, K.ZKI-TV! You just may find that 
special outfit you've wanted to 
buy on this new, Inland Empire-
based, commercial television 
station. 
Channel 30 is a new home 
shopping statton in the Inland 
Empire which also has some great 
local programming. The station 
has only been on the air since 
January. but it's already making 
waves all over Southern 
California. 
Through a mountain 
satellite, the station is able 
to broadcast all over 
Southern California, from 
the Inland Empire to 
Calabasas and Thousand 
Oaks, all the way to San 
Luis Obispo. 
The station broadcasts SHOP 
AT HOME, a home shopping 
program out of Knoxville, 
Tennessee. SHOP AT HOME buys 
24 hours a day of the station's air 
time, a dream come true for shop-
til-you-droppers. SHOP AT 
HOME has been airing for seven 
years on satellite television and is 
just starting to branch out into 
cable stations across the country, 
with KZKI being among the first. 
''Home shopping has really 
come into play in the last 10 
years," satd KZKI General 
Manager Jack Moffitt. "People 
who are incapacitated and can't 
get out to malls and stores love it. 
It 's also very convenient If 
people buy something and they 
like it, then they're more likely to 
buy from you again Building that 
relationship wtth people is 
important and SHOP AT HOME 
stands behind their products." 
KZKI's programing is an 
addition to HSN and QVC, two 
other home shopping channels in 
Southern California. "The more 
home shopping channels there are, 
the more variety home shoppers 
have," Moffitt said. 
According to Moffitt, most of 
the audience watching the station 
is in the 25 and up age group. 
Because the station is not a 
subscriber of the Neilsen rating 
system, it is unclear how many 
people actually tune in to the 
station. "It doesn't really matter to 
us if we show up on Neilson. If 
people are buying and are happy, 
then we're a successful station." 
Channel 30 is owned by 
Sandino Telecasters, a company 
licensed in San Bernardino. 
Through a mountain satellite, the 
station is able to broadcast all 
over Southern California, from the 
Inland EmpJTe to Calabasas and 
Thousand Oaks, all the way to 
San Luis Obispo. The station has 
3.8 million watts and reaches 
approximately 1.25 million 
homes. They continue to be put on 
more cable systems every month, 
which means the numbers of 
homes reached continues to grow, 
Moffitt said. 
"We have an excellent technical 
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facility and the latest in 
technological transmitters. Our 
signal is excellent," he said. 
The station dectded to air 
SHOP AT HOME when the 
company offered to buy all the 
station's air time, providing 
Sandino with an immediate cash 
flow to get the station on its feet. 
By buying back air time from 
SHOP AT HOME, the station is 
able to air infomercials, children's 
programming and some local 
programming in addition to home 
shopping. Most of this type of 
programming airs on the 
weekends. 
Two syndicated children's 
shows air Saturday mornings from 
8 to 9 a.m. "What's up Network" 
airs at 8 a.m., and is an 
educational show for kids. 
"Scramble" is a kid's quiz show 
that comes on at 8:30 a.m . 
"These shows are really great 
for the kids. 'What's up' is an 
Emmy award-winning program. 
They're both very educational," 
said Moffitt. 
The station also airs several 
local programs including "Inland 
Issues," a one-on-one talk show 
with key people in the community 
on issues such as crime and 
unemployment. The station also 
airs "Job Connection," a San 
Bernardino program that serves as 
an aid to people seeking 
employment in the city, and "San 
Bernardino's Most Wanted." 
Infomercials usually airs on the 
weekends "because that's when 
people are home to watch them " 
Moffitt said. ' 
Selling time to infomercials 
allows the station to bring in 
additional revenue, he said. "We 
get more revenue from a half hour 
infomercial than we would from 
regular commercials," he said. 
Public Service announcements 
air 72 seconds out of every hour 
of programming on the station 
equaling about 350 minutes pe; 
month. "We'd like to be able to 
run more public service spots in 
the future," said Moffitt "We're 
all a part of the commumty and 
we should be mvolved in it." 
Moffitt satd the Statton has 
done well in its first seven months 
of being on the air. "We're 
showing growth. We came on the 
air very quietly and people found 
us," he said. "We're an effective 
station. It's niche marketing. You 
have to be a spectaltst at 
something." 
For the time betng, the future 
of the station is still "wide open," 
he said. "We would like to air 
some more local programming in 
the future, as well as more public 
service spots." 
"We're waiting for the right 
opportunity. We may want to add 
sports, or music, or foreign 
language in the future. 
Meanwhile, we're here in the 
community, and we'd like to try to 
help in any way we can." 
"We have an excellent 
technical facility and the 
latest in technological 
transmitters. Our signal is 
excellent," Moffitt said. 
Channel 30's office in Rancho 
Cucamonga has the same potential 
for growth as the station. Except 
for three offices and a control 
room, the building is empty. The 
staff consists now of only six full-
time people and three part-time 
employees. "We can build and add 
to our staff as the station grows," 
Moffitt said . 
Though the future of the station 
is uncertain, it continues to be an 
optimistic and exciting time for 
Moffitt. "I can't wait to see what 
will happen next!" A. 
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Radio Stations Serving the Inland Empire 
Station 
Addrtss 
City, State, Zip 
KAEV-FM 
740 W. 4th St 
San Bernardi no, CA 92410 
KATJ-FM 
15494 Palmdale Rd. 
Victorville, CA 92392 
KATY-FM 
43613 E. Florida Ave .. Stc H 
Hemet. CA 92544 
KBXY-FM 
12370 He>pcna Rd. # t 7 
Victorville. CA 92392 
KBZT·AM 
P 0 Box t4123 
Palm Dcoert, CA 92255 
KCAL-AM 
P 0. Box 3390 
Redlands, CA 92373-0997 
KCAL-FM 
1940 Orange Tree lane /110 I 
Redlands, CA 92374 
KCKC-AM 
740 W. 4th St. 
San Bemardmo, CA 92410 
KCLB·AM 
1694 6th Street 
Coachella, CA 92236 
KCLB·FM 
1694 6th Street 
Coachella, CA 92236 
KCMJ·AM 
490 S. Farrell Dr. Ste. C 202 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
Target Group 
18.-49 
25-54 
25-54 
25-49 
18-49 
25-49 
25-54 
18-54 
18-54 
35+ 
KCMJ·FM 35-59 
490 S. Farrell Dr. Ste. C 202 
Palm Spnngs, CA 92262 
KDES-AMJFM 25-54 
P.O. Box 2745 
Palm Springs, CA 92264 
KDIF·AM IS-49 
1465· A Spruce St. 
Rtversidc, CA 92507 
KEZN-FM 25-64 
72-915 Parkview Dr. 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
KFRG-FM 25-54 
900 East Washington Ave. Ste. 3t5 
Colton, CA 92324 
KGGI-FM 18-49 
200llowa Ave tflfXJ 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Format 
Adult R&B 
Country 
Adult Contemporary 
Adult Contemporary 
OrigJOal Hns 
40's-60's 
Spamsh/Mextcan 
Adult Rock 
CNI' Hcadhnc 
News 
Spamsh Broadca,tmg 
Classic Rock 
Country, News, SportS 
ARROW 
Oldies 
Top 4a-Spanish 
Lite Hits 
Country 
Adult Contemporary 
1.1\l<·tl, \ lplwh<'litttl(l 
*of Employe., 
Year Establbbed 
14 
1993 
15 
1989 
13 
1989 
25 
1993 
15 
1987 
16 
1959 
45 
1968 
14 
1993 
20 
1959 
20 
1953 
10 
1946 
10 
1984 
18 
1956 
20 
1986 
12 
1977 
28 
1974 
50 
1919 
Station Q,.ner 
City 
All Pro Broadcasting 
Los Angeles 
Island Broadcasting 
Victorville 
Katy Gtll 
Hemet 
Crown Broadcasttog 
Vienna, VA 
Pentnno Broadcasting, Inc. 
Palm Destn 
Redlands Radio, Inc .. 
Redlands 
SBR Broadcasting. Corp. 
Redlands 
All Pro Broadcasting 
Los Angele> 
Coachella Broadcasting 
Coachella 
Coachella Broadcasung 
Coachella 
Westminster 
Broadcasting Corp 
Palm Springs 
Claridge Broadcasting Corp. 
Indio 
Tourtelot Broadcasting Corp. 
Palm Springs 
Hispanic Radio Broadcasters 
Riverside 
Classic Broadcasting, Inc. 
Palm Destrt 
Arnaturo Group, Ltd. 
Fl. lauderdale, FL 
Ameri~n Media, Inc .. 
San Francisco 
Sales Manager Prog. Dtr 
Request Une 
Fax 
Nick LaCapria Rkb Guzmao 
(SilO) 540-1039 
(909) 888-7302 
Uoda Griggs Kari Lyno Haughton 
(619) 951-KATJ 
(619) 245.8()12 
One Carson Chuck Marquis 
(800) R32·0208 
(909) 927-1083 
Vester Emerson BJ. KeUy 
(619) 241-9102 
(619)241-0205 
Kathy Banas Kathy Banas 
N1A 
(619) 568-3984 
Bob Rldzak George Pereira 
(909) 793-1410 
(909) 798-4702 
Glenn Watson Rkk Sbaw 
(909) 431 4967 
(909) 793-3094 
Nick LaCapria BiU McJiiulty 
N/A 
(909) 888-7302 
Gene Abraham Md~io Albanu 
(6t9)39&.~ 
(619) 398-2739 
Gent Abraham JJ. Jeffries 
(619) 391-5252 
(619) 398-2739 
Bruce Jollllsoo, Esq. Gary Dnaaroaey 
(619) 322-9236 
(619) 326-1493 
Bruce Jollllsoo, Esq. Gary Demaroaey 
(619) 345-9236 
(619) 322-4FAX/326-1493 
Dolt• Slleh011 Dauy Foll 
(619) 325-KDES 
(619) 325-8t63 
RDddy Bravo Hector Varela 
(909) 784-1440m4-KDIF 
(909) 784-4213 
Tera Lue O.le 11erJ 
(619) 34(}.9383 
(619) 34(}.5756 
Mary Wack Charlie Harrlp.a 
(800) 698-KFRG 
(909) 824-0441 
u C..yFemrt 
(909) 431-5991 
(909) 274-4949 
Top Local En<:. 
Title 
Phone 
BIU NcNulty 
General Manager 
(909) 882-2575 
Scott Brody 
President 
(6t9) 245-2212 
DneCarsoo 
Station Manager 
(909) 927-8099 
Steve Stephenson 
Vice Prestdent 
(619) 241-1313 
J•y Scott 
General MJnager 
(619) 568-6830 
Bob Rldzak 
President 
(909) 825· 5020 
JdfParke 
V.P./Gen. Mgr. 
(909) 793-3554 
Bitt McNulty 
General Manager 
(909) 882-2575 
Geii<'Abnbam 
Statton ManJger 
(619) 39&-2171 
Geii<'Abnbam 
Station Manager 
(6t9) 39&-2171 
EdGroppo 
Geoeral Manager 
(619) 32(}.6818 
Ed Groppo 
General Manager 
(619) 3W-6818 
,Joe Tomeloe 
v :p ./Ga. Mp. 
(619) J2S.I211 
GllbmoEsqllivd 
Partner/Gen. Mgr. 
(909) 784-4210 
hlllr-
I'Tesidcnt 
(619) 340-9383 
Rldlard Mclalolll 
Gcueral Manager 
(909) 825-9525 
The following radio srartons asked ro beremovedfrom rhe lisr; KDHI AM&: FM. N/A =Nor Appl~eablt WND = Would Nor Disclose "" =nor avaiillble. The informtJIWn in IM abt1ve li.sr ll'tiS ohtailwJ [r0111 the radio 
stations listed. To IM best of our knowltdge IM inforTMtwn supplied is accurate as of press lime. While tvery effort IS TMdt to tnsurt IM accuracy tutd tlwroughness of rhe liS~ omissicfts tutd typographical errors 
somerunes occur. Please send co"ections or addilions on company lellerMad to: Tht Inland Empirt Bus111ess JouTIID~ 305 SDcrflJIIOJJo Place, On1arw, CA 91764 Researc:Md by Jerry Srrtuus Copyriglrl/994/nland 
Emp~rt BusiMss JournaL 
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HCOs - Health Care Organizations 
b) Kun Helm 
I t's one of the biggest complaints of employers in Californ1a and a rallying cry for politicians. It 's 
California's controversial workers' 
compensation system. 
However, this month California 
made a move toward reforming the 
system when Assembly Bill 110 and 
SB 30 went into effect. This bill 
allows employers to contract for 
care with health care organizations, 
or HCOs, which are companies that 
will administer a full range of 
medical services to employees who 
are injured on the job. The HCOs 
are designed to work in a fashion 
similar to HMOs. 
"When I look at California, I 
think it is reforming itself and AB 
110 is the start of that,'' Kenneth 
Westbrook, the CEO of Chino 
Valley Medical Center, sa1d at a 
breakfast panel meeting last month 
set up by the Industrial Council of 
the Chamber of the Chino Valley. 
The meeting was designed to help 
explain the new system to Inland 
Empire employers. "I think health 
care is becoming a local issue," 
Westbrook added. 
Assembl yman J im Brulte of 
Rancho Cucamonga, the co-author 
of AB 110, was one of the featured 
speakers. He said that while the bill 
did not go as far as he would like in 
refo rming the workers ' com-
pensation system, it is a good start 
"Everyone has to look at 
it with a cautious eye," 
Elizabeth McNeil of the 
California Medical 
Association said. 
The employers at the meeting 
agreed with Brulte, and shared his 
desire to intact more reform 
legislation to continue the process. 
The employers at the meeting 
expressed a desire for more control 
over when and where their 
employees could go for care. 
Executive Profile 
George A. Kuykendall was recently appointed president of San Antonio 
Community Hospital in Upland. 
Kuykendall succeeds Ron Sackett, 
who announced his retirement in 
April. 
Kuykendall has been associated 
with the hospital since 1983, when 
he was appointed director of 
corporate planning. He has also 
served as acting administrator. 
Kuykendall's management 
philosophy is one of teamwork. "I 
consider myself a team player, so I 
don't claim any personal 
accomplishments. I am proud of our 
team efforts, which have resulted in 
the establishment of several new 
and innovative programs both at the 
hospital and at Rancho San Antonio 
Medical Center 10 Rancho 
Cucamonga." 
One of the major projects 
Kuykendall is overseeing is the 
completion of an expanded 
maternity unit, adding 10 labor, 
delivery and recovery rooms. Other 
new programs recently initiated 
in cl ude the diabetes treatment 
center ; San Antonio recovery 
services, an adult chemical 
dependency program; and the 
teamwork corporate wellness 
program. 
Kuykendall graduated with 
honors from Oklahoma State 
University and earned his master 's 
degree in health care administration 
from George Washington 
University. 
Before joining the staff at San 
Antonio, he held administrative 
positions at St. Luke's Hospital 
Medical Center in Phoenix and was 
a consultant for TriBrook Group in 
Illinois for six years. 
He serves as a director for the 
Cucamonga Water District, West 
End YMCA, United Way, and 
Fontana Union Water Company. He 
has been a member of the Rancho 
Cucamonga Rotary Club since 
1985, and he served as president 
from 1992 to 1993. 
Kuykendall lives in Alta Lorna 
with his wife, Eva, a registered 
nurse, and their three children. He is 
an avid reader, a nd his hobbies 
include hunting and fishing . ..t. 
Joining an HCO 
While companies do not have to 
join an HCO, the new system is to 
the advantage of employers. The 
system can manage costs while 
allowing employers to keep better 
track of out-of-work employees and 
how soon they can return to the 
workplace. 
"Everyone has to look at it with a 
cautious eye," Elizabeth McNeil of 
the California Medical Association 
said at the panel discussion. "But 
there is great potential for cost 
savings and to provide quality care." 
The system is designed to reduce 
the rampant fraud that has been 
going on in California's workers ' 
compensation system. AB 100 
strengthens fraud enforcement by 
establishing civil monetary 
penalties, provides a felony for any 
person who offers monetary 
considerations to a claims adjuster 
as compensation for the referral of a 
claim, provides felonies for claims 
adjusters that accept kickbacks and 
gives district attorneys the power to 
recover illicit fees gained by 
fraudulent "mills." 
Choosing Your HCO 
Westbrook spoke on how to 
c hoose an HCO, cit1ng three 
ma in areas. First, he said to look 
a t th e n etworks, es pec ially 
compa r in g q u ality and 
accessibil ity of care. Next look at 
th e con ve n ience o f the 
accessibi li ty, not only how close 
th e docto rs a re locate d to the 
office but al so to whe re your 
employees live. Finally, look at 
their information system and how 
they track the inj ured workers in 
their care. He sa1d that knowing 
where your e mployee is in the 
system and how soon they will be 
back to work is essential. 
"You ha ve a p e rson out on 
temporary di s ab ilit y and you 
don ' t know whe re he is," said 
Phylli s H e nd e rson of HCO 
Management, Inc. "That will not 
happen with the new system." 
The entire panel said that they 
are no t e xac tl y s u re how the 
system will work, and it will take 
s ix months to a year be fore the 
s ystem ca n b e eva luated and 
other legislation proposed . ..t. 
Philosophy Professor Alexander Rosenberg 
Named Faculty Research Lecturer 
Alexander Rosenberg, professor of philosophy at he University of 
California, Riverside and an 
internationally recognized 
philosopher, was named the 1994 
Faculty Research Lecturer by 
UCR's Academic Senate. 
The award is the highest honor 
for scholarly work offered by the 
faculty body. Rosenberg will deliver 
the 44th annual Faculty Research 
Lecture in spring, 1995. 
"Receiving this award from my 
colleagues on campus is the most 
gratifying distinction I've ever had 
the good fortune to receive," 
Rosenberg said. "There are many 
distinguished scholars on this 
campus, and I hope my research 
lives up to the standards they have 
set." 
Rosenberg is internationally 
known as a philosopher with great 
intellectual breadth and depth. His 
work spans the philosophy of 
biology, psychology, sociology and 
economics. 
Rosenberg founded the 
subspecialty of philosophy of 
economics 20 years ago, and was a 
co-recipient of the 1993 Lakatos 
Award for his book "Economics-
Mathematical Politics or Science of 
Diminishing Returns?" The Lakatos 
Award is the most prestigious prize 
a philosopher of science can 
receive. 
Other awards and honors 
Rosenberg has received include: a 
Killiam Post-Doctoral Fellowship, a 
John Simon Guggenheim 
Fellowship and a National Science 
Foundation Senior Scholar 
Fellowship. Rosenberg has 
published seven books and more 
than 120 journal articles and book 
chapters. 
Rosenberg is also director of the 
University Honors Program, a 
program designed to expose 
undergraduate students to a career 
in academia. 
Rosenberg received his 
bachelor ' s degree from the City 
College of the City University of 
New York and his doctorate from 
John's Hopkins University in 1971. 
He joined the philosophy 
department at UCR in 1985 . ..t. 
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Data and Soft><·are: 
TopUsl is the software vers1on of the 1994 Book of 
L1sts. TopL1st allows you to wme Ieite", pnntlabels, 
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or word processor. 
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TopLtst M.1cmtosh 
ACT' Macmlosh 
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Topl.1st (a S99 00 
TopLis! Word Macro 0 S 15.00 
Add >ales tax 0 11.5% 
Mal11o· Inland Emp1re Bus me~' Journal 
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Ontano, CA 9!764 
Add , hippmg and hanJimg of $3.50 
Ovcm1gh1 dell' cry add addJIJonal S5.75 
Total 
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Kaiser May Lose Eagle Mountain Landfill 
by Kurt Helin 
0 n July 26 a San Diego County judge ruled that the envtronmental impact 
report (EIR) for Kai:ser 
Resources Inc 's proposed Eagle 
Mountain Landfill was 
inadequate. It is a ruling that may 
end up killing the project that 
was to be the cornerstone of 
Kaiser's plans to rebuild the 
company at the old steel mill in 
Fontana. 
Kay Hazen, a spokesperson for 
the Eagle Mountain project, said 
that they believe the $100 million 
project will only be delayed and 
th e EIR is sound. However, 
Judge Judith McConnell ruled 
that the EIR d id not address the 
la ndfi ll 's affect on the area's 
d ri nk i n g water in case of an 
earthq ua ke, how it woul d affect 
the nearby Joshua Tree Nationa l 
M o num ent or the threa tened 
desert tortoise. 
McConne ll 's ru l ing w ill send 
t h e prOJ ee l back b efo re t h e 
Count y B oa rd of S upervisors. 
Las t go a ro und , the board 
approved the EIR by a 3-2 vote, 
but since that time, one of the 
supervisors who voted in favor of 
the project has been replaced by 
Bob Buster, who has said he 
would vote against the proJect if 
it came back before the board. 
"Our reaction ts we're 
dtsappointed but not 
discouraged," Hazen said. "We 
continue to belteve in t he 
adequacy of the EIR We want to 
sit with the county as soon as 
possible." 
The County Considers 
Appeal 
Rtverside County, which 
stands to make $25 mtllion 
annually from the landfil l , is 
considering appealing the 
dectsto n. Kaiser had o riginally 
hoped to win permits a nd begin 
work on the project this summer. 
Hazen said that the iss ues the 
JUdge broug ht u p in her rulin g 
have a lready been covered by the 
EIR. 
"Th e issues s h e raises a re 
policy related. The information is 
available but just has to be 
recirculated," Hazen satd. ··There 
are a small number of tssues that 
may need additional study." 
While the report does cover 
the EIR, it does not condemn the 
project itself. 
"This is sttll a good project," 
Hazen said "Nowhere in her 
decision did she say this was not 
a good project. Nowhere did she 
say it was not viable." 
The directors of the Eagle 
Mountain project also say they 
are not worried about having to 
go back before the County Board 
of Supervisors, desptte the 
change in the makeup of the 
board. 
"We are not worried," Hazen 
said. "This is a projec t that 
stands on i ts own. There are 
many econom tc benefits to the 
county, of course, and it will also 
make a place for environmentally 
safe waste disposal available." 
The Opposition 
T here are several groups that 
have fought agai ns t th e proj ect, 
mainly compames in competition 
for the land are leading that fight. 
Together th ey have formed the 
Eagle Mountain Landfill 
Opposition Coalition. 
The directors of the Eagle 
Mountain proj ect also say 
they are not worried about 
having to go back before 
the County Board of 
Supervisors, despite the 
change in the makeup 
of the board. 
Among the opponents is Eagle 
Mountatn Energy Co., w h ich 
wa n ts to turn the area into a 
hydroelectric generating plant by 
fi ll ing the mountain's huge iron 
ore pits with water. 
A similar desert landfill to the 
Eagle M ountain project is 
proposed for a site near Amboy 
in San Bernardino County . .ot. 
Supreme Court Limits Exactions 
Governments Can Take From Developers 
I n the most important land use decision of the last seven years, the U.S. Supreme court held in 
Dolan v. City of Tigard that the 
dedication requirements imposed on 
new developments miL~t be in rough 
proportion to the impacts cau~ed by 
developments. 
The court held that the 
city's reliance on 
generalized statements of 
need created by the new 
development was 
insufficient to justify the 
dedication requirements. 
"The Dolan decision makes i t 
clear that while ci ties and counties 
may s till require the dedication of 
la nd necessa ry to mitigat e th e 
impacts, they cannot require more," 
said Ken neth B. Bley, partner in 
charge of the land use practice at 
Cox, Castle & Nicholson. "For 
tnstance, while they may still 
require that land be kept as open 
space, they cannot in general require 
that it be deeded to the public. 
Furthermore, governments must 
now bear the burden of showing the 
existence of the required • rough 
proportionality."' 
The Dolan decisiOn arose in the 
context of a dedication requirement 
imposed as a condition of approval 
allowing t he replacement of a 
9, 700-square-foot hardware store 
with a 17,600-square-foot store and 
the paving of a 39-space parking lot. 
The city required the owner to 
dedicate all of her land wtthin the 
100-yard flood plain as well as a 15-
foot wide ~trip of land to be used as 
a bikeway. The court held that the 
city's reliance on generalized 
statements of need created by the 
new development was insufficient 
to justify the dedicatiOn 
requirements. 
While a requirement that interior 
streets in any residential project be 
dedtcated to the public will still be 
upheld, the Dolan decision casts 
serious doubt on the ability of cities 
and counties to require developers 
to dedtcate land to wtden exterior 
streets only mildly impacted by the 
new residential development, 
according to Bley. 
"However, to ensure that 
developer's rights are 
protected, it is mandatory 
that a suitable record be 
made during the 
development approval 
process." 
The Dolan decision ts 
parttcularly important in Califorma 
because of the minimal standards 
imposed by the state courts before a 
city or county could demand the 
dedication of land as a condtl!on for 
approval of a proJect If cities and 
counties want to impose those kinds 
of dedication requirements m the 
future, they will have to carry out 
individualized studies to justify the 
imposition of the conditions, Bley 
said. 
"Moreover, the full reach of the 
Dolan dectsion wtll not be known 
for some time," he added. "While it 
clearly applies to conditions 
requiring the dedication of land, it 
may also extend to conditions which 
require the payment of money or the 
provision of low-cost and 
inclusionary housing. However, to 
ensure that developer's rights are 
protected, it is mandatory that a 
suitable record be made during the 
development approval process." .ot. 
Cox, Castle and Nicholson ha' oflices m 
Lo:; Angeles and Newport Beach, and 
represents onslltUIJOns, businesses and 
mdJVIduab mvolvcd m all aspects of the 
real estate, financi.tl and construction 
industn.,;. 
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Datamatix to Install Electronic Bidding System in Palm Springs 
The city of Palm Sprtngs recently became the first city in the United States to 
mstall a completely automated, 
interactive electronic bidding 
system to receive and process the 
city's contract btds. The city chose 
Datamatix to install this electromc 
procurement system. 
Palm Springs city officials 
expect the new system to reduce 
both administrative costs and 
overall contract expenditures while 
also encouraging bids from more 
small businesses. 
The system will be part of a 
larger bidding system that 
Datamallx is building as a one-year 
pilot prOJect for the State of 
California's Office of Procurement. 
The department accounts for about 
25 percent of all the s tate 's 
purchasmg, close to $1 bill ion a 
year. The Palm Springs and 
California systems went on-hne m 
early June 
Overall, Palm Springs officials 
forecast savings of five percent -
or $1.3 million - on the $27 
million worth of contracts the city 
awards annually. Stnce October 
1992, a simtlar system has saved 7 
percent on purchastng costs at 
Wright Patterson Atr Force Base in 
Ohio, while the percentage of 
contracts awarded to small 
bustnesses rose from 60 to 96 
percent. 
Founded in 1969, 
Datamatix is an 
information technology 
company devoted to 
enhancing the productivity 
of its clients by providing 
more efficient access 
to information. 
"We're replacing a time-
consuming, paper-based system that 
requires us to exchange forms with 
vendors," satd Harold Good, CPPO, 
Palm Springs' purchasing manager. 
"In the future, we'll simply post the 
job once on the computer and, as 
proposals come in, the system will 
automatically rank them. If we get 
200 bids, it won't be any more 
work for us than tf we only get 10." 
Electronic purchasing benefits 
small business, according to George 
M Gordon, president of Datamatix, 
because it reduces the effectiveness 
of big business' primary sales tool. 
large staffs of salespeople who have 
the time to visit government 
offices, check listings and fill out 
forms. 
"That's good for taxpayers," said 
Gordon, "because small firms often 
have lower overhead and lower 
prices." 
With an electronic system, he 
noted, btds can be submitted during 
off hours without leaving one's 
place of business. 
For vendors, another benefit of 
the system is that tl automal!cally 
sorts bid requests into categories, 
and then forwards them only to 
those businesses that are able to 
fulfill them. 
"A supplier of electrical 
supplies, for mstance, won't have to 
scroll through requests for office 
supplies and concrete mix," said 
Gordon 
In addition, paperless electromc 
purchasing wtll help Palm Springs 
comply with a state measure to 
reduce landfill waste 25 percent by 
1995, and 50 percent by the year 
2000. In addition, electronic 
btdding may increase the 
participation of woman and 
minority-owned businesses, most of 
which are small. 
Vendors will pay $25 a month to 
use the system, said Gordon, 
explaining that this will allow them 
to recetve and respond to 25 bid 
requests. Additional transactions 
cost 40 cents each. Government 
agencies pay nothing to use the 
system. 
Data is relayed through the 
Advanlls Network, which is 
available throughout the United 
States and in 90 other countries. 
Founded in 1969, Datamatix is 
an information technology 
company devoted to enhancing the 
productivity of its clients by 
providing more efficient access to 
information. & 
Chino Valley Bank Continues Its Expansion Plans 
I n July Chino Valley Bank continued its steady growth, this time movmg into northern 
Orange County with the purchase 
of a branch of Pioneer Bank from 
the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporallon. 
"We have a plan to reach 
$1 billion in assets by 
Dec. 31, 1996, and 1.5 
billion in assets by 
Dec. 31, 2000, " 
Wiley said. 
The main branch ot Pioneer 
B a n k had been a fixtu re in 
Fullerton for over A} years. 
Pioneer, which was su~ from 
bad real estate deals a.J" .bd lost 
$1 3 mi ll ion over t he l ast 30 
months, was seized by regulators 
on July 8, then was sold to 
Ontario-based CVB for $1.3 
milhon. 
The acquisition was part of the 
CVB's long-term expansiOn plans 
according to bank president D. 
Linn Wiley. 
"We have a plan to reach $1 
billion in assets by Dec. 31, 1996, 
and 1.5 billion in assets by Dec. 
31, 2000," Wiley said. "We expect 
to achieve our goals with about 50 
percent from acquisitions and 50 
percent from internal growth." 
Over the past 10 years, when 
banks have been folding or 
struggling to survive, CVB has 
expanded. The bank has increased 
its earning for 19 of the 20 years it 
has existed and has never lost 
money. 
"We feel that we were fortunate 
to have been more cautious in our 
credit underwriting in the late 
1980s than some of the other 
lenders in our market," Wiley said. 
"This has allowed us to avoid the 
severity of loan problems that have 
been experienced by some of the 
other financial institutions." 
Chino Valley Bank came up 
with its expansiOn plan in 1991 
and has since then met or exceeded 
its goals. The plan conststs of 
concentrated growth w1thin a 
specific geographical area, 
bordered by Pasadena in the west, 
San Bernardino in the east, the San 
Gabriel mountains to the north and 
the 91 freeway in the south. 
Wiley also believes that the 
Pioneer acquisition, and 
others like It, help the 
bank's clientele. 
As part of its growth schedule, 
CVB has made four acquisi t ions 
over the past year, in cl u d i ng 
Fontana First Federal in March 
and Western Industnal Nattonal in 
June. Last year it bought the failed 
Mtd Ctty bank in Brea. 
"We've completed two 
conventional acquisitions over the 
past year and we also have two 
from the FDIC," Wtley said. "Our 
first commitment tS still to our 
existing customers and serving 
them well. We believe that we 
have to continue to concentrate on 
providing the highest quali t y 
service in our marketplace if we 
want to continue to succeed." 
Wiley also believes that the 
Pioneer acquisition, and others 
like it, help the bank's clientele. 
"We feel that we give t hem 
better access to the bank as w e 
continue to expand," Wiley said . 
"Our customers are almost entirely 
small- and medi u m-sized 
businesses and professiona l 
clientele, and we want to continue 
focusmg on that market." 
CVB, wh ich has 19 branches, 
believes that by the end of the year 
it will have over $800 mill ion in 
assets, up for $687 mill ion at the 
end of 1993 . .4 
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Red Teams Keep BHP Steel in Inland Empire 
\\ere cooperative and moved along 
the procrss." 
The plant ts expected to come on 
hne m July of 199'i, and "hen 11 
docs, it wtll he thc on!) Zincalume 
steel plant on the West Coast 
Zmcalumc ts a RIIP-patented zinc-
and alummum-coated sted product 
kno\\ n for its superiOr anti-
corrosiVe qualities. 
BHP I' AustralJa's largest 
puhlicl) -tm ned compan) They ,ue 
a worldwide 1ndustr) leader tn 
miner.tls, energy and metals. 
BHP IS Australia s largest 
publicly-owned company. 
They a e a worldwide 
mdustry leader In 
minerals energy and 
metals 
\\'hat the plant means to the local 
community is johs. jobs jobs. 
There are 300 short-term 
constructiOn johs until the plant is 
completed next year There \\ill be 
100 permanent JObs once the fac1ht) 
comes on line next July. 
"lhose people \\ ho sa} ) ou can't 
do busmess m Califorma are \\ rong 
and are m1sstng a Golden 
Contmu~J From Pag<' 5 
opportuni:\ Smith said. 
How the Red Teams Work 
A recent ,nticle tn the 
1\a~lrmgton Po't said, '\\'htle other 
sectiOns of the countr) are t.tking 
thetr own tentative steps mto the 
future, nowhere has 11 happened on 
as larg~ a scale as m California .. 
A large part of the changing 
perception of Califomta business is 
due to the Red Teams. The teams 
are usually lormed \\hen companic:-. 
are scnously considering mo\'lng to 
another state, and they have been 
ver) successful In retaining .tnd 
bnnging in new companies. 
The Red Teams are made up of 
people from the public and private 
sectors There are several business 
incentives that they focus on : 
expediting the permit process, 
finding practical. cost-effective site 
locations; analysis of efftcient plant 
operating strategtes: assistance with 
air qualit) permits, lobbying of 
regulatory agencies; ass"tance with 
local job traimng. loan assistance 
and reduction of energy rates. 
BliP's Smllh also noted that 
legislative reforms on the state 
level, especially concerning 
\\ orkers' compensation and 
investment tax credits, \\ere key 
elements in kcepmg BliP Steel m 
c~Itfornia 
"At f1rst the BHP oftu:wls tn 
Australia were very, very skepttcal 
about tO\ esting tn CaiJfornta 
P<le \\ 1hon "''h a \\Orkcr for BHP, Aualraha > l3rg<sl Pubhci) -O"ncd compan) . 
because they heard we arc anti-
husmess," Gov Wilson said. "But 
because of the cooperation betv.·een 
our state trade and commerce 
agency and the Red Teams, wh1ch 
contained not just state officials but 
local officials from the City of 
Rancho Cucamonga .. we were able 
to show them that we were serious." 
Red Teams in the 
Inland Empire 
If there is one area m the state 
that has most dmmatically benefited 
from Red Teams, 11 ts the Inland 
Empire. 
All totaled, the teams have 
hdpcd rdain or bring almost 3,000 
JObs totaling more than $200 
mtllion in new investments to the 
Inland Empire The jobs they have 
brought to the area are as vaned as 
the area itself They range from 
tortillas to guitars, from brakes to 
alum mum cans. 
In June, Mission Foods agreed on 
a $50 mtlhon expansion effort that 
will create 600 new jobs in the area. 
Also in June, Fender Guitars agreed 
to expand in Corona, bringmg 100 
new jobs mitially and 100-200 new 
jobs m the future . And these arc just 
a part of the jobs Red Teams have 
hrought to the Inland Emptre. 
Califomia, and the Inland Empire in 
p;uticular. i-, jll~t st;,uting to climb out of 
the ["C(.'CS..,ion. but \\ith the md of pmJCd' 
like the Red Te<un". that turnaround may 
happen even fa~tcr. ~ 
NOVELL NETWORKS 
NetWare 4 provides you with advanced network services today--and a clear path for tlze future. 
'\et\\are .J repl<tce~ the bmder} de~•gn of 
Netware 3 \~ 1th a network-w•de directory, and 
with 11 a ho;t of ground-breakmg features. 
NOVELL® 
For example, the ildministra-
tive toob have been consoli-
dtlted tnto a ~mgle, pomt-
,md-chck graphtcal utility 
from which you can view--
and ad minister--the entire 
network. So the power to create users, d..,sign 
access controb, reconfigure the network, or 
mom tor u~dge ball dl your ftngerhps. You'll 
save a lot of t1me. And that's money. 
NetWdre -t .1J,o en<tbles you to provide every u~er 
wtth ,1 single pomt of itCCess to their resources on 
the network--while >ttll mamtaming complete se-
curity. Every time a u~er logs onto NetWare 4, a 
key code is gener<tted. Smce the key code changes 
with !'itCh logon, and the user's password never 
leave~ the workstatiOn, your network is secure 
from intrusiOn. 
We've taken pains to maxtmize your h<1rdwc1re in-
ve,tment, too. With NetWare 4·~ transparent file-
by-file compres,wn and dtsk suballocdtion, you 
Ciln double the stor<1ge Citp.tcity of your exbting 
server,·-without affecting perform<1nce. 
!'JetWare .J offer:- you <til this today, plus 'orne-
thing even more valuable: the platform for ctdd· 
ing all future network servtces. So when you 
decide you're ready for telephony, multimedia, 
imagmg or <1ny other part of networking's bright 
future, NetWare .J will be ready, too. 
Like to know more? For a product demon~tra· 
liOn, consultation or needs dna lysis, Cdll us toll· 
free at (800) 858-1144 ext. 1203. 
COMPUTER·a 
MARKETPLACE'~/ 
1490 R~ilroad St., Corona, CA 91720 • fax: (90'1) 735-5717 
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Last month, in Tom's River, New Jersey, the information superhighway 
took a btg step forward, although it 
was a quiet one· A.T.&T. launched 
their fiber opttcs network. 
And if Steve Lowrey has his 
way, this new highway will have 
an offramp in the Inland Empire. 
Lowrey is the president of 
Global Media Group, a multimedia 
corporation that IS usmg this new 
technology to help businesses. But 
that leads to the question: What 
exactly is multimedia? 
"Break down the words . 
Interactive means there 1s 
interaction. To move through a 
program, you must mteract with it, 
you just click your mouse buttons 
on bullets. It's the same as an 
tnteraction in a conversation," 
Lowrey satd. "Multtmedta, means 
11 encompasses every part of the 
media, including text, voice, 
speech, music, video, animation, 
graphics. They're all encompassed 
within the programs that we're 
creating," Lowrey added. 
How Multimedia Can 
Help Businesses 
Recently, Stanford University 
did a study that found, three weeks 
after a classroom-style instruction, 
people had about 25 to 30 percent 
retention of the information 
covered. However, when using 
interactive multimedia on the 
computer, the retention rate was up 
to 80 percent. 
That kind of ability to get your 
message across to people could be 
Invaluable for a business as a 
marketing or training tool 
"It's a lot less expensive to mail 
a computer disk than it is to send 
out 500 videos," Lowrey said. 
"And there's something else that's 
kind of catchy. When you receive a 
disk in the mail, you've got to see 
it. You've got to play with it. So 
it's definitely a way of getting 
your product, your service in front 
of your prospective clients." 
Another opportunity for a 
company to take advantage of this 
new technology is as a training 
tool. 
"You take any kind of a high 
turn-over rate," Lowrey continued. 
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Global Media Group 
" Every time someone leaves, you 
have to bring in a new employee, 
train the employee tn the 
operattons of the business or in 
new product lines. With 
multimedia systems you can , 
utilizing an RO percent retention 
rate, train these employees by 
computer with interactive video, 
which frees up your management," 
Lowrey added. 
Eventually fiber optic lines, and 
the technology that comes with 
them, will be available across the 
country (though it will probably 
take ftve years, at least) . That 
technology will influence, if not 
change, how you do business. With 
f1ber optics, you 'II he able to do 
multimedia presentallons between 
groups worldwide using 
technology that only a couple of 
years ago seemed l1ke sc1ence 
fiction. Things like computer chalk 
boards can be used interactively 
between you in the Inland Emptre, 
another person tn Chtcago and 
another in New York. 
Global Media Looking 
to Seniors 
If the senior citizens in the 
Umted States banded together and 
formed their own country, they 
would be the tenth largest country 
in the world. And that is a market 
that will only get larger as the 
baby boomer markets continues to 
gray. 
Lowrey and Global Media see 
this new technology as a great 
opportunity for seniors and the 
disabled. This technology can help 
open doors for them to 
tndependence. 
"Our long-range plans are 
actually to become an 
ongoing information 
service that is all handled 
through the computer 
systems," Lowrey said. 
"We are putting together 
entrepreneurial packages for the 
d1sabled and seniors," Lowrey 
said "You have a lot of retired 
engineers that don't have the first 
idea of how to market a business, 
or handle their accounting, so 
we're putting together a package 
like that." 
These will be interactive 
programs that will teach these 
groups business administration, 
business finance, business 
accounting and marketing 
strategies-putting together a 
package that will help a lot of 
semors put together a business for 
themselves. Lowrey envisions 
interactive computer and videotape 
seminars, "So at a certain time 
during the computer program, it 
will be time for them to watch a 
45-minute seminar, as if they were 
sitting in a classroom." 
Global Media is also looking at 
how interactive systems can make 
I ife easier for semors. They are 
working KIOSK systems, which 
are computers with a touch screen 
in a fancy box. These computers 
can have tnteracttve programs that 
can answer semor's questions. 
"We're looking at putting in 
KIOSK information systems into 
acttvtty centers, anyplace where 
the seniors would congregate, 
where they can find out by 
touching on the screen what 
restaurants give discounts, what 
drug interactions will I have with 
my heart medication," Lowrey 
satd. These programs could 
encompass everything, including 
how many calories are in in a Big 
Mac. 
Currently Global Media is 
helping businesses with 
presentations, video production 
and vtdeo production done on the 
computer. But from here Lowrey 
has grand plans. 
"Our long-range plans are 
actually to become an ongoing 
information service that is all 
handled through the computer 
systems," Lowrey said. 
"Eventually you'll be able to 
renew your prescriptions through 
your TV, and we want to be a part 
of that revolution." ~ 
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State Gives Funding to Clean up Motor Oil 
Stat e funding will be provided to 87 communities to promote 
the recycling or environmentally 
safe disposal of used motor oil by 
the California Integrated Waste 
Management Board. A number of 
communities here in the Inland 
Empire will be receiving these 
grants and implementing 
programs. 
It is estimated that in California 
as many as 50 million gallons of 
used oil goes unaccounted for 
every year after us age , and 
already recycled oil is taken into 
account. The board estimates that 
203 million gallons are sold. 
"We know that a lot of used 
motor oil is unaccounted for in 
California- as much as 50 million 
gallons," said Board Chairman 
Jesse R. Huff. "We also know that 
the more convenient it is to 
recycle used oil, the more likely 
the public is to do the right 
thing." 
The grants total $2.46 million 
and range from $2,222 to 
$423,324, depending on the needs 
and size of the community. To be 
eligible for the grants, the c1ty or 
county applicant must, by June 
1995, provide at least one board 
certified used oil collecllon center 
for every 100,000 residents not 
serviced by curbs ide us ed oil 
collections. 
"These grants will help fund a 
variety of local efforts to make it 
easier and more convenient for 
Californians to properly dispose 
of oil now being poured down 
storm drains, into the ground, or 
disposed of in landfills," Huff 
said. 
The city o f San Bernardino 
received the large::.t grant of c1ty 
or county in the Inland Empire. 
The city will use the $79,640 
grant to establish 14 new, 
privately operated oil recovery 
centers There will also be a 
public awareness campaign to 
promote oil recycling within the 
city. 
Fontana will receive a grant of 
$41,320. They will use the funds 
for the purchase of a truck, tank 
and other equipment to establish 
an on-call used oil c urbside 
collection program 
Upland's $29,192 will be used 
for the purchase of 3,000 used oil 
containers for distribution to do-
it-yourself oil changers . There 
will also be a public awareness 
campaign. 
It is estimated that In 
California as many as 50 
million gallons of used oil 
goes unaccounted for 
every year after usage, and 
already recycled oil is 
taken into account. 
Chino will staff and promote 
the city ' s used oil curbside 
collection program with the state 
grant they are receiving to the 
tune of $28,710. 
Hes pa r ia will pu rc h ase a 
storage build ing that w ill house 
oil collection drums and supplies 
with their $25,520 grant. 
Apple Va ll ey will buy tanks 
and equipment to establish a used-
oil drop off center. The grants for 
the city total $22,924. 
Gra nd Te rrace rece ived the 
smallest grant of any of the Inland 
Empire cit ies- $5,808. With that 
money, a qu a rt e rly newsletter 
focu s ing on proper oil 
management will be produced and 
se nt to bus inesses a nd all city 
residents. 
One-time grants totaling $1.44 
million to publ ic1ze exi s ting 
curbside used motor oil collection 
programs are also being awarded 
to 46 jurisdic tions that met the 
board 's eligibility requirements. 
Funding for used motor oil 
grants comes from an assessment 
on lubricating oil manufacturers 
under the California Oil 
Recycling Enhancement act of 
1991. ... 
The History of Filter Dry Cleaning 
H ave you ever wondered where filter dry cleaning came from? Unless 
you're in the business, probably 
not. But with more and more 
companies cashing in on the 
business, its history becomes all 
the more intresting, said Shona 
Schwab, co-owner of Pro Filter 
Service in Adelanto. 
According to Shona, filter 
cleaning began in the 1940s when 
an Arizona corporation created 
two original patents. Then a man 
named McKinney improved and 
repatented the product, calling it 
Fii-T-Vac. 
Clifford Adams then brought 
the idea and machine to California 
where he went from place to place 
in a mobile vehicle cleaning 
filters. The company grew, Shona 
said, to use about three large 
machines per day. Adams then 
licensed the patent to a company 
called Fleetguard, who had little 
luck selling the product and sold 
it back to Adams again. A 
Fleetguard employee then got an 
internatonal patent for the product 
in Australia, and since then filter 
dry cleaning has become big 
business for some companies. 
Clifford Adams then 
brought the Idea and 
machine to Calffornia 
where he went from place 
to place In a mobile vehicle 
cleaning filters. 
Pro Filter Service is a four-
year-old company owned by 
Shona and her husband Ray. It is 
a two-person operation, both 
having been in the business for 
several years before the business 
began. 
"We're small," said Ray, "but 
we know exactly what we ' re 
talking about when it comes to 
cleaning." 
The two say there are many 
misgivings within the business as 
to where and when the original 
Fil-T-Vac and sonic dry cleaning 
system came from. They insist, 
however, that the product used by 
Pro Filter Service is "the original 
equipment manufacturer stan-
dard." 
The Fit-T- Vac is a machine 
with a suction on the bottom and a 
hose used to clean the filters. The 
machine uses an agitator and a 
blower motor for suction 
purposes. 
This type of filter cleaning 
allows for a longer filter lifespan, 
helping to keep filters from 
winding up as part of the landfill. 
Pro Filter Service, though small, 
says they save approximately 
304,000 cubic feet from landfills 
in their filter recycling efforts. 
Because the company uses the 
original equipment manufacturer 
standard, they say their company 
does the same, if not a better job, 
than other much larger companies 
in the same business. "We do the 
same thing, only a better job," 
said Ray . "Our company 
continues to keep growing by the 
quality of our product and by 
word of mouth." 
This type of filter cleaning 
allows for a longer filter 
lifespan, helping to keep 
filters from winding up as 
part of the landfill. 
The company does business all 
over the Inland Empire, as well 
as in Barstow and L.A., said Ray. 
... 
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Education in Partnership With Business 
San Bernardino Valley College, 
the San Bernardino Regional 
Occupallon Program and the many 
small and large busmesses in the 
local communities that have 
joined forces with them to g1ve 
high school students and 
dislocated defense workers a 
helping hand toward a successful 
future. 
Btl! Clarke has taught 
vocation,ll classes at Fontana High 
School (FOHI) for 25 years. 
Through those years he has fought 
to make it poss1ble for his students 
to succeed. He has pushed them to 
work to their full potent1al and 
done his best to mot1vate them to 
want to do so. He has hounded the 
school district for the most up-to-
date machme shop equ1pment for 
his classes, and when the money 
wasn' t there, he has gone out to 
bus messes in the local commumty 
and asked for support. 
From the m he rece ive d 
equipment and internships for h1s 
students. But most importantl y, 
those efforts brought outstand1ng 
results for his students. 
You Reap What You Sow 
For many years, FOHI machine 
s hop students have made names 
for themselves, and have brought 
fame to the ir h1gh school. They 
began competing in mach1ne shop 
competiti ons 10 1976 a nd soon 
began winning state, national, and 
int e rna t iona l awa rds T he 
Vo cati o nal Indus trial Clubs of 
America (VI CA) co ntests have 
taken Clarke , and his award -
winning s tudent s, around th e 
world. One international bronze 
medal winner, Aaron McG inty, 
went to the White House to shake 
hands with President Reagan. 
Altogether, Clarke 's FOHI 
vocational students have included 
seve n international competito rs 
with the one bronze medal winner, 
plus 10 gold and three silver 
medal winners 1n national 
contests. There have been 10 gold 
and 15 silver medal winners in 
California competitions. 
This year ' s class of students 
also had VICA award winners, 
and FOHI received the state ' s 
1994 "Golden Bell" award for the 
school with the best vocational 
program . During the past two 
years, Clarke's classes have built 
Cont111ued From Page 3 
two electric vehicles, which are that is through Business Advisory 
now in operation at the high Committees. We have to learn 
school That accomplishment what local industries need and 
earned the students, teachers, and 
adm1n1strators a "Certificate of 
Outstanding Performance" from 
Southern California Edison. But 
all that is only a small part of what 
Clarke, FOHI, and the other 
organ1zations are work1ng 
towards. 
Business and College 
Supporters 
Through the years that Clarke 
has taught h1gh school machine 
shop classes, he has been involved 
in other prOJeCts or positions. 
During the 1980s, he worked at 
General Dynamics (GD) Pomona 
Division as a machine shop 
traimng superv1sor (after his high 
school classes), and GD became 
an enthusiashc supporter of FOHI 
s tu dents. Many students 
completed internsh ips and we re 
supported t hroug h V ICA 
competitions by GD, and many 
w ho d id no t go o n to co ll ege 
stayed wi th th e compa ny as 
employees. 
In the late 1980s, Clarke left 
GD to pursue his doctoral degree, 
and si mult an eo us ly s ta rt e d 
teachmg vocational classes at San 
Bernard ino Vall ey College. This 
gave him the opportunity to use 
both of those arms of edu cation 
fo r his high schoo l students, and 
soon he was encouraging those 
w ho we re not in bus iness 
internships to work for coll ege 
credit classes wh ile still in high 
schoo l. Thi s a lli a nce with the 
community co ll ege has given 
Clarke an added perspective about 
the role of education. 
what they are planning for the 
future. We need to work together 
to make that happen ." 
Internships are Major 
Factor 
Clarke and FOHI are pursuing 
several paths toward that goal. 
Consistent efforts to reach local 
busmes~ leaders keep students in 
internships, many of which lead to 
full-t1me employment after 
graduation . Local businesses that 
are supporting this program 
Include Alger Manufacturing 
Company and McGarec 
Machintng, both in Ontano; Berry 
Manufacturing and California 
Steel Industries, both m Fontana; 
and Alflor Compressor 1n Colton 
and Swarner Manufacturing in San 
Bern ardino; both of which offer 
internships to sophomore students 
as well as jumors and semors. 
A lger Manufactur in g Sales 
Manager Jim Hemingway is very 
s upport ive of FOHI 's interns hip 
progra m. "I was ex t re me l y 
impressed with the wide range of 
vocat ional s kills th a t are be in g 
taught a t FOHI," he said "T he 
instructors I met were professional 
a nd e nt hu s ias tic , a nd the ir 
comm it me nt affords s tu de nts a 
c ha nce to lea rn a va lu e d s kill. 
Alger has the same commitment to 
develop a strong partnership with 
th e FOHI mac hine tr ade s 
department, and we are confident 
of the co ntinued s uccess of the 
program" 
California Steel Industries is in 
the midst of a summer program in 
conj unction with FOHI that offers 
on-the-job tra1n1ng credi t fo r 
students entering their senior year. 
Vocational students were selected 
for the program on the basis of 
academic and attendance records, 
an application interview, and on 
their parents' commitment to the 
program Students are work1ng 
four hours every weekday and will 
receive I 0 elect1ve cred1ts for the 
six-week program Students are 
being placed 1n various 
maintenance positions on a 
rotatmg basis, and will spend time 
in the machine shop, electrical 
shop, welding shop, and other 
areas. That process will expose the 
students to as many job 
opportunities as possible. Though 
the program 1s unpa1d, they 
receive the following benefits: 
St udents wil l have the 
expenence of a rigorous interview 
process 
They will raise their class 
credit bala nce. 
T hey w i ll ha ve a cl ose 
look at various career choices. 
They will learn job skills 
and have actual work expen ence 
to put on job appl ications. 
Superior performance will 
lead to recomm enda ti ons fo r 
employment. 
Grants Provide Needed 
Funds 
Another route that Clarke , 
FOHI, and San Bernardino Valley 
College have taken is the quest for 
education funds through grants 
Please See Page 33 
"I can see now how important it 
is f o r co ll ege teachers to be 
affiliated with local high schools 
and with local industry," Clarke 
said. " In order for the ' school-to-
work' transition to be successful, 
we must keep our eyes fix ed on 
the final product - a skilled 
worker, whether that is a tool and 
die maker or a computer-aided 
design engineer. 
WE RESPOND SO FAST 
YOU.LL THINK YOU CALLED 911. 
"Where the educational system 
has fallen down, is that it has lost 
that perspective. We are not 
preparing teachers to teach 
industry requirements for the 
future," he added. "One way to do 
COPtCNE 
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Printers in the Inland Empire 
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Report of the Council on California Competitiveness: 
0 ;ov~rencor P~~~ Wi\~:~ announced the creation 
of the Council of California 
Competitiveness. This commtttee 
was to candidly asses s the 
condition of the state 's economy 
and suggest ways to stimulate it. 
The Council , chaired by Peter 
Ueberroth, made a mynad of 
suggestions in the report it 
submitted to the Governor on 
April 23, 1992. 
Since that time, under the 
direction of the Governor, the 
state has worked with local 
businesses and the private sector 
to address the concerns brought 
forth in the report Last month a 
two-year follow-up report was 
released, and it showed that there 
has been a substantial response to 
the suggestions. 
What Has Been Done 
The Council's original report 
focused on seven main areas, and 
the recently released follow-up 
looked specifically at reform in 
those areas. 
The first area addressed was 
redefining the role of 
government. One of the most 
important suggestions of the 
report was the creation of a 
cabinet-level agency specifically 
concerned with business issues. 
In 1992, the Governor signed a 
bill which created the Trade and 
Commerce Agency. For the first 
time in California history, 
business has a chair at the 
Governor's table. 
In addition, the state set out to 
develop a strategic plan to chart 
the course of California's future. 
That, with simplification of 
business reporting requirements, 
made sure the role of government 
in business was a more helpful 
one. 
The second area to be 
addressed was workers' 
compensation reform. Employers 
wanted a reduction of costs, 
criminal prosecution for fraud 
and new standards for stress 
claims. In 1993, AB 1300, AB 
110 and SB 30 were all signed 
into law. These measures 
Two Years Later 
combtned to reduce fraud and 
abuse by gtving more power to 
prosecutors for criminal 
prosecutions and reduced costs 
by bringing the concept of 
managed companies taking care 
of workers' compensation claims. 
There was also reform to the 
highly-controversial stress claims 
part of workers ' compensation. 
The Governor signed AB 119 that 
raised the rate of causation for 
psychiatric injury cases, forcing 
the worker to prove the 
preponderance of their disability 
that came from the workplace. 
The Council of Compe-
ttttveness report also talked about 
the need for regulatory 
streamlining. To answer that call 
there were no less than 12 bills 
passed that in one form or 
another helped streamline the 
permit and regulatory process for 
business. In addition, a number 
of groups, such as 
TeamCalifornia and the Red 
Teams, were formed to aid in 
helping businesses through the 
regulatory process. 
The fourth area where 
improvement was needed was 
capital and economic incentives 
for business. Bills were passed 
that gave small businesses long-
term mcentives. In addition, the 
role of the utilities in economic 
development was changed, 
making them work with the 
private sector in a partnership 
role. 
The fifth area of concern was 
education and training, where 
business leaders wanted the 
expansion of computer use in the 
schools to help prepare students 
for today 's work environment. 
Not only was legislation passed 
that allows parents to chose 
which public school their 
children attend, but high schools 
now can make use of an 
innovative statewide school-to-
career program. The Governor 
also proposed a $45 million 
investment to buy computers for 
every classroom in the state, and 
in February, Pacific Bell 
announced they would spend 
$100 million to connect all 
schools, community colleges and 
libraries to the information 
superhtghway. 
In another area, the 1992 
report said that government 
needed to support critical 
industries, including everything 
from biotechnology to small 
bustnesses. One of the industries 
that the response has been most 
focused on is the aerospace 
tndustry. The Governor has tried 
to move the state to the front of 
defense conversion activities by 
singing into law a package of 
reforms. Not only has there been 
extensive lobbymg to keep bases 
open and new contracts in the 
state, but a Defense ConversiOn 
Coordinator was established to 
represent the state government m 
Washington D.C. 
Besides the many bills that 
have been enacted designed to 
attract high-tech projects to the 
state, there has also been a push 
to help out small business. The 
Governor created the Office of 
Small Business within the Trade 
and Commerce Agency and has 
worked to support and expand the 
Small Busmess Administration. 
The one area from the original 
report that has had little progress 
towards the council's 
recommendations is in 
reformation of the legal system. 
Much of the action proposed in 
this area is currently lied up in 
the legislature or has already 
been killed. Included in the group 
of legislation still trying to find 
its way to the Governor's desk 
are sanctions on frivolous law 
suits. Legislation that would have 
amended the code so a judge, not 
a jury, set the amount of punitive 
damages in a case dted in the 
Assembly Judtciary Committee. 
While certamly there IS a long 
way to go in making the state 
more business friendly, large 
steps have been made in the last 
two years, specifically along the 
lines of the report by the Council 
on California Competitiveness. 
Hopefully...,. the state, local 
governments and the private 
sector can continue working 
along those lines to improve 
California's business climate. • 
Your Success ... 
is Our Success. 
When TMW began in 1986, that was our credo. 
It still is. In fact, it's why we're still in business and 
growing. 
Since 1986, our telemarketing programs have 
played an important part in helping companies reach 
their marketing goals successfully. We've done lead 
management, market studies, fulfillment and many 
other projects that required telemarketing support. 
If their results weren't successful, then neither were 
ours. But they were. And that's the story of OUR 
success. 
Call us today. We'll be glad to discuss a customized 
program that can be SUCCESSFUL FOR YOU. 
800.424.9378 714.879.7900 
Specialists in Telemarketing Strategies 
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How to Get the Most From Your Trade Show Dollars 
by Dolores Hagen 
A trade show or exhibit can be a major marketing event, and it should be a 
profitable venture. If you 
approach the event seriously, with 
some bas1c marketing fun-
damentals intelligently applied, 
you will get better results from 
your efforts. 
Here are some of the basics 
which can help you make your 
participation in a trade show more 
successful. 
Before the Event 
Define the purpose of your 
participation in this particular 
show. Do you want to let other 
vendors know about your serv1ces 
or products? Do you simply want 
some exposure? Do you want to 
increase your customer base? Do 
you actually want to sell products 
at the show? Do you want to build 
a mailing list? Introduce a new 
product? Change or create an 
image? 
Set specific goals and 
objectives and write them down. 
For example, if you want to 
increase your customer base, how 
many customers do you want? If 
you want to sell products, how 
much do you want to sell? 
Create a strategy to attain your 
goals and set up a plan of action. 
Who will be responsible for which 
tasks and by what dates? Who will 
conduct your demos and for how 
long? Set up a schedule with 
specific tasks for each person 
working the booth. Make sure that 
your employees are trained on 
how to qualify people who come 
into your booth. Make sure they 
also know what your goals are for 
the show. 
Dec1de what you will do with 
the leads generated by the show. If 
11 will involve telemarketing, th1s 
is the time to get the schedules set 
up and the script wntten. It should 
need very little adjustment when 
the show is over. This also helps 
you get the results you want set 
clearly in your plan. 
A trade show or exhibit 
can be a major marketing 
event, and It should be a 
profitable venture. 
Use benefits in your messages. 
Tell prospects what benefits they 
will rece1ve from your product. 
Tell them why it's worth their 
while to see what you have. Focus 
on their needs and benefits 
throughout the entire campaign. 
Develop your own pre-show 
promotional program. If you are a 
retailer, you can have promotional 
materials or coupons at your 
counters. If you are 10 a business-
to-business situation, contact the 
companies you want to have visit 
your booth and tell them what you 
will demonstrate. Invite people 
personally. You also have a 
responsibility to bring in as many 
IDII ~ 
BARTER EXCHANGE ( The Personal Touch) 
Additional Business through Bartering 
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Founded & Locally Owned by Family for Over 9 Years 
(909) 881-'130-34 • FAX (!109) 881-'135 
Ask for Joseph. Julie. Mar:yann '()r Tony 
customers as you want at the 
show. 
Design your display in keeping 
with your objectives and within 
the trade show guidelines. 
Tabletop shows require clear, 
simple signs that makes it easy for 
prospects to find you. More 
elaborate displays at larger trade 
shows may require more 
complicated displays and large 
demonstration areas. Inquire about 
sign sizes, dollars to be used at 
the show, and power sources if 
you need them. 
During the Exhibit 
Don ' t hand out literature at the 
booth unless the prospects insist. 
It's better to take their card or 
name, address and phone number 
and send them literature. Most of 
the literature handed out at 
exhibits never sees the light of 
day. 
Use public relations whenever 
possible. Often trade journals will 
cover a show. Have your own 
press releases and in formation 
ready before and after the show. 
The more interesting the story, the 
better chance it has of being 
published. 
If you didn't do any of 
these things at the last 
show in which you were an 
exhibitor, this Is the time to 
start planning for results. 
Observe the attendees. This 
will help you adjust your 
presentation and will be 
invaluable at the next show. 
Drawings, computer-based demos, 
on-floor interviews and collecting 
business cards are some of the 
ways to gather information. This 
will also help you target your 
audience in terms of customer 
profiles which s hould include 
demographics and psycho 
graphics. 
After the Exhibit 
Keep your promises! Send out 
the literature or make the call you 
said you would make. If this is a 
large show, qualify and distribute 
the leads you collected. If you will 
follow up with telemarketing, do 
it. Stick to your plan. 
Trade shows and exhibits 
are excellent marketing 
tools and should give you 
good results, if you, as an 
exhibitor, follow good 
marketing strategies. 
Evaluate. A good evaluation 
should not be a quick, top-of-the-
head process. Consider the 
following to evaluate: what is the 
return on your investment; what 
was your cost per contact; what 
kind of people requested 
information; where did these 
prospects come from, were they 
local or out of the state; how many 
competitors attended the exh1bit, 
and did they attract more attention 
than you; what kind of 1mpact did 
your booth make at the show? 
Wrapping It Up 
Trade shows and exhibits are 
excellent marketing tools and 
should give you good results. If 
you, as an exhibitor, follow good 
marketing strategies and meet all 
your goals, you will no doubt want 
to exhibit again. This means you 
were at the right place at the right 
time doing all the right things. If 
you don't get results and did all of 
these things, you may have to look 
for another show or revise your 
strategy so it works for you. If you 
didn't do any of these things at the 
last show in which you were an 
exhibitor, this is the time to start 
planning for results. A 
Dolores Hagen is a marketing 
communication consultant based in 
Moreno Valley. For a free copy of "25 
Marketing Musls" call (909) 924-8737. 
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If you're a small business employer concerned 
about health care, you should .. 
::::11: II ;l~ 
The Health Insuranc e Plan of Califomla 
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H ank doesn't look like this but a lot of 
his fitness club member~ do. Its hard 
work helpmg people get into shape. So is 
managmg II employees. On top of th.H, 
Hank has to administer his company's 
health care plan. \X'ith all this work to do, 
Hank thinks he deserves the same 
competitive rates and chmces that the big 
companies get. He didn't think that was 
possible-until now. 
The Prudential offers people like 
Hank the same choices, competitive rates 
and service that we ve brought to the 
world's largest corporations for more than 
I 00 vears. 
\Y/e knO\\ just how important small 
busmess is-after all. companies like 
Hank's and vours make up over 80°o of 
the entire L 5. work force and contribute 
over .)8°o of tht U.S. gross domestiC 
product. .more than $2 trillion! 
In addition to quality programs like 
PruCare of California-The Prudential 
H~10, we offer Prut\etwork, our PPO, 
PruCare Plus, our pomt of service plan, 
and the new MIX ~ MAX option that 
conveniently lets you customize your 
health care. 
We are also pleased to announce our 
participanon in The Health Insurance 
Plan of Cali forma (The HIPC)-the nC\\ 
California state health insurance program. 
For more information about our many 
ch01ces, contact a representative ofThe 
Prudennal or your broker. For more 
information about The HI PC, call 
1-800-HIPC-YES. 
• 
ThePrudentl81 ~ 
1 (800) 209-5227 
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Letters to the Editor 
S uppose a friend asked you for money so that be could go to college. On that 
basis, you gave him $1,500 to 
attend college, but later you learn 
he has used the money for a 
totally dtfferent purpose. He went 
to Vegas for the weekend 
Would you feel betrayed? Lied 
to? Most people would. Well, this 
is exactly what local governments 
around the state are doing with 
the money from Prop. 1 72 whtch 
permanently increased the state 
sales tax by half-a-percent. 
Those who supported Prop. 
172 were told by politictans, 
from the governor on down, that 
the $1.4 billion raised by thts 
new tax increase would be used 
to keep cops on the streets and to 
hire new police and firemen. 
However, most Republi ca n 
legislators are very cautious. 
Spurred by their fear of crime, 
a majority of voters decided to 
trust the government. As the fires 
raged through Southern 
Caltfornia, a maJority of 
Californians decided to trust the 
proponents of Prop. 172 to live 
up to their promises that the tax 
money collected would be used 
for more pohcemen and firemen. 
Unfortunately, as so often 
happens, the liberal politicians 
have reneged on that pledge. A 
close look at Prop. 172 's wording 
shows that there is nothing to 
stop the count} board of 
supervisors from engaging in a 
fiscal shell game 
It works like this Suppose a 
county is to get $500,000 in Prop. 
172 sales tax money ostensibly 
promtsed by the proponents for 
law enforcement. The county 
board of supervisors, however, 
can reduce the county sheriff 
budget by $500,000, or more, 
transferri ng that money into 
youth diversion, health clinics, 
homeless programs, etc. and then 
"backfilling" the county sheriff 
Redlands Centennial Shows 
Record Earnings 
R edlands Centennial Bank has just reported its highest earnings in its 
three year history despite 
disappointing economic news in 
the San Bernardino Valley this 
year. 
Beth Sanders, the senior vice 
president and chief financial 
officer, reported earnings for the 
second quarter were up over 500 
percent from the same period a 
year ago. 
"We are confidant in the 
momentum of earnings and deposit 
growth, and look forward to even 
greater success," Sanders said. 
Redlands Centennial, the "new 
kid on the block," is the only 
locally owned and operated bank 
in Redlands. The bank is trying to 
keep its roots firmly planted in the 
community and local area 
businesses. It believes its 
performance reflects the marketing 
efforts of the officers and referrals 
from customers. 
Whil e total loans are down 
slightly from last year, reflecting 
the local loan demand, Centennial 
has stressed building long-term 
relationships which have paid off 
in other revenue areas. 
Redlands Centennial believes in 
relationship building as the key to 
success. Bank President Ed 
McCormick said, "We are in this 
community to stay and we want to 
know our customers and meet their 
long-term needs." 
As part of this process , 
Redlands Centennial Bank has 
launched new services in rapid 
succession: SBA small business 
loans, PC banking and Business 
Manager. PC banking allows 
customers direct access to their 
account information from their 
business or home computer. 
Business Manager is a billing 
system for accounts receivable tied 
into a factoring system. A 
budget with Prop. 172 money. 
The net result? In many cases 
around California, there are 
actually fewer police officers 
than before the shell game 
started. 
Across the state, local liberal 
politicians who oppose strong 
public safety programs and 
departments, are literally picking 
the budget pockets of the shenff. 
For instance, sheriffs and 
prosecutors in Mendocino, San 
Joaqutn, San Luis Obispo, Kern 
and other counties are seeing 
their budgets cut. 
The baste approach is that 
voters will increase taxes for 
public safety, so the liberal 
poltticians cut the poltce servtces 
in order to force taxpayers to 
raise their own taxes yet again. 
Is there any surprise every tax 
increase failed on the June 
ballot? 
Raymond N. Haynes 
State Assemblyman, 
66th District 
T he city of Pomona is in desperate need of immediate growth of 
income. There are more people 
leaving the city due to no jobs and 
high crime. There is no way for 
the city to grow if much needed 
income and people leave the city. 
What more can we do to show 
how much we need immediate 
growth? Does the city need to go 
bankrupt to get serious on this 
issue? That may very well be the 
case sooner than expected. 
Establishing a card club may be 
the only alternative for immediate 
growth Not only will it bring 
much needed revenue from people 
outside the city, it will bring much 
needed JObs and opportunity to 
the struggling people of Pomona. 
The idea couldn't have come at 
a better time, so we must utilize 
the opportunity before it passes 
the city by. 
ShiH. Kim 
President of Pomona 
Korean Business Association 
Bill Kinison Joins 
KCKC Lineup 
He calls "controlled Kinison ," but himself Sam the late 
comedian's brother Bill Kinison 
still ha s that same unique 
Kinison perspective, and he's 
bringing it to the airwaves of 
KCKC. 
"As a former preacher, you 
can bet that Bill will be 
extremely opinionated and 
very politically Incorrect in 
his views," said long-time 
friend and co-host David 
Masterson. 
The Bill Kinison show is 
scheduled to begin Aug . 1, from 
10 to 11 a .m. 
Bill is the author of a new 
book, "Brothe r Sam ... The Short, 
Spectacular Life of Sam 
Kinison ." He worked as his 
brother 's manage r before Sam's 
tragic death last year. 
Like in his book, Bill hopes 
to bring humor, e nt ertainment 
and controversy to his radio 
show. "A Mtdwes tern point of 
view in a celebrity oriented, but 
not dominated, show" is how 
Kinison describes hi s show. 
" As a former preacher, you 
can bet that Bill will be 
extremely opinionated and very 
politically incorrect in his 
views," said long- time friend 
and co-host David Mas terson. 
Kinison is associated with 
Hollywood's A -list, and on his 
show he will reveal what really 
goes on in the entertainment 
industry. It's an honest, insiders 
perspective you won ' I hear on 
another station. 
The show will be live on 
KCKC, the Inland Empire's own 
news and talk radio station. A 
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by Christy Newey 
How much do you really know about economics? 
In a recent Gallup survey, 80 
percent of the respondents said their 
economic knowledge was either fair 
or poor. Only 36 percent could 
identify the purpose of profits, and 
96 percent of those participating in 
the poll satd that more economics 
should be taught. 
A non-profit organization in 
California called Economics-
America tS trying to change those 
figures. It aims to teach people, 
spectfically students, the importance 
of a strong understanding in this 
area of thetr lives. The organization 
belteves thts understandmg will 
improve the quality of life of 
Californians by increasmg their 
ability to make reasoned decisions 
about every aspect of their 
economic lives, as consumers, 
producers and citizens. 
EconomicsAmerica of California 
is part of a national network of 
university-based programs that 
provide economics education to 
teachers who instruct thousands of 
students annually. EAC is a part of 
the 16 campus of the Caltfornia 
State University system, as well as 
other Califorma universtties and 
colleges. 
By developing and conducting 
teacher and commumty educatiOn 
programs through extsttng 
organizations and networks, EAC is 
able to accomplish its mission to 
improve economic awareness in 
California. 
In 1986, Senate Bill 1213 passed 
requiring that all high school 
students take one semester of 
economics. Precursors to EAC, the 
Economic Literacy Counci l of 
California and the California 
Council on Economic Education 
focused their efforts on the teaching 
of high school teachers, and 
therefore thousands of high school 
students at that time. EAC is now in 
the process of expanding its 
horizons to teach economics to a 
more broad range of people. 
Elementary school students are 
among the expanded constituencies. 
Through EAC's Choices and 
Changes program, "at risk" 
elementary school students in East 
Los Angeles and East Palo Alto 
were targeted as s tudents of 
economics. The young students 
were taught three main ideas: That 
their daily decisions have 
consequences both good and bad; 
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EconomicsAmerica 
that they can improve their life's 
alternatives by sharpening their 
skills in school; and that there is a 
place for them in the American 
economy now and in the future. 
This program has plans to spread to 
middle schools this year. It is 
belteved that the Choices and 
Changes program is a deterrent to 
dropping out of school, if kids can 
learn the bastes of economics early 
in school. 
Staff members of local 
community-based, non-profit 
organizations are another group to 
be targeted this year in a pilot 
program. Through the Los Angeles 
City and the Los Angeles County 
Community Actions Boards, EAC 
will select 22 organizations in the 
netghborhoods surrounding 11 
South Central L.A. schools to 
present the Choices and Changes 
program. Organization staff will be 
trained to teach their clients in the 
same way teachers have served as 
economic mentors to local children. 
EAC began brainstorming on 
how to teach economics education 
to students working during the 
summer when they began working 
with the city of Los Angeles' 
Department of Social Services. A 
1994 pilot program is atmed to 
teach 100 student workers job skills 
through instruction from EAC 
teachers, professors and volunteers. 
Several companies participate as 
partners, financial sponsors and 
supporters in EconomicsAmerica, 
includtng Wells Fargo Bank, 
Calfarm Insurance, the Chevron 
companies, Pacific Telesis Group, 
ARCO, First Interstate, Proctor and 
Gamble, IBM and Union Bank. JJ. 
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Massachusetts. 
Finds Express Maillnternalional'" 
is a very smart solution. 
Golf balls arr1ve by tea time. 
Japanese are delighted 
Order 1s 
from Japan. 
Doesn·t 
cost much. 
Person is complimented 
'or his drive 
For an Express Mail International starter kit. call1-800-THE-USPS, ext. 663. 
fheworid L.--------We Deliver~~, For You. _______ ........ 
iii UN _I! ED SJ~!_E~ 
~ POSTIJL SERVICE~ 
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The 10 Most Common Errors of Investing 
A you _work to achieve your most Important long-range oals (i. e .... building 
wealth, preserving cap1tal, plannmg 
for retirement or a change in 
lifestyle, or funding college for your 
children), some education about the 
basic principles of investing can 
help make that journey a ~hole lot 
ea,ier. 
There are many investors who 
ignore the basic pune~ples of 
investing and make the same 
mistake..~ repeatedly The following 
is a check I ist of some of these 
common errors, and the 
corresponding principle of 
investing. to help you avoid some of 
the pitfalls on the road to your 
financial goals. 
1. Unclear Investment 
Objectives. Your first step before 
beginning any investment program 
should be to define your goals . 
What are you trying to achieve with 
your money? Are you seeking to 
build wealth over time? Do you 
need to preserve capital and w•e it to 
generate a current mcome stream? 
What are your tax concerns? Focus 
on your long-term needs and 
shorter-term requirements for 
income. 
2. Incomplete Understanding of 
Investments. Once you have 
established your goals, the next step 
is to have a full understanding of all 
the investments you are considering 
for your portfolio. Ask questions, 
and keep asking questions until you 
get an.,wers that make sen.-.e to you. 
How does this mvestment fit into 
your overall ponfllho? Hov. does 11 
compare with other investments that 
have a similar rate of return or 
potential for growth? What are the 
nsb mvolved? When wlll you have 
access to the money? 
3. Investing Without Regard to 
Changing Market Conditions. Just 
a\ your objectives may change over 
time, so may the long-term 
prospects of financial markets and 
economies. In add1tion, from time to 
time individual securities and 
industry groups may experience an 
increasing or decreasing amount of 
Improved Technology Hasn't 
Increased Speakerphone Popularity 
T oday's new and improved speakerphones are no more popular with 
executives than their un-
sophisticated predecessors 
according to a recent national 
survey of top executives. Fifty 
percent of executives surveyed 
said they prefer callers not put 
them on a speakerphone. 
The survey was conducted by 
an independent research firm, 
which polled 150 executives 
from the nation's 1,000 largest 
companies. It was developed by 
Accountemps, the world's largest 
temporary staffing service for 
accounting, finance and 
information technology. 
"Speakerphones have come a 
long way from the days of the 
'squawk box,"' said Robert Half, 
founder of Accountemps. "But 
these results clearly demonstrate 
that despite technical advances, a 
large number of executives still 
prefer traditional one-on-one 
conversations." 
Forty-eight percent of 
respondents said they prefer that 
the other person did not use the 
speakerphone, 43 percent said it 
makes no difference and two 
percent said they refused to hold 
a conversation with someone on 
a :.peakerphone 
In 1990, an Accountemps 
survey revealed that 
speakerphones were disliked by 
46 percent of executives, who 
cited "potential lack of privacy" 
as the number one objection . 
This year's results mirror those 
fmdmgs. 
"Telephone etiquette is an 
important part of effective 
business communications," 
explains Half. "If there is a 50-50 
chance you're going to offend the 
person you're calling by placing 
them on a speakerphone, why 
take the risk? Instead, ask the 
other party beforehand if there is 
any objection to your using the 
speaker function on your 
telephone." • 
investor acceptance. Wh1le long-
term mvesting tends to smooth out 
the short-term fluctuations and 
cycles of the financial markets, 
investors should be mindful of, and 
responsive to, financ1al trends. 
4. Portfolio Holdings Are 
Inconsistent with Your Goals . 
Once you are clear about what you 
want to achieve through your 
im estment,, you still need to make 
selections for your ponfolio that are 
consistent with those goals. Your 
selections should be based on the 
extent to which you are seekmg to 
build wealth and or generate current 
income. These factors will 
determine the amount of nsk you 
are willing to accept The more risk 
you choose and are able to as.sume, 
the greater the potential for 
profit...or loss. Conservative 
investors would be wise to invest in 
higher quahty securities that offer a 
greater degree of safety and a 
reasonable return; aggressive 
investors may select as part of their 
portfolios more volatile securities, 
sacrificing safety for potentially 
greater profits. 
5. Portfolio Holdings Are 
Overdiversified/Underdiversified. 
Within every ponfolio there exist' a 
relationship between number of 
securities and the dollar amount 
each security represents. 
Overdiversification - selecting too 
many different securities -
d1mmishes the significance of an 
individual hold1ng. Good 
performers can get "lost in the 
crowd," minim1zing their positive 
impact on the overall portfolio. In 
addition, overdiversification can 
increase the costs of investmg and 
can make it difficult to maintain and 
manage your portfolio. 
Underdiversification places a 
disproportionate amount of risk on a 
single investment (a ponfolio could 
have an overconcentration in any 
one holding, industry group or type 
of investment). 
6. Lack of Understanding of 
Tax Laws. Many investors are 
unaware of how tax legislation may 
have an impact on their 
investments. Changing tax laws 
only complicate this problem. We 
recommend that you continually 
review your investment strategies 
with your financial consultant and 
tax advisor. 
7. Profits Are Taken Too Soon. 
Some investors consistently take 
profits early for shon-term gains. 
This practice , better defined as 
trading rather than investing, can 
diminish overall profit potential by 
limiting participation in a good 
inve.~tment. While trading may be a 
valid strategy for a ponion of your 
portfolio, investing is a long-term 
proc ess, a nd a fundamental 
pnnciplc of financial planning. 
8. Losses are Allowed to Run. If 
an investment performs poorly and 
its value decreases, you are often 
better off cuttmg your losses 
quickly rather than waiting for a 
turnaround that may never come. 
9. Overlooking the Time Value 
of Money. The true worth of certain 
investments - those in which 
interest or dividends earned are 
compounded over time - is often 
overlooked. In essence, as an 
investment generates interest or 
dividends and as you reinvest those 
earning:;, that new money may also 
earn income. The earning potential 
of these long-term investments is 
even greater if interest is allowed to 
accrue on a tax-free or tax-deferred 
basis. 
While the compounding effect 
has a positive impact on the 
inve.~tment, inflation can often be a 
negative force that reduces the 
purchasing power of your dollars 
over time. Many investors want to 
create a hedge against inflation. To 
them, an investment is successful 
when its total rate of return (interest 
or dividend yield plus capital 
appreciation) is greater than the rate 
of inflation. 
10. Unrealistic Expectations. 
There is no automatic formula for 
investing successfully. In the world 
of investments, building wealth 
takes patience, discipline and a 
basic education in the fundamental 
principles of investing. Settmg 
goals, asking questions and 
developing a sound financial plan 
are part of that process. • 
Tom Davis is malung available a copy of 
lhe Sm1lh Barney cducalional publicaiiOD 
enlillcd "10 Common Errors of Jnvesung." 
To rece1ve your copy, contact h1m al 
(800) 666-39~. 
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"A plan that protects your employees 
as well as your bottom liile. 
That's the answer to Workers' Comp." 
For the Cleugh's Rhubarb 
Company, the answer to their workers' 
compand medical benl'fits 
coYerage was the FHP 24 
I lour ~1anagL'd Cue 
Program.· 
"Our~ h a family 
bu~ine:-.~, " ~a)::-. :\1ichael 
Cleugh, Operations 
Manager. "When you 
process fruits and 
vegetables, sometimes 
accidents happen The 
24 Hour Managed Care Program 
has helped us deal with that 
tremendously. 
We tr\' to think of all the safet\' 
. " 
angles, but things get overlooked. 
With the FHP 24 Hour t\.1anaged Care 
Program, our ..,afety standards 
impnwed right ,1way. 
~ow, if an accidl'nt doL''-
happen, they're on it nght 
a'' av. Qual it) care, 24 
houro.; a dav. And when 
there is litigation, it's 
processed efficiently. 
The first three war~ we 
were with the FHP 2-l Hour 
Managed Care Program, we 
sa,·ed $100,000. You're not going 
to get any better than that." 
To find out how the fl lP 24 Hour 
Managed Care Program can hL•lp your 
bu-..ine..,..,, ca111 ~S00-842-4347 or your 
in..,urance brokL'r 
"\\'L•'re a tamilv bu..,ine..,.., that's 
alwav" cared about the people\\ ho 
\\Ork here. \\1th the help of FHP, ,,e'll 
be ablL• to '-tel) that way." 
24 Hour Managed 
Care Program"' 
• Jhto fllP 24 I lour \l.lnagod (aro Program os nov. offer,<! b\ FHP. Inc a fod,·rolt\ "lU•hfllod H\10 and 11> corporal• •ffolldte Groal 'i!Jlt:'>lnsuranc• Cornpan> a Cahfomld·OOrruokod prop<.'rt'o and Caw.l I) u>Suranc• com 
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San Bernardino Aims to Improve Customer Service 
0 ver the last several years there has been a resurgence in customer 
service. Retailers and service 
industry businesses are 
discovering that consumers not 
only want the best possible value, 
they want friendly service to go 
along with it. 
"The results are pretty 
much what we expected," 
Boughey said. "There is 
still room for improvement, 
but we are continuing to 
make changes. The 
surveys point out that we 
can make those changes." 
Now the city of San Bernardino 
has hopped on the customer 
service bandwagon. San 
Bernardtno has implemented a 
new program to make City Hall a 
more friendly place to do 
bus mess. 
"Customer service is very 
important to Cit)' Hall because our 
customers are San Bernardino 
residents, and as a government 
agency, we are here to assist 
them, .. said Mayor Tom Minor. 
"We want to know if there is a 
problem so we can fix tt." 
So far there doesn't seem to be 
a problem 
The plan started back in March 
when the Planmng and Building 
Services Department began 
dtstrtbuttng customer service 
surveys in an effort to improve the 
service and the image of the 
department. Stnce it began in 
March, results from the survey 
reveal that 62 percent of those 
surveyed satd the department's 
customer service has improved. 
"The ctty has made stgmficant 
progress tn improving customer 
servtce over the past two to three 
years," said AI Boughey, director 
of planning and building servtces. 
"There are two key aspects of 
customer service we are striving 
to work for: prompt, courteous 
service and good, reliable 
information." 
"The city has made 
significant progress in 
improving customer 
service over the past two 
to three years," said AI 
Boughey, director of 
planning and building 
services. 
Due to the complex nature of 
its job, Planning and Building 
Services has had a traditionally 
low customer service rating . 
However, of the surveys returned, 
over 75 percent said that the 
servtce overall was above 
average. When San Bernardino 
was compared to other cities, 58 
percent said that San Bernardino 
had a better quality of service 
than the others they had visited. 
The Planning and Building 
Services Department received 
high marks in other areas as well. 
Seventy-seven percent said that 
the staff was quick and efficient in 
responding to requests, and 88 
percent felt the staff had 
professional and courteous 
attitudes. In addition, over 84.5 
percent of the respondents said 
the staff was helpful in problem 
solving and that the information 
they received from the staff was 
clear, concise and correct 
"The results are pretty much 
what we expected," Boughey said. 
"There is still room for 
tmprovement , but we are 
continuing to make changes. The 
surveys potnt out that we can 
make those changes." 
Whtle Planning and Building 
Services was the first to 
tmplement this program, the 
surveys are being used in other 
departments as well Public 
Works/E ngt neeri ng, Public 
Services, plus Building Inspection 
and Fleet Inspection are using the 
survey to work on customer 
service. • 
Norrell Services Comes to Upland 
Left to right: Tiffany O'Dowd, Leanne Arent. Doreen Delk, Wendy Dayan, Gail Hooper. 
N orrell Services, o ne of the fastest-growing s taffi n g se rvice 
comp a n ies in the United S tates, 
has o pe ned its newest office in 
Upla nd. Norre ll is excited about 
th e o ppo rtun i t y t o se rve th e 
employee and client community 
in th e Inl a nd Empire. 
H eadquar t e r e d i n A t lanta, 
Norrell Services, Inc., p laces 
more t han 200,000 workers 
annually throughout its network 
of 300 offices nationwide. They 
help firms find temporary and 
p e rmanent empl oyees i n areas 
s u c h as: tec hn ical and 
industrial, office automation, 
data entry, c l erical and 
accounting. 
"For more and more 
companies, the temporary 
employee has become a vital 
link, providing companies the 
flexibility to change the size of 
the workforce as demand 
changes," according to Leanne 
Arent, branch manager of the 
Norrell Servtces office in 
Upland. 
Norrell Corporation is the 
largest privately-held, tem-
porary services firm in North 
America, with forecasted 1994 
revenues of over $700 million. 
Norre l l feels it differentiates 
itself from the competition 
through its focus on mee t ing 
and exceeding t he customer's 
expectations. 
"We believe tha t o u r 
customers are both the c li e nts 
we serve and the employees we 
place. All of our progra ms a re 
n ot on I y designed to meet the 
customer's expecta ti o ns bu t to 
deligh t th e c ustomer as we l l," 
explains Wendy Dayan, region 
customer service manager for 
Norrell. 
The new Inland Empire office 
of Norrell Services is located at 
440 North Mountain Avenue. 
For more information, or to let 
" We believe that our 
customers are both the 
clients we serve and the 
employees we place. All of 
our programs are not only 
designed to meet the 
customer's expectations 
but to delight the customer 
as well," explains Wendy 
Dayan, region customer 
service manager for 
Norrell. 
the team at Norrell meet and 
exceed your expectations, give 
them a call at (909) 981-3939. 
... 
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CareA.tnerica 
has plans to save an 
endangered species ... 
Independent 
Business. 
Tht.: t~r.1~ \'(.',lit (C.m1' Lupu ... ) F,,rnll'rh ,thun.J.mr rhwugh~~w NPrth Am-.:rll.t, thl· \Hllt f'tlpul.tthlll m thl·l"l"H'r 4~ L"mu.'t.l ~t.Hl''S '' n'1" 
lunu~.·J t"• ,1 kv. hundrl'J m N,,nht.:rn Mmn~.·~n.t .md MllhiJ.:.m 
CareAtnericaSM 
The Health Plans of Choice 
Ynu deal wtth tt e\'ef\ 
da\' .. co, Is nf dotng hu,t-
ne~' t h.n )li't keep gotng ur 
.md ur. Ltkc emrlnycc• 
he.tlth c.tre Cl"t', You ,,,mr 
qualtt\ health c,tre, hut 
1hc·re\ ,, lunn to'' h.n you 
,tre wdltng Ill ra~. 
l'.tret\menc.t h.t, .tn 
,m,wer .... ttforLl.thle liMO 
and PPO rlans that c.tn he 
lttred exactly w 1he needs 
and hudgcts of mderendcnt 
hw.mt•ssc,. Whether you 
have 3 or 3,000 cmrlllyee,, 
you can c htxlse frnm a '' tde 
range of qualtry rroducrs 
and 'l'rnces Select trom 
more than 8,000 rhy,tctam 
.mJ 70 ot the he,t hl"rttab. 
Chotec, qualny .md Clht 
efftc tency .. a t"c'' of the 
re<blll1s CareAmenc,\ '' nnt' 
llf 1he fa,test growmg 
health c.trc• comrante' in 
Southern Calttnrnt<l 
Call your hn1ker Ill ,bk 
ahour C.treAmenca. 
It\ the nght chotec·. 
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Statioa 
·\cldna 
City,. tate, Zip 
KGX\'.fM 
12370 Hespcn3 Rd. 117 
VictoMIJe, CA '1'~ 
K.HPY 
p 0 llo.l 909 
Moreno Vall<}, CA 9"..556 
KJISJ·AM 
2515 \\ Devomhire Ave 
Hemet, CA 92.545 
1\.liTX-A.\f. Thf 
P 0 Box .5000S 
5.m Bernardino, CA 9:!412 
tmY~t 
2515 W Devonshin: A'-c. 
Hemet, CA 92.545 
KIXA-F\f 
12370 Hcspena Rd. 117 
Victorvtlle, CA 91.392 
KIXF-FM 
12370 Hcspcna Rd. I 17 
VIctorVille, CA 91.392 
KIXW-FM 
I 2370 Hcspcna Rd. I I 7 
VoCIOrville, CA 9"..392 
KLCX.fM 
7161:2 Country Cub Dr. Ste K 
Palm D=n. CA 92211 
KJ..FE.A.\f 
992 Inland CcD!cr Dr 
San Bcrn.:udino, CA 9.2408 
KLORD 
PO Bax IIXKJ 
Yuc:a.pa, CA 92399 
KML~-AM 
2001 Iowa Ave~ Ste. 200 
Rovcrsidc, CA 92S07 
XMET·AM 
soos La Mart Dr. 
Riveaidc, CA 92S07 
KMNY 
2300 S. Mills Ave 
P0111011a, CA 91766 
KNWZ 
P 0. Box 12700 
Palm Desert, CA 91:255 
KOIA·fM 
1940 OraaJctrec UL. Sec. I 01 
Ral.vldl, CA 91.374 
Radio Stations Serving the Inland Empir,e-# . ~-
. I'''"' \lplw/J, tu all\ ·_ 
T~tGroap 
2549 
All 
I 49 
18-54 
25-54 
25-54 
25+ 
2S-S4 
18-34 
25-54 
12+ 
2.5+ 
18-49 
25+ 
25-54 
FonDa I I or Emplo)..S Statioa OWDer 
y ... Establllbtd Cll) 
Adult Cont.:mp<III}' :!5 erov. n Broadc:asting. Inc 
1993 Vienna, VA 
Sparu'b 10 KHP\' Spanosh 
1992 !Udio Corp. 
MOJcno \'all<y 
~tO R 11 AI Pla...a:noa 
1994 Oxtwd 
Country 30 Henry Broa&.-3sung 
I 9"..8 s.n Francuco 
Sparush I I AI Plascencoa 
Cootemporary Country 
Contemporary Country 
Contcmporar} Country 
Oassstc Rock 
Conkmpomy 
Cbnstian 
MUSIC 
Sports 
News, Traffic, 
PubliC Affairs 
FiiWICial News 
Ncwtlfalk 
1994 Oxnard 
IS 
1993 
IS 
1993 
10 
1993 
11 
1993 
12 
1986 
14 
1986 
50 
1945 
2 
1992 
20 
1987 
17 
1977 
15 
1965 
18 
1960 
RJS.J CommumClltoons 
Victo"olle 
ClOwn Br03dcasung. Inc 
Vierw, VA 
Crown Broacka>ttng.lnc. 
Vierw, VA 
M or age Broadcasllng 
Pam Desert 
S.tlem CouununicatJon Corp. 
Dmanllo 
Sbcpbard Commurucatioos 
YUCllpa 
Amcncan Media Inc 
San FraiiCISCO 
Fred Cote 
Riverside 
Vera Gold 
Pomona 
Coroaado Four 
Couaty Broadcasting 
Los Angtles 
Country Club CommuruallOO.\ 
Palm Desert 
SBR Broadcasllng Corp. 
Redlands 
Sal .. ~laaagtr 
MlptlArtaa> 
Ztada Parittr 
Bobs .... , 
Ztada Parkrr 
Prog. Oir 
RrquntUDe 
Fax 
BJ.KeUy 
(619)241-910.:! 
(619) 241-0205 
Jvu Garda 
(909) 247· 1530 
(909) 247-2790 
.. 
(909) 92.5-1320 
{909) 651H84 3 
Jaa Jtfftrin 
(909) 431-5000 
(909) Ml\4-584-1 
Rkardo SalaW' 
(909) 766· I 057 
(909) 6SS-1843 
\'~ttr Eme,..,oa BJ. KtU) 
(619) 243-1065 
(619) 241.0205 
Vt51er Emtrsoa BJ. 1\.rlly 
(619) 243-1065 
(619) 2-11-0205 
Vrsttr Emt.-.on BJ. Ktlly 
(619) 243-1065 
(619) 241-0205 
Blrt) Gorllae BW O'Briaa 
(619) 772-7175 
(619) 772-7177 
Jot Goazaltz Oa>id Achord 
(1!00) 729-1240 
(909) 381-9563 
Ttrt) Taylor Bob Canoe 
(909) 797-5500 
(909) 797-3813 
N.fA Mart Hvlia 
(909) 825-1290 
(909) 274-4949 
Frec!Coce u 
na 
(909) 787-9987 
Vffa Gold N/A 
NIA 
(909) 465-1517 
Dald Ba1aDr l'tfallo Hcnudn 
(909) 920-11 I 5 
(909) 961-2032 
Ray Carroll Joluo Wllk5 
(619) 346-1270 
(619) 341-6885 
llobm Toppilla Rklt Sllaw 
(909) 798-S600 
(909) 7'13-3094 
AUGUST 1994 
Top Lo<al Exrc. 
Totk 
Phoae 
litne StepbeiiSOa 
Voce J>rc"d<nt 
(619) 241 -1313 
Migutl ArtiW 
General Man.>gcr 
(909) 274·5479 
Tort) Janlsdo 
Gcnml Manager 
(909 J 92.' ·900> 
Jtlf Sa !go 
V P Gen. MgJ 
(909) 384-9750 
Ttrry Janis<·b 
General Ma03gcr 
(909) 925-9000 
Sttu Strph<n50a 
Vol-.: Pre!oodent 
(619) 241 ·1313 
oSitH Stepheasoa 
V P.JQ..11Ct 
(619)241-1313 
Stt>t Sttphta.soa 
V P JO,.ncr 
(619) 241· 1313 
Bart)Gorflat 
S.tlesMaroagct 
(619) 772-7171 
Jot Goazakz 
Gtncral Managtr 
(909) 885-6555 
~Aodmls 
General Manager 
(909) 790-1~ 
Dan Prtsbtr 
V.PJGcn Mgr. 
(909) 6114·1991 
Fred Cott 
Owner /Manager 
(909) 684-9992 
Vera Gold 
J>resodent 
(909) 627-1600 
H.Htn~Udn 
V.PJGen. Mgr. 
(909) 981-8893 
Joluo Wllk.s 
General Manager 
(619) 346-1270 
Jtft'n) Parkt 
V P./Gen. Mgr 
(909) 793-3554 
1M foiJJJwin& radio S/llliDtiS tzsUd 10 baonm-rtl from 1M list: KDHJ AM & FM N/A •N« Applkable WND '" Would N« Duc/ose 1lll ., Ill)( tn'tlllablt Tloe informairon"' the aha•"' liSt .,,.. obtamtd from the radio 
SlllliDtiS listed To 1M bat of our btowkdrrt 1M urforrrtiJlUJtl ~IS IICCIUflte liS of press tJmC. Wlrilt n-uy effort IS made 10 tlmlrt the acauacy arul thorougluo= of the list, omr.uJOtU arull)pograplucol uron 
~ ocan PI~ 1ood etNrectwtU tN tuldirwtU 011 ComptUij lmuload 10: Tloe lnlmul Emput B~<SUJCSJ lOimiiJ~ 305 Sacrdme~o Place, Oruarw, U1 91764 Re=zrrMd by Jury Srraun Copyrrghl /994/niDNI 
&!pire IJusWss JOCITIVJl. 
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by Steven R. Schacrrcr voce president. 
R~V<-rsodc Medu:al ('hnoc 
The Ambulatory Surgery 
Center Industry: Its History 
and Growth 
Each year, more than two mtlhon 
surgenes are perfonned tn the more 
than 1500 ou1paltent surgery center; 
across the Untied States. Ambulatory 
surgery, also known as outpatient, 
same-day or one-day surgery, 
accounts for 50 percent of all 
surgeries perfonned 1oday. 
These ambulatory surgery center; 
(ASCs) can be freestanding, such a.~ 
the River;idc Medtcal \lime Surgery 
Center, or they can be corporate or 
hospital owned facthties. Procedures 
perfonned in these center; typtcally 
fall into the categories of 
gynecology, ear/ nose throat, oph· 
thalmolog), orthopedic and general 
surgery. 
These procedures arc performed 
when a patient is in good health and 
the care needed for recovery c-.m be 
provided at home. These procedures 
gcncmlly take les.' than two hours. 
Co~t. convenience and quali1y are 
among the many benefits of surgery 
centers. Outpatient surgery usually 
cost' 30 to 60 percent less than the 
same surgery conducted in a hospttal, 
and patient' have the convemence of 
recovering at home with their 
families. 
ABCs Are the Key to Health 
Care Cost Containment 
The containment of health care 
co.,ts has never been more important. 
Because surgery centers maintain 
low overhead, they are able to 
perform high-quality health care at 
lower costs compared to hospitals 
whtch must remain open and staffed 
24 hours a day, as well as provide 
co.,tlier services for patient' who are 
very ill. 
On a national average, procedure.' 
performed at ambulatory surgery 
center; cost 47 percent less than the 
same procedures performed at 
hospitals, accordtng to a study 
conducted by Blue Cros.<;/Blue Shteld 
of North Caroltnn. 
Federal, State and 
Professional Regulation of 
ABCs 
The quality of health care received 
in ABC's is ltnother primary benefit 
of these center;. Ambulatory surgery 
centers are among the most highly 
regulated providers of ambulatory 
health care. All centers approved for 
Medicare reimbursement must 
undergo rigorous inspections by the 
federal government ASCs in 41 
states require licenses as well. 
In additton to state and federal 
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Riverside Medical Center 
inspections, many surgery centers 
choose to go through a voluntary 
accreditation proces~ conducted b) 
thetr peer.. 
The U.S . Department of Health 
and Human Services Office of the 
Inspector General, in a 19HH study, 
pronounced ambulatory surgery 
center~ and hospilal outpatient 
department~ " equally safe 
environments." 
Medicare Beneficiaries 
Medicare beneficiaries prefer 
ASC's to hospitals for outpatient 
surgical and diagnostical procedures, 
accordtng to that same 19HH study. 
Among the reasons cited for n 
preference of ASCs over hospital 
outpatient departments included le.-.s 
paperwo rk, less cost , a more 
convemenl locatmn and parking. 
Approx imately 90 percent of 
ASC's are Medtcare·approvcd 
facihttes , including the Riverside 
Medtcal Cltmc Surgery Center. 
Projected Growth 
Numerous medical advance~ have 
occurred since the advent of the fir-1 
ambulatory surgery center in 1970. 
Technological advances including 
laser, endo~copic and arthroscopic 
surgical advances have greatly 
contnbuted to the growth of these 
center;. 
Increasingly, patients and 
physicians alike are learning the 
benefit, of oulpatient surgery centers. 
Healthy pattent~ find outpatient 
surgery centers more comfortable 
than hospttab, which are designed 
for the very sick, and physicians find 
scheduling their outpatient surgeries 
much ea.,ier at an ASC. 
By the end of this year, it is 
predicted that ~orne 1600 surgery 
centers will exist tn the Untied 
State.,. "" 
"I've arranged your international letters 
of credit." 
"Good." 
l ' noon Ban!..cr Londa \\ hcatm.m "And here are your travelers cheques?' 
"Thank you. By the waJ~ do you have tlze time?" 
"Almost six-thirty." 
"Well in that case. thanks again." 
"What for?" 
"You're working late 
just for 111e." 
"No problem. Glad I could help?' 
~\1/~ • 
wuniOD Bank 
Right people. Right hank for )Our business. 
rHJil 
~wan ~·rom o .. n r. 
~~.rnnuh 
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Census Bureau Finds More Children Living With 
Never Married Parents 
A ccording to a new reported released by the Commerce Department ' s 
Cen:,us Bureau, the number of 
chlldren llvtng wtth a single, 
never-married parent has risen 
dramatically. 
A decade ago a child was 
almost twice as likely to be ltving 
w llh a divorced parent as opposed 
to a never-marrted parent. 
However, in 1993, 3 7 percent of 
children who lived with only one 
parent were in homes where the 
parents had dtvorced, as 
compared to 35 percent of 
children where the parent had 
never married . 
"The narrowing of this gap b 
partl) due to the tncrease in births 
to unmarried women ," said 
Arlene Saluter, author of "Marital 
Status and Living Arrangements: 
March 1993." 
The report also shows an 
increase in children in one-parent 
situations. In 1993, 27 percent of 
children under eighteen lived with 
on ly o ne parent , up 12 percen t 
from 1970. 
"The rise in divorce a nd the 
delay in first marriage are two of 
the maJOr factors contributing to 
the growtng proportion of 
chtldren living with one parent,'' 
Saluter said. "Interestingly, more 
of these children were ltvtng with 
their father. While 87 percent still 
lived wtth the mother in 1993, 13 
Grandchildren of the Householder, 
by Race and Hispanic Origin: 1993 
White 
Both pa1 cnts present 
Father only prc&cnt 
(Percent of Grandchildren) 
African American Hispanic 
0 
0 
Mot 1e' on y present 
Netthe. parePt p escnt 
Children of Single Parents 
bY. Marital Status of Parent: 1983-1993 
(Percent of Children) 
50% 
D vo ccd Pa enl • Neve Ma ' ed Pa enl 
D 
• 
D 
Source: U.S. Cenaua Bureau 
percent lived with the father. Thts 
ts up from 9 percent in 1970." 
The study also showed that 57 
perce nt of Afrtcan-American 
children lived wllh one parent, as 
opposed to 32 percent of H ispanic 
children and 21 percent of White 
children 
More than 3 mill ion 
grandchildren under age 18 lived 
tn the home of the grandparent(s). 
African-American children topped 
the percentages in thts category as 
well wtth 12 percent Six percent 
of Hispanic children ltved in this 
situation, as did four percent of 
White children. African-Amencan 
children were also more likely to 
be without a parent in the 
grandparents' home and less 
likely to have both parents there. 
Othe r than the livtng 
arrangements of children, the 
report also looked at the marital 
status of adults and found an 
increasing trend toward delaytng 
marriage. 
The number of unmarried 
person's has increased from 95 
million to 114.5 million between 
1970 and 1993.The number of 
never married adults doubled 
from 21.4 million to 42.3 million 
during the same time period, and 
account for the largest share of 
unmarried adults. 
The median age at first 
marriage continues to increase. In 
1993, it was 26.5 for men and 
24.5 for women, versus 23.2 and 
20.8 in 1970. 
Twenty-two percent of African-
American women between the 
ages of 40-44 have never married 
compared with seven percent of 
Whites and nine percent of 
Hispanics. 
The number of unmarried-
couple households was 3.5 
mil l ion in 1993, seven times 
larger than the 523,000 tn 1970. 
The number of persons age 15 
and over living alone represented 
more than one in every eight 
adults in 1993. 
Over the last two decades, the 
number of women living alone 
rose 94 percent (from 7.3 to 14.2 
million), while the number of men 
living alone rose 167 percent 
(from 3.5 to 9.4 million.) .& 
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Education in Partnership With Business 
from the Applied Technical 
Lducation Act through the Career 
Vocational EducatiOn Dtvtsion of 
th e California Department of 
Education. For several years, the 
vocatiOnal classes have obtained 
needed equipment and program 
materials from grants that Clarke 
and Vocational Education Director 
LaVern Pine have made the effort 
to obtain. Grant monies also mean 
programs and goals that must be 
accomplished and reported on, and 
that may be one reason why other 
schools have not applied for them. 
" When we send tn a grant 
appltcatton, we have a specific 
project in mtnd, along wtth the 
materials and man-hours requtred 
to reach a successful completion," 
said Clarke. "That proJect means a 
lot of extra work, especially w hen 
you include the reports requtred . 
But we have the equipment for as 
long as 11 lasts, and the kids that 
participated in the project benefit 
from the learning experience, and 
that 's important." 
''Two of our mini-grants paid 
for the expenses of our electric 
vehtcle programs," said Pine, "and 
no t only did the students gain 
valuable knowledge for a possible 
future occupation, but the school 
district gained two vehicles that 
serve as models for a potenttal 
mode of transportation." 
Partnership Main Goal 
The benefits of a partnership 
between education and industry is 
obvious. Students learn job skills 
and go on to contribute to their 
community by becoming tax-
paying citizens. For those benefits 
they put in long hours of on-the-
job training, while still going to 
school. Businesses contribute 
equipment and man-hours for 
training the interns, and often they 
benefit by gaintng a valuable 
employee. At the least , the hours 
that the intern works pays the 
costs of the bustness' contribution 
and efforts. At the same time, they 
have the added satisfaction of 
knowing that they contnbuted to 
the future success of one of their 
communtty's young people. 
This partnershtp is one of the 
main goals of Fontana's new 
Superintendent of Schools, Dr. 
Karen Harshman . "Thts Education 
and Industry Partnership is one of 
Cotllmu~d from Pag~ /9 
the most tmportant programs our apprenttcesh1ps . It ts a t" o-wa} 
school tS involved in, and one of beneftt, for bu~iness as well as 
my maJor goals ts to forward 11," students, and I'm hoptng they will 
Harshman said. recogmze that." 
··1 just assumed my office (as Harshman has a vision of most 
Supertntendent) this summer, but future :-.tudents preparing for thetr 
we have already had one careers from the time they enter 
preltmtnary meeting of a Business thetr juntor years of high school, 
Round Table Group, and we're through modtfied school hours and 
planning the next one for job apprenticeships or early 
September," she added. college classes. "Students can 
I m hoping to get many local receive the same type of early 
businesses involved in helptng our training whether they plan to enter 
students th rough mentorshtps and a vocatiOnal fteld, become a 
computer programmer, or enter the 
medical field," she said. "I'm 
hoping that "e can all plan and 
work together for our children and 
for the communtty." • 
A cont•numg arucle on ne<t month's 1s.sue 
w til loo~ at the rote of state ami federal 
fundmg for programs to rctram dtsplaced 
defense workers for new positiOns, and lo 
tram other cmployecs whose •l.•lls arc 
out of date It wtllmclude mformauon on 
"here and how to apply for •uch trammg. 
For total protection, 
rely on the first nante 
in security. 
Intrusion 
Detection 
Systems 
Fire 
Alarm 
Systems 
ccrv 
Monitoring 
Systems 
Access 
Control 
Systems 
A:. ~ 
Sprinkler 
Monitoring 
Systems 
Process 
Monitoring 
Systems 
Central 
Station 
Monitoring 
Now, there's a better way to 
meet your security needs 
through integrated electronic 
protective systems and service. 
We're a leading national 
security company with a 
strong local commitment to 
protect you through use of: 
• Innovative security systems 
• Skilled installation and 
service representatives 
• A full range of capabilities 
• Our own UL-listed central 
stations for your ongoing 
protection 
So, to cost-effectively 
reduce your security risks, 
look to The First Name in 
Securi~ for a FREE profes-
sional security appraisal. 
(909) 460-0886 
- --
--
. -
- . 
WELLS FARGO 
ALARM SERVICES F«
- -
_ .= 603 S. Milliken Ave., Suite K 
===..a= Ontario. CA 91761 
A DiWimt ~Bak.w ~Service.. IDe. 
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Franchising-•Ask 1M Ca/if1N71Ul Vmtur~ Forum" addresses questwns of l/llerest to bu.riMss owners and 
entrepreneurs and IS a projeCt of faadly from 
Califo171JJJ Slllte Polyrechnk Urm'f:TSII)·, local 
busin~ss l~aders, and th~ Inland EmplT~ 
BUSI!IeSS J OW7Ull. Responses are prepared by 
Forum membus. The California Venture 
Forum showcas~s entrepr~neurs and 
bUSIIIesses n ery och~r monch 111 an ~orr to 
help them obtain financrng. If you are 
inlerested in becoming a presenter or would 
Wee mor~ mformation about che California 
Venture Fonun, contact John Tulac at: 
What Are the Start-Up Financing Sources? 
(909) 860-5852 
This monch's cob117111 IS by Eugene Valdez. 
Ask The California 
Venture Forum 
A s is the case with most start-ups, the biggest obstacle faced by 
potential business owners today is 
finding sources of beginning 
capital. The reason for this, as 
most of us are aware, is that start-
up businesses have a high 
mortality rate and thus are 
perceived as inherently risky by 
most investors. 
If you divide start-ups into two 
categories, franchises and non-
franchises, franchises would 
probably get preferential treatment 
by lenders. This is true because, 
by definition, the franchisee/new 
b usiness owner doesn't have to 
"reinvent the w heel" to be 
successful, but mere l y has to 
execute the franchiser 's winning 
formula . Additionally, t he 
franchisee is licensed to use the 
franchiser's name, participate in 
co-op advertising programs, and 
in some cases, take advantage of 
th is franchiser's "in house" 
t raining programs. Not 
surprisingly, research has shown 
that franchise start-ups are less 
likely to fail than non-franchise 
start-ups. 
Despite this management 
support advantage, many banks 
are still reluctant to lend to a 
franchise start-up because there is 
never enough hard asset collateral. 
According to Michael Pate, vice 
president with Wells Fargo Bank 
in Riverside, "Most people enter 
into franchising due to t he 
re latively low-ent ry costs, a nd 
they usually end up depleting their 
ne t worths after making their cash 
contribution to the franchise. As a 
result , most loan applicants don ' t 
have m uch equity left by the time 
they meet with bankers." 
If you are con templating 
purchasing a franchise or already 
own one and seek general working 
capital, the following financing 
sources are suggested. The hst is 
by no means all-inclusive. 
Equipment Leasing 
Companies 
If a reasonable amount of your 
projected start-up costs involves 
equipment, you might be better 
served by leasing the equipment 
rather than buying !..easing will 
conserve cash and the leasing 
company's loan underwriting 
criteria is usually quite liberal. 
You must have a good credit 
history, good character, solid 
references, management ability 
and a well thought out business 
plan. 
Family, Friends and 
Associates 
Tap your circle of FFA and see 
if they would be interested in 
making you a direct loan. Be 
prepared to properly execute a 
note and pledge collateral of any 
kind, if possible. 
Liquidate Personal Assets 
Sell yo ur car, you r g un 
collection, your raw land, or cash 
in your IRA early (with penalty). 
Sell whatever you have of value to 
create cash. 
If at all possible, strive to 
eliminate extending credit 
terms on your sales. In 
other words, try to keep 
accounts receivable to a 
minimum. 
Vendors/Accounts Payable 
If a s ubstantial amount of your 
start-up costs represents beginning 
inventory, see if you can negotiate 
with your suppliers some extended 
terms or da t ing. Be wi ll ing to 
convert you r "obligation" to a 
forma l prom issory n ote if 
necessary. The idea is to "buy 
yourself some time" to sell your 
product or servtce, collect the cash 
and then pay your vendors. View 
your landlord as a vendor also and 
try to cut a deal for a few months 
free rent. 
Customer Deposit/ 
C.O.D. Terms 
If at all possible, strive to 
eliminate extending credit terms 
on your sales. In other words, try 
to keep accounts receivable to a 
minimum. Seek up-front deposits, 
progress payments or " cash on 
delivery" sales. 
As is the case wi th most 
start-ups, the biggest 
obstacle faced by potential 
business owners today is 
finding sources of 
beginning capital. 
Personal Credit Cards 
It's risky and it's a high interest 
rate to boot. However, if you 
believe you can obtain customers 
quickly during your start-up phase 
and collect cash on your sales 
even quicker, you can probably 
pull it off. 
Personal Loans-
Secured/Unsecured 
Banks or consumer finance 
companies are always willing to 
make you a high interest rate 
personal loan, provided your TRW 
credit report is not in shambles. If 
you "sweeten the pot" with 
collateral as security (house, car, 
boat, stocks, bonds, jewelry) you 
can probably negotiate a lower 
interest rate. 
Commercial Finance 
Companies/Factors 
If you have a large amount of 
receivables and they are paying 
s lowly, consider pledging or 
selling your invoices to finance 
companies to obtai n cash 
advances. 
Bank Loan/SBA Federal 
Guarantee 
In some cases a bank may be 
willing to loan you the capital to 
purchase a franchise provided the 
SBA guarantees th e loan . The 
bank and SBA would be willing to 
cooperate provided you possess 
management experience (or took 
advantage of in-house franchiser 
training programs to obtain that 
experience), you contribute 10-30 
percent cash equ ity, you pledge 
collateral and you provid e the 
SBA a c opy of t he f ran c ht se 
agreement and offering circular. 
The SBA guarantee is limited to 
$750,000. 
Bank Loans/State 
Guarantee 
If you can ' t o bta in a federal 
SBA guarantee, pe rhaps you can 
obtain a state of California 
guarantee . Apply directly to 
Pacific Coast Regional , the 
guaranteeing entity, at (213) 739-
2999. PCR will recommend which 
banks you should contact for the 
loan. 
Third Party Guarantee 
If you know someone who is 
very wealthy but refuses to loan 
you money directly, perhaps you 
can persuade that person to 
guarantee a loan made directly to 
your company by a business 
lender. Be prepared to offer your 
guarantor something lucrative in 
exchange for their generosity (i.e., 
a share of the profits). 
Franchiser Financing 
Don't forget to ask the 
franchiser if they will "carry you" 
financially, at least temporarily. 
After all, the more successful you 
are, the fatter their royalty checks. 
Private Placement 
If you really want to be bold, 
t ry ra1s1ng capital by 
incorporating and selling shares to 
a small group of business people. 
Be absolutely certain you confer 
w ith an attorney to ensure you 
comply with all disclosure 
requirements and securities 
laws . .A 
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The ADDYS Are Coming, The ADDYS Are Coming! 
by Steve Hoh 
you are no doubt aware, 
due to the rather 
onspicuous cover of the 
J ournal th1s month, the Inland 
Empi re Ad Club is currently 
accepting entries for the fourteenth 
annual Portfoilo/ADDY awards. 
The ADDYS are a competition that 
begins on the local level, allowing 
agencies, designers, wnters and 
others affiliated with the industry, 
the opportunity to have their work 
judged by a group of their peers. 
A ffil iated with the American 
Adve rtis ing Federation, the 
ADDYS allow work to be Judged 
on a local basis, with about 40 
percent of the work earning awards 
and the very best moving on to 
regional and ultimately national 
judging, alongside work from other 
agenctes from around the country. 
This year the show will again be 
held at the beautiful Mission Inn in 
Rtverside and will feat ure a full 
range of creahve work, from print 
ads to broc hu res, poi n t of sale 
d isplays to televis ion and radio 
spots. Entries are open to any work 
that has been produced by or for 
Inland Empire fi rms. Entries will be 
accepted unt il early September, 
with the show itself taking place on 
Oct. 14. For more information, or to 
receive a call for entry package, 
contact Joe Ammirato at (909) 626-
4472. 
Country AIDS 
Awareness Campagn a 
Success 
A multimedia public s e rv ice 
campaign entitled " Break the 
Silence," has met with tremendous 
success on both the loca l and 
national fronts . The campaign, 
which utili zes major stars of 
country music to promote AIDS 
awareness, has generated over $2.2 
million in media time in the eight 
weeks since its launch, according to 
the American Advertising 
Federation. 
On a local basis, the Inland 
Empire Ad Club adopted the 
campaign as a public service. IEAC 
publicity chair Paul Rubio reports 
that the response by local media 
outlets has been outstanding. 
"We ' vc received exceptionally 
positive feedback from all the 
media participating in the country 
AIDS campaign," Rubio said. 
In addition to coverage on K.HI 
radio, several cable systems 
including Crown TV, King Cable 
and TCI have carried the broadcast 
portions of the campaign. Print ads 
have appeared in several 
newspapers, 1nclud1ng the Press 
Enterprise, The Inland Valley Daily 
Bullettn, San Bemardrrro Sun, 
Redlands Daily Facts and The 
Desert Sun. 
New People In the 
Inland Empire Ad Biz 
There are several new faces in 
the Inland Emptre adverti~ing 
community these days. Jason 
Ricks has joined Visual Impact 
in Ontario as a staff 
photographer. According to Fred 
Armitage, VI owner, the move 
was necessitated by the extenstve 
growth in their business over the 
past year. 
At Stewart-Holt Advertising, a 
new accoun t manager has been 
added. Ken Tremayne, formerly 
the director of advertising at 
Isuzu and Basktn Robbins, will 
handle several of the automollve 
Fo~ A Cool 
Colo~ Poste~ 
And More 
lnfo~mation Call 
909.828.4472 
S•IRSIPid ~y 
The IRIInd EMpire AD Cll~ 
accounts the company serves . 
Also at Stewart-Holt, Shelly 
DuVall has been hired as a public 
relations specialist. DuVall was 
formerly with the city of 
Moreno Valley. 
Mr. Lou Horvitz has been 
appointed as executive vice 
president and chief operating 
officer of the The Harris' 
Company. A 25-year veteran in 
the retail industry, Horvitz has 
previously served in various 
executive roles at such stores as 
Fi lenes and J.W Robmson . ..t. 
Open to all campaales and 
Individuals doing buslaess 
In the Inland Empire area 
• Eatry Dlldllae AIIISt 31st, 1814 
• Awards Show 11d ••••••t 
Tbe MISSIII Ill, RIVII'Side, lcti~IP 14th 
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Advertising Agencies Serving the Inland Empire 
~~ 
City/Zip 
Cptlzd. Bing (IE-199J) 
Cptlzd. Billig (total-1993) 
1993 Gross Jacome 
Aeon Ad Sa-vices 
5412 Sumrrut Dr. 
Wngbtwood, CA 92397 
Amato, Le Wlllter & Zolt, IDe. 
73-061 E1 Pasco 
Palm Desen, CA 92:!60 
Benllam Advtrtbi.ng 
4091 River.ade, 1210 
Chmo, CA 91710 
Brown & Broedow 
12596 Begorua Court 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 9t739 
Butler Advertis!D& IUid Gnphics 
6:!40 R1verside A\e. 
RIVetSide, CA 92506 
Davis & Associates 
7TI34 Country Oub Dr., Ste. F-3 
Palm Desen, CA 922t1 
Font A&oq, ne 
95..o Center Ave., Sle. 100 
Rancho CIK:amonga, CA 91730 
IJapKt Groap, Tbe 
16t5 Orange Tree Lane, Sle. 102 
Redlands, CA 92374 
J-A&-cJ,lk 
303 N. lndiaa Canyoo Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
Mark Palmer Desip 
75-140 St Charles Place 
Palm Desert. CA 92211 
MtdU Weat 
tl2 Harvard Ave. Ste 27 
Oarcmoot, CA 91711 
Multi-MtdU Advertising, lllc. 
72-811 H1gbway Ill lf?OO 
Palm Desen, CA 92260 
Pni MIIIIMcy ~-333 N. Palm Caoyoa Drive 
Palm Sprincs. CA 92262 
Pmor.uce Groap, ne 
500 Harrington S~ Sle. A-2 
Corona, CA 91720 
Plrll Pnoltlcdllil 
216371 ApKhe T!ail 
Rimforal, CA 92318 
Q-luiLaab Media 
23615 HillvieW Rd. 
San Bernardino, CA 92404 
Ilia 
n/a 
Q/a 
n/a 
$750,000 
\VND 
n/a 
!Mil. 
n/a 
na 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
Q/a 
n/a 
n/a 
950,000 
n/a 
WND 
WND 
WND 
n/a 
10.5 Mil. 
n/a 
850,000 
1.25 Mil. 
WND 
n/a 
900,000 
WND 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
80% 
2MII. 
n/a 
n/a 
3Mil. 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
1.1 Mil. 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
WND 
WND 
WND 
n/a 
ala 
o/a 
Stufonl MarVIia& & Prodlldiou 70,000 
231 Lro Circle 180,000 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 250,000 
seewutiWt~ 
3602 Illlaad EmpiJc Blvd. 
Oatlrio, CA 91164 
r-Pdtit A.octata 
1729 E. Palm Dr., Sle. 111 
Palm Springs, CA 92264 
w.._..&Partu 
4127S Woodbaveo West 
Palm Desert, CA 92211 
1.6Mil. 
S.l Mil. 
79S,<nl 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
o/1 
n/a 
,,,,,( \J•!I,I'' '"1'1 
"Print Top 3 Clients I or Employees'Offlet< Yr. Est. ill IE Inland Empire Hdqrts. 
Crullve Dirtctor 
Titk 
:f:'Je Local Enc. 
'\ Brooodcast 
'1(, Other Company Wkk Parent Co. Phone/Fax Phone/Fax 
80% 
~ 
()% 
80 
5 
15 
45 
5 
50 
25 
0 
75 
85 
0 
t5 
60 
30 
10 
10 
75 
15 
10 
80 
10 
60 
20 
20 
PlastiFab 
McWelro Products 
Host Tools, Inc. 
Desert Hospu.al 
Hyan H01els 
CUO Award, l.Jd 
OntariO Communny Hospttat 
RIV<l'lde Commun11y Hospital 
St. Luke Med!cal Center 
San bag 
Wildlife Waystauon Que:.trore, Inc 
n/a 
Oty of Palm Desert 
Marriott Desert Spnngs 
KESQ-TV 
Snow Valley Ski Resort 
lorna Linda Bebav101al Med Or. 
Redlands Ni.ssan/lsuzu/Suki 
16 Charter Hospitals 
I.E. Pontiac Dealers Assoc. 
Harris' Dept Stores 
Desert Haspilal 
Palm S_prings Desert Museum 
Palm :springs Rlviera Resort 
85 WND 
0 
15 
ola San An tonto Community Hoop. 
nla Metro une lnd~tnes 
nla Harvey Mudd College 
50 
30 
20 
90 
10 
0 
WND 
Century Homes 
Vtctor Valley Co. 
em JOIIC$ Construction 
50 Marnoll Hotel 
0 Doubletree H01el 
50 
n/a Kabnetia 
Nylon Molding Co. 
Retleclmology 
20 Obersbaw Toyota 
80 FaJrview Ford 
0 R01olo Chevrolet 
15 Seafood International toe. 
n/a lrromeler Co., Inc. 
12 Miuion Savmgs cl Loan 
t5 DeAnza Palm Spnngs Country Club 
85 Desert Olevrolcl, Southwest Pam 
0 Control & Sports Therapy Center 
21 Faltco Tire Corp. 
12 Pomona Fitst Federal 
67 Hayden, Inc. 
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30 
30 
40 
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10 
10 
Riverside County Fair/Nat1 
Date Festival, Saddlemao 
Seatcovers, Vintage Oub 
n/a 
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3/1 
1992 
eo.;~ Mesa 
Applettee Advertising 
1993 
Palm Desert 
t981 
Ch1no 
1987 
Ontario 
t970 
Rlverside 
1960 
Palm Desert 
t984 
Rancho Cucamonga 
1985 
Redlao<is 
Ronald D. Taylor 
Creative Director (619) :!49-3137{249-3137 
Danny Amato 
Execu11ve Vice President (619) 779-01 IIm9-0108 
Jim ('bastek 
Creative D1rector 
(909) 591-4791/591-7925 
]. Browu/L. Broedow 
Partners 
(909) 899-9991/899-9991 
Wayne llaaluk 
Owner 
(909) 784-2240{784-2379 
Chuck Davis 
Pres1denl (619) 772~/360-28ll 
TeamE!fort 
n/a (909)466-93941466-9495 
BWyWUIIams 
Owner/President 
(909) 793-2233{798-6984 
Ronald D. Taylor 
President 
(619) 249-3137{249-3137 
Christine Kutt Zolt 
President (619) 779-0IIIm9-0108 
Melinda Robbins 
Owner 
(909) 591-4791/591 -7925 
Brown/Broedow 
Partners 
(909) 899-9991/899-9991 
WayaeHanluk 
Owner 
(909) 784-2240{784-2379 
Cbuck Davis 
President 
(619) 772-60941360-2811 
Dlaot Ford 
Pres1den1 (909) 466-9394/466-9495 
Christine Sulberlaod 
General Manager 
(909) 793-2233{798-0984 
1958 Bernard MttW- Tony Scarploato 
Palm Springs Sr. An Director 
Desert Publications, Inc (619) 3:!5-t437mB-0320 
Vice ~1denl/General Manager (6t9) 325-1437mS-0320 
1982 
Palm Desert 
19TI 
Oaremonl 
1979 
Palm Desert 
t987 
Palm Springs 
1992 
Corona 
1990 
Rimrorest 
1974 
San Benwdino 
1984 
Riverside 
1986 
Palm Spnngs 
1989 
Ontario 
1979 
Palm Springs 
1976 
Upland 
1993 
Palm Desert 
198S 
MOIIIclair 
Mark Palmer 
Pres1denl/Creative Director (619) 346-{)7721341-9517 
Joey Seward 
n/a 
(909) 6:!1-6138/621-6231 
Paul Coleman 
Creauve Director 
(6t9) 568-06701773-3618 
Barban Gorwu 
Sr. An Director 
(619) 320-9973 
Natalie Ruclnsld 
Partner 
(909) 273-7390{273-7395 
Diue Wllllie 
Designer 
(909) 336-4373/336-4371 
Mark Palmer 
Pres1dent (6t9) 346-0772/341-9517 
Charles Seward 
President 
(909) 621-6138/621-6231 
Paul Leake 
CEO/President (619) 568-0670{773-3618 
Paul Mahoney 
Presidenl/Owner (6t9) 320-9973/320-9055 
Valerie Clair 
Partner 
(909) 273-7390!273-7395 
Suo ~'ira! 
Office Manager 
(909) 336-4373/336-4371 
Kevlll Lamb John Quinn 
Med!a Buyer-Creative Director Pres1den1 
(909) 886-9479/881-3886 (909) 886-9479/881-3886 
HarryHopa 
Owner 
(909) 689-7798,1Nonc 
Tom Stallford 
Pres1denl (619) n~5soms.6549 
Mkllad Stewart 
Vice President 
(909) 941-7022/941-007 
Tom Pettit 
President 
(619) 320-9585{320-3681 
CarolyJI Ha)'ll Uber 
Praident 
(909) 981-3141J!I82.al69 
RobatWIIdDiaa 
Creative DiTector 
(619) J60..0412 
~~ 
(909)~7794 
Harry Dopa 
Owner 
(909) 689-7798/None 
Marsha Finn 
AE (6t9) 718-655om~549 
SlneoHolt 
President 
(909) 941-70221941-0STI 
Tom Pettit 
President (619) 320-9585{320-3681 
c.roty. Haya Uber 
President 
(909) 981-31411982-(MI69 
Carsoa Parlan 
Account Mgr ./Med!a Dir. 
(619) 320-2321 
~ZenYIIIk 
(909) 6~26-7794 
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PSDRCVB Targets International Travelers 
T he Palm Springs Desert R~orts has been active m a regional tnternational 
promotion called Sun Comer, USA, 
for over 15 yea!"l;. 
When this cooperative marketing 
effort to reach international markets 
began in 1978, representatives from 
San Diego, the Palm Spnngs area, 
Long Beach and Las Vegas met to 
devise the most efficient and cost-
effective ways to reach travelers in 
other countries. The first was to 
work cooperatively as a region, 
hence the name "Sun Comer." The 
second was to target the press and 
electronic media in these countries. 
By hitting a select group of top 
journalists, Sun Comer would reach 
millions of readers and viewers all 
over the world. 
Today, the Sun Corner, USA 
promotion continues, but wtth a 
slightly revtsed team - Palm 
Spnngs Desert Resorts, Long 
Beach, San Diego and Los Angeles. 
Los Angeles ' status as an 
established international gateway 
makes it a successful mix. 
Representattves from each Sun 
Comer, USA city travel together to 
several international markets each 
year. They work with the Umted 
States Travel and Tourism 
AssociatiOn (USTTA) to select the 
most important travel media m thetr 
target ctties. The foursome meets 
with these medta, makes a video 
presentation covering all four 
destmattons , supplies media ktts 
and answers questions. 
A few months after the '"blitz," 
the Sun Comer, USA partners work 
wtth an international air carrier and 
invite a small group of top media to 
experience the Sun Corner, USA 
ctties firsthand. Each city plans a 
two-day itinerary to present the best 
story tdeas. These working press 
trips are for qualified journalists 
only; no spouses invited. 
In past years, Sun Corner, USA 
has been highly successful with thts 
promotion gaining maximum 
publicity, with minimal cost, in key 
markets such as Australia, 
Germany, France, England, Canada 
and Japan. 
In May, Sun Corner, USA visited 
Mexico, a vastly expanding market 
for the region and for California 
Selected Mexican media contacted 
on that trip will be tnvtted for a 
press tour m the fall . 
Lots of Tourism Down 
Mexico Way 
The new international marketing 
commtttee of the Palm Springs 
Desert Resorts Conventton and 
Visitors Bureau has put Mexico 
near the top of its ltst of target 
markets. 
Stahstics released by the United 
States Travel and Tourism 
Admimstration support the fact that 
the Mexican market holds a great 
potential for tourism: in 1993, the 
U.S. possessed a 93 percent share of 
Mexican nationals traveling outside 
Mexico; 73 percent of Mexican air 
travelers to the U.S. are visiting for 
letsure or vacations. 
Mexican visitor arrivals to the 
U.S. have been growing at a steady 
rate of 6-8 percent a year since 
1991, a trend that is expected to 
contmue due to the expansiOn and 
stabilization of the Mexican 
Economy. 
The average family income of 
Mexican travelers to the U.S. is 
$49,800. 
Mexican travelers spend an 
average of nine nights per visit in 
the U.S., and rank first among all 
international groups visiting the 
U.S. m per diem spending. 
The average Mexican traveler is 
on his 34th trip to the U.S, and 56 
percent of the traveler to the U S 
consult a travel agent for pre-trip 
information. Seventy-four percent 
use a travel agent to book air 
reservations, and 63 percent book 
lodging reservations through a 
travel agent. 
The Convention and Visitors 
Bureau wtll call on travel media m 
Mextco City in May as part of the 
Sun Corner USA cooperative 
promotion program. 
Other plans to access this 
growmg market include publishing 
a new "lure brochure" in Spanish, 
re-recordtng the bureau's sales 
video in Spanish and attending 
international travel trade shows in 
Mextco and elsewhere. • 
Michael E. Fife IS the president of the Palm 
Spnngs Desert Resorts Convention and 
Visitors Bureau. 
Innocent Land Owners May Be Liable Under CERCLA 
Over 80 percent of commercial real estate transactions may be liable 
under the federal Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, 
Compensation and Liability Act 
(CERCLA), according to Kenneth 
W. Phillips, president of a La 
Quinta-based environmental 
planning firm. 
A new study of commercial real 
estate transactions conducted by 
The Kenneth Phtllips Group 
showed that most commercial 
transactions did not meet the "all 
appropriate inquiry" requirement, 
thereby failing the innocent 
landowner/purchaser defense from 
CERCLA liability. 
Deficiencies included 
incomplete risk database research, 
failure to document previous uses 
of the property, invalid 
examination of topography, 
hydrogeology and surrounding land 
uses, and lack of findings and 
conclusions from an environmental 
professional. The liability for 
damages and environmental risk 
cleanup may be extended to the 
landowner, purchaser or the lender. 
Lender's enjoyed a "safe harbor" 
provision under the EPA's Lender 
Liability Rule. This exemption for 
secured lenders under CERCLA 
was struck down by the U.S. 
Circuit Court for the District of 
Columbia in a recent dectsion. 
Previously, secured lenders were 
only liable if they actively 
participated m management and 
operations. Phillips advised that 
lenders should limit their 
involvement in borrower's affairs 
to the financial aspects, staying far 
away from operation matters. 
"More than 75 percent of the 
transactions studied could have 
been qualified for the innocent 
landowner/purchaser defense 
through a comprehensive Phase I 
Environmental Site Assessment," 
Phillips said. 
"Our environmental impact 
research combined with the new 
ASTM Standard Practice exceeded 
all the 'all appropriate inquiry' 
requirements for the innocent 
landowner/purchaser defense to 
CERCLA liability." 
When asked if the standard 
broker's questions about 
environmental risks suffice, 
Phillips said, "No. 
"The Phase I Assessment delves 
much more deeply. Our database 
research is endorsed by the 
American Bankers Association, 
California Bankers Association and 
the National Association of 
Environmental Risk Auditors. An 
environmental attorney reviews the 
Phase I findings in complex cases," 
Phillips said. 
Phillips sees whirlpools of 
liability for landowners, 
purchasers, lenders, developers and 
real estate loan brokers. 
"The huge awards in the field of 
implied warranty litigation point 
the way toward multi-million dollar 
suits in the field of commercial real 
estate transactions under CERCLA 
liability," Phillips said. • 
Through our Public Relations division, we communicate with all audiences that 
are imponant to your organization. Communicating effecri~·ely means 
understanding all facers of business relations: Media, Employu, Customers, 
Community. Financial and Business-to-Business relations. 
In our Advertising and Sales Promotion division, we rake your organi;:Jition 
to a new level. Promoting your business is nor a single arrempr ro mau something 
happen. Advenising and Sales Promotion is an ongoing pursuit to maintain a 
consistent image in the minds of your customers. 
Wyckoff Associates, Inc. is in irs 30th year aruJ would enjoy working with 
your company today! 
CALL (818) 303-7282 TODAY 
W yckoff Associates, Inc. 
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GTE)s SMARTPARK SERVICES. t()r your compan) 's bottom line. \VIw? first, tdecommuni-
If a growth spurt or business ch.mgc has you rethinking 
cation lines arc already 111 place; the hassles and extra costs 
• your office location, there arc plenty of THE WORLD ClASS surgically remm cd. With fiber access, you can talk, 
:NETIVORK 
rcmcdic'> not all of them 
send a t:l\ and transmit data 
pretty. You can -,r.n put .md 
at the same t1mc O\ cr a 
face nuJor retrofitting 
stnglc line ,·crv fast ... 
headaches. lJproot your 
savmg you time. (And did 
business and risk side 
we mention mont:)?) You 
etTccts. Or take a more tor-
can communicate '' ith 
ward-thinking approach -
someone across the country 
staY in California and 
as easily as someone across 
relocate to a business park 
the hall making tclecom-
equipped with GTE's 
muting, \~dcoconferencing 
SmartPark Services. These 
and wide area networking 
parks (beyond being quality viable and affordable. To 
properties near major find out more about 
freeways) are prewired SmartPark Services and 
for advanced fiber optic The World Class Network, 
telecommunications ... or to set up a site \lsit, call 
also k.Il0\\11 as the information highway, ,.,.·hat we call The l -800-GTE-4WCN. You'll discover how GTE makes 
World Class Network'M. It's the healthiest thing you can do something so incredibly healthy very easy to swallow. 
(iji¥1 
Its~ what \\e can 00 togedx:r~ 
Smart Pad,. a n:pstered scmce muk rod The World Clus Setwork IS a scmce mark of GTE Service Corporauon. 
AUGUST 1994 
GTE SmartPark® Services 
Are Available At: 
Camarillo: 
KoiJ/Leonard Camarillo Center. 
Cerritos: 
Cerrims Towne Center. 
Chino: 
Majestoc Spectrum. 
City of Industry: 
Crossroads Business Park. 
Long Beach: 
Kilroy Airport Center. 
Marina del Rey: 
Marina T ewers. 
Ontario: 
Cencrelake Business Park, Telebusiness 
Work Center, The Ontario Center. 
Oxnard: 
Channel Islands Busoness Center, 
Oxnard Town Cenrer. 
San Bernardino: 
The Tri-City Corporate Centre. 
West Covina: 
The Lakes ar West Covina. 
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Using Your Software's Potential 
by Carlene Jone. 
You spent thousands of dollars to get a state-of-the-art computer system 
and bought the latest in business 
software. Now you can type a 
letter, add a column of numbers, 
and print labels. Quite the 
investment for a glorified 
calculator and typewriter, don't 
you thmk? 
Today's software is very 
powerful, yet most of us, afraid to 
explore beyond Typing II, let th1s 
power sit idle. Instead of pushing 
our systems to their limits, we 
convince ourselves, our peers and 
our bosses that the advanced 
features that sold us on the product 
are too complicated to master 
quickly and that we do not have 
the time it takes to learn to use 
them properly. 
What a Waste 
I am not just talking about the 
desk-top publishing, statistical 
analysis, mail-merge, and database 
design features that go unused. I 
am talking about three features 
designed to help automate your 
system so you can spend less time 
performing time-consuming, 
repeti!lve tasks: styles, templates, 
and macros. 
Imagine, with one click of a 
button your text is balded, 
underlined, centered and increased 
in size. Or, you open a new 
document and it's already 
formatted for your letterhead or 
special report. Or, that your tool 
bar has a personalized button that 
not only opens your monthly 
report, but reformats it for the 
current month, goes to other 
programs to gather data, fills in the 
current data, saves the file with a 
new name and prints or faxes the 
report for you. 
These features are available in 
most of today's Windows and 
Macintosh Software programs, but 
very few people ever use them. 
Maybe there is some type of 
mystical aura that shrouds them, 
maybe the terms are not familiar 
enough, or maybe we are just 
afraid to venture beyond the 
basics. Whatever the reason, not 
using these features greatly 
reduces the productivity level you 
should be expenencing with your 
new equ1pment 
These features are easy to learn 
and usually only take a few 
minutes to set up, but even if they 
took an hour or a day, they would 
be worth 1t 
A Style is a named command 
that assigns paragraph or character 
formatting to the selected text. 
W1thout realizing it, you use 
Styles every time you type in your 
word processor, spreadsheet, or 
database. The default Style is 
named normal and sets your text 
up in the font, size, character and 
paragraph formatting what you use 
every day. Most software packages 
have a pull-down list of predefined 
Styles on one of the toolbars. Look 
for styles under the format pull 
down menu, and go through each 
of the selections in the dialog 
boxes. You will be surprised how 
easy these features are to set up 
and use. 
Today's software Is very 
powerful, yet most of us, 
afraid to explore beyond 
Typing II, let this power 
sit idle. 
Many of the documents 
produced in each of our offices 
have the same basic formatting. 
Whether it's the margin and 
paragraph setup for our letterhead, 
a table we create often or a 
specialized report style, we use 
maybe six or seven different 
document designs for all of our 
work. By creating a document that 
has all the initial formatting 
(which can include your logo, 
address, titles, etc.) and saving it 
as a template or stationery, you 
allow yourself the availability of 
opening a new unnamed document 
that is set up exactly the way you 
want it to be. You don't have to 
worry about corrupting your 
Template/StatiOnery because you 
are working with a copy of the 
document you designed, not the 
real thtng. The original is safely 
tucked away. 
Macros have a reputation for 
being complicated programs that 
only professional programmers 
can master. Th1s just isn't true. 
Most programs come with a 
feature called a Macro Recorder 
that, once turned on, records every 
keystroke you make. The macro, 
when ac!lvated, simply plays back 
your keystrokes. The smart way to 
create a macro is to practice the 
keystrokes you want to record and 
write down each step before you 
begin. If you mess up, all you have 
to do is turn off the recorder and 
start over. 
Styles and macros can be saved 
in your normal template or you 
can specify that they only be saved 
within a specific template. For 
instance, you could create a 
letterhead template for your office 
that has a style that indents and 
italicizes specific text and another 
style that bolds and capitalizes 
text. Within the template, you can 
create a pull-down menu called 
signatures that lists four macros 
named after each of the four 
executives in your office. These 
macros, when activated, will go to 
the correct position in the 
document, create a signature line, 
then below it type out the 
executive's name, title, mail stop, 
initials and secretary's initials. 
Another macro in this template 
could create and print an envelope 
for the letter. 
There are numerous things we 
do daily that can be automated 
using these three features. It may 
take you a few days to master 
them, but they are worth it. The 
time you allocate to learning them 
will be paid back 10 fold when 
you start to use them. 
So what are you waiting for? 
That expensive piece of equipment 
has been patiently waiting for you 
to give it the right commands, so 
learn them and put it to work. Isn't 
it about time it earned its keep? .t. 
Carlene Jones is the lead instructor at The 
Computer Taming Center at Computer 
Land, Montclair. 
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Sales Tax Revenue and Local Government Services 
by Carol Manettas 
I I IS truly amazing how much money we spend every year to purchase those th1ngs 
which we need for our families 
and businesses. The sales taxes 
we pay are a part of the cost of 
supporting our families and our 
business, but man> people are 
unaware of how important sales 
tax revenue is to local 
governments 
Let your tax dollars work 
for your quality of life, not 
for some other community 
you occasionally visit. Buy 
your gasoline at local gas 
stations. 
Most of those sales tax dollars 
find their way back into the 
community and help the local 
economy, residents and the 
community. Sales tax is one of 
the sources your local 
government uses to fund basic 
services such as police , fire, 
sewer, water, street 
improvements, maintenance, 
stree t lighting, recreation 
facilities, parks and activities. In 
the recent sluggish economy, 
reduced sales tax revenue has 
contributed to the reduction of 
services in some communities. 
Many Inland Valley cities have 
even been forced to implement 
utility user taxes to make up for 
the unexpected shortfall. 
The city in which you make 
your purchase receives 1 
percentage point of the 7 3/4 
percent sales tax rate you paid on 
your purchase. For example, let's 
say you live 1n Chino Hilb and 
work in Los Angeles and you 
have decided to buy a new car. 
After looking around, you decide 
to buy your new car at the 
Cerr1tos Auto Square. You 
guessed 11! The city of Cerritos 
is now delighted that you 
decided to make your purchase 
there . You are just the type of 
person Cerritos wants to shop in 
the1r c1ty You spend your 
money, you make their 
businesses more profitable, you 
build their sales tax revenues 
(you just paid some hefty sales 
tax on that new car) and, the best 
thing of all, you go home and it 
doesn't cost the city of Cerritos 
one dime to support you as a 
res1dent. You have just helped 
Cerntos keep one more police 
officer on the street. 
Meanwhile, what about you r 
city? In my example, you are a 
resident of Ch1no Hills. Chino 
Hills is the community where 
you have decided to raise your 
family. You like the nice parks, 
the good roads, the school 
district and the city's des1gnat10n 
as the "safest city in San 
Bernardino county" (according 
to 1992 crime statistics). These 
qualities are important to you. 
However, because you decided to 
take your purchase to another 
city, you may have just helped 
eliminate one officer from your 
city s treets. 
At this point some people may 
be thinking, "How could one 
purchase hurt my city?" Well, 
let's take a look 
Let's say you spend $100 per 
month for clothing for you and 
your family. wh1ch is a fairly 
conservative estimate 
cons1dering the price of kid's 
tennis shoes. This means you 
spend approximately $1,200 
annually on clothing Sales tax 
on $1,200 at 7 3/4 percent is $93 
Now let's assume that there 
are approximately 5,000 people 
just like you who spend the same 
amount annually at the same 
store for clothing. That means 
the clothing store has $6 million 
in gross annual sales. The city 
would then rece1ve 1 percentage 
po1nt of the gross sales as its 
share of the sales tax paid on the 
purchase, or $60,000. If there are 
10 clothing stores in the area 
reaching the same level of 
annual sales, the city's share of 
the sales tax would be $600,000, 
which would be invested back in 
the community. 
A portion of the gasoline 
tax goes right back to the 
community in which the 
gasoline was purchased 
and must be spent on 
roads. 
It is extremely important to be 
aware of the community in which 
you live and work, and to use 
your purchasing power at home. 
Let your tax dollars work for 
your quality of life, not for some 
Interim Personnel Awards Shopping Spree 
Jody Maiden, an employee of Pepsi Cola in Riverside, was the winner of one of 10 
$1,000 shopping sprees awarded 
by Interim Personnel as part of 
their Secretary 's Week cele-
bration. 
Maiden's name was drawn from 
thousands of entries from across 
the nation during Secretary 's 
Week, April 25-29th of this year. 
" Maiden will get to shop at 
whichever store she chooses," 
said Lori Brannan, personnel 
manager at Interim's Riverside 
office. "We think it's a fun way of 
say1ng thank you to office 
personnel for the tremendous job 
they do." 
Interim Personnel, a division of 
Interim Inc., is one of the largest 
temporary help and home health 
care companies in North America. 
Since 1946, Interim Services Inc. 
has grown to include over 700 
offices throughout the United 
States and Canada. • 
other community you 
occas1onally visit. Buy your 
gasoline at local gas stations. A 
portion of the gasoline tax goes 
right back to the community in 
which the gasoline was 
purchased and must be spent on 
roads. Check your shopping list. 
Whenever you can, make your 
purchases in the city in which 
you live. 
In an effort to give back to our 
business community, and to 
attract those who are thmking of 
going into business in our 
community, the city of Chino 
Hills is sponsonng a series of 
five small business seminars 
entitled, "How to Grow Your 
Business Profitably." These 
seminars are designed to help 
entrepreneurs write their own 
business plan . Each semmar wtll 
concentrate on a portion of the 
business plan. These seminars 
will be held the second 
Wednesday of each month at the 
city of Chino Hills in the council 
chambers, located at 2001 Grand 
Avenue. There are two sessions. 
The morning session runs from 
7:30 to 10:30 a.m. and the 
evening session from 6 to 9 p.m. 
Everyone is welcome to attend, 
but space is ltmited. To make 
your reservatiOn , please feel free 
to call me at (909) 590-1511, ex. 
225 . • 
Carol Manettas is the economic 
development coordinator for the city of 
Chino Hills. 
~Physique 2000 
FREE BODY 
COMPOSITION ANALYSIS 
(DoctOI'\ charge $75.00) 
What Are You Made Of? 
A complete 9-page report includes: 
• '4W,ft111 
. ,~ . ._,,_ 
• u~- ,_, _, 
• 1'b.t.IJ.., .. 
• IIJIR 
• ..,..,Ill..,,......,,..... 
• ,...,.., »u ,.,_. 
. _,..,,... 
• .. 11,. __ ,...,.,..,. 
• c~~-...,.~ 
Provot wa,ltJ ~mlml prOfrwlfl 
•vo..J.bk for lltost. tluu .,~ w~ruttd 
To Make An AppoinJmenJ Call: 
(909) 983-5514 
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When the ~·7 t!wY is there, 
then so are You! 
• Headline Nevvs 
• Lavv 
• Taxes 
• Money Tips 
• Medical Health 
• Food/Cooking 
• Religion 
• Education 
• Consumer Tips 
• Sports 
~<>-w 
on Comcast Cable is: 
INLAND 
If you live in the Inland Empire, 
tune in weekdays, at 6:30 p.m. on Comcast Cable 
for Your news ... 
INLAND 
'""'7 !wY 
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Entrepreneurial Vocabulary: How Do You Rate? 
I t has often been said that one of the keys to success in the business world is to possess 
excellent communication skills. 
Having a good vocabulary is the 
hallmark of communicauon sk11ls. 
As an entrepreneur, the more 
dfectively you can articulate your 
position. the greater the likelihood 
you can wm somebody over That 
somebody could be your employees, 
your banker, your suppliers, your 
investors or the IRS, to name a fe\\. 
The world of entrepreneurship 1s 
littered with pet phrases, saymgs 
and buzzwords. To put it another 
way, there is definitely a vocabulary 
unique to entrepreneurship. 
So let's have a little fun For 
those of you who fancy yourself as 
a veteran entrepreneur, now is your 
time to shine. Hold on to your hats 
because 1t's time for the 
Entrepreneurial Vocabulary Quiz! 
That's right, if you take the qu1z and 
grade yourself honestly. you should 
be able to assess your 
"Entrepreneurial Language 10!" 
O.K., here we go. (Remember 
you're on your honor, don't peek at 
the answers.) For each of the I 0 
questions circle the response that 
best represents the correct 
definition. 
1.) If your friend indicated that he 
had a recent meeting with an 
"angel," you would know 
instantly that he had met with: 
a) Bo Jackson, the professional 
baseball player for the California 
Angels, 
b) A private investor; 
c) A CEO that wanted to buy his 
compan}; 
d) Gabriel; 
e) None of the above. 
2.) You overhear a conversation 
between two articulate 
entrepreneurs and one said, "Of 
course, that's mostl) blue sky." 
What does " Blue Sky" refer to? 
a) The weather conditions that 
prevailed during the entrepreneurs' 
recent Hawaiian vacation; 
b) The goodwill of his company; 
c) Claims of greatly exaggerated 
future company profits; 
d) None of the above 
3. ) Your friend states, "Hey, it's 
boiler plate, what did you 
expect?" What does "Boiler 
Plate" refer to'.' 
a) Legal clauses routinely included 
Inland Empire Profile 
Full Name: Dennis L. Stout 
Occupation: Mayor of Rancho 
Cucamonga/Deputy District 
Attorney, San Bernardino County 
Short Biography: Born in Ontario 
in 1948. Attended local schools, 
graduating from Chaffey High 
School in 1966 and from the 
University of California, Riverside 
in 1970. Was in the United States 
Army, the 1st Cavalry Division in 
Vietnam in 1972 as an Infantry 
Sergeant. In 1977, graduated from 
La Verne Law School. Has been a 
deputy district attorney from 1977 
to present. Served on the City of 
Rancho Cucamonga Planning 
Commission from 1982 - 86. 
Became Rancho Cucamonga's first 
elected mayor in 1986, and has been 
re-elected three times, 1n 1988. 
1990 and 1992. 
Family: Married to Linda Stout, 
with one son, Todd. 
Hobbies: Collecting books about 
the Vietnam war. 
Affiliations: Califorma District 
Attorney A ssociation ; Rancho 
Grande Kiwanis; San Bernardino 
County Bar Association 
Personal Accomplishments: 1991 
WE TIP Mayor of the Year; 1987 
San Bernardino County Veteran of 
the Year; 1987 admitted to practice 
law before the U.S. Supreme Court; 
1986 LaVerne College Law School, 
Alumni of the Year. 
Greatest Concern: The effect of 
crime on our quality of life. 
Last Book Read: "Jurassic Park" 
Last Movie Seen: "Tombstone" 
Favorite Sports: Minor league 
baseball 
Last Vacation Taken: To Arizona 
to visit my in-laws .& 
in business contracts; 
b) An angry dispute between two 
stubborn busmess owners; 
c) A hot dish on \~h1ch to serve food 
at executive luncheons, 
d) Sone of the above 
4.) The term "keystone" refers to: 
a) A pncmg strategy of retailers that 
involves a 250% markup on cost, 
b) A rare form of emeralds; 
c) A customer that represents nearly 
50% of your bus mess; 
d) A type of cop in the 1920s; 
e) None of the above 
5.) "Cash Cow" refers to: 
a) A type of "executive piggy bank" 
that the Sharper Image retail store 
carries, 
b) A company that sells product on 
C . O D terms and thus has no 
accounts receivable; 
c) A product or serv1ce that sells 
very well and has a low cost to the 
company; 
d) In the dairy business, a cow that 
produces a volume of milk far 
above the industry average; 
e) None of the above 
6.) A heated exchange occurs 
between an entrepreneur and 
his/her banker, in frustration the 
entrepreneur blurts out "It's 
"LIFO!" What is LIFO? 
a) An mventory costing method; 
b) An alternallve way to calculate 
depreciation; 
c) A philosophy of busmess that 
advocates "live for today, long-term 
planning is useless;" 
d) Food products that have limited 
shelf life. 
7.) When your fellow 
entrepreneurs use the term 
"vertical integration," they are 
referring to: 
a) An entrepreneur's ability to 
correctly install miniblinds in an 
office with many windows; 
b) A situation where a business 
controls many or all forms of the 
channels of distrtbution in a 
particular industry; 
c) A situation when two companies 
in a similar business merge; 
d) An entrepreneur 's ability to ride 
elevators in high-rise buildings 
without his ears popping. 
8.) A "dog" refers to: 
a) A business that is not performing 
to investor expectations; 
b) A lazy executive; 
c) Tenants whose landlord is the 
Humane Society; 
d) A customer who consistently 
pays his bills late. 
9.) "OEM" refers to: 
a) A popular Japanese management 
theory; 
b) A new type of computer chip; 
c) An abbreviation for a new hire 
that has Outstand ing Ex ecutive 
Management potential; 
d) A company that assembles all the 
necessary parts to pr oduce a 
finished product. 
10.) "Entrepreneur" refers to 
(Better not miss this one!): 
a) A type of French restaurant; 
b) An individual who likes to take 
risks; 
c) An mdividual who want:- to be 
h1s own boss; 
d) An individual who has incredible 
faith and energy; 
e) B, C, D, above; 
f) None of the above. 
That concludes our test. Please 
close this article, return your #2 
pencils and do not talk to your 
neighbor. (Don't concern yourself 
with "buyers' remorse," chances are 
your first hunches were probably 
correct!) 
After you have checked your 
answers, please use the following 
scale to measure your 
"Entrepreneunal Language IQ." (If 
you scored extremely low, one-on-
one tutoring is available.) 
3 (OI a Co v (R9 (L v (9 :::> (<; '(;><;lpueq>JoW 
UO dn~JeW IUOJJOd 001 S, l>JICIOJ 2 01 
SJO)OJ OUOISAO)I) 3 (p V (t::) (z 8 (J :SJOMSUV 
Number of Correct Answers 
!O ... You're a certified entrepreneurial 
genius!! 
8-9 ... You're hot stuff, but don't let it go 
to your head; you're still not a genius'! 
6-7 ... 1t's a respectable score but who 
wanls to be respectable·? 
4-S ... You've been exposed as a 
"Wannabee Entrepreneur!" How 
motivated are you to be a real player? 
2-3" .. Better enroll in an accredited 
Entrepreneunal Language Academy 
ASAP' 
0-l...You should seriously consider 
work1ng for someone else. Right 
NOW!! 
See you next month fellow 
entrepreneurs. Thanks for being 
good sports, and remember, words 
are powerful. 
Eugene E. Valdez is Presiden!-CEO of 
The Claremonl Advisory Company, 
managemen1 consul JaniS and lrainers 
to Soulhem California's Entrepreneurs. 
For commen!S, queslions or 10 file an appeal 
on your score, please call J-800-500-6336. 
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Downtown Revitalization Coming Into Focus 
Since the inception of 
Mainstreet, it has been difficult for 
the plan's developers to convince 
the nay-sayers in the area that it 
could be successful. 
Besides that, one of the 
hindrances was people did not 
allow downtown to develop its 
own, new personality. People would 
want to do thmgs like they had 
done during previous periods of 
development. Harr1s said that 
people would say thmgs like, "In 
1942, we did this and we want to do 
that agam." She feels, however, that 
people are finally getting the 
message. 
"One thing you can 'I do when 
you try to create downtown 
revitalization IS recreate what was 
there," Harris said. "I think that's 
one of the things that people are 
finally starting to catch on to, that it 
will never be the way it was but it is 
evolving into something that is 
totally different." 
As is the goal of any 
revitalization, Mainstreet's 
objective is to bring 
business to the area, and 
in that it has been 
extremely successful. 
Harris said the walking forum 
was a huge success, because getting 
people out of their cars and walking 
through the areas being worked on 
opened up people to these ideas. "I 
think it opened up a lot of people's 
eyes to how this whole area is just 
blossoming." 
Making Downtown User 
Friendly 
One of the goals of the 
revi tali zation is to make the 
downtown area the kind of place 
people want to come to for 
shopping and entertainment. The 
concept is to bring activity back 
downtown, to make the downtown 
district pedestrian friendly, to 
increase foot traffic through the 
area. 
Several things are being done to 
Contmued From Page 3 
create th1s atmosphere. There is an art gallery that tailors to African- pedestrian eye level. Also, there are 
private security guards which have 
been hired to provide a presence. 
parallel parking on the main street, American art and history. Next door 
cutting down on the number of to the gallery is "Talk of the Town," 
vehicle traffic lanes. Also there is an African-American beauty salon. "But more importantly is havmg 
activity downtown," Harris said, 
noting that varying events from 
fashion shows to Shakespearean 
Festivals are going on almost every 
day. "That, with the new lighting, is 
giving people a reason to be here 
and feel comfortable. This also 
contributes to the reduction of 
crime because your bad element 
hangs around where there 1sn' t a lot 
of activity." 
better lighting at night so that And finally there is the Phoenix 
consumers and the public feel safer Information Center, a bookstore 
and more comfortable in the area. that has a large selection of 
Ma1nstreet is also trying to make Afrtcan-Amertcan h1story and 
the area more pleasant looking by culture books. 
giving the local buildings a facehft " We've got a synergy going that 
and working on the infrastructure. 1s mcredible, and that 's what we're 
For example, the Pacific Federal doing in all of downtown, taking 
building has no wmdows on the some little pocket and building it. 
side facing the street. However, We are grouping things together 
soon the law library will be movmg that will work together," Harris 
into that building, and the hope is said. 
that in redesigning the building they More of the Same 
will open it, putting in windows and Taking a Bite Out of Crime 
an entrance from the sidewalk. 
Bringing Business Into 
Downtown 
As is the goal of any 
revital izat10n, Mamstreet 's 
objective is to bring business to the 
area, and in that it has been 
extremely successful. 
In 1993 alone, Mainstreet was 
responsible for bringing in or 
retaining 824 jobs in the area. 
These are small businesses, and 
they take up 223,000 square feet of 
space. That amounts to a total 
private investment of $21 million, 
and that's in one year. 
The cost of the investment in San 
Bernardino's downtown, if you 
include the $80 million being spent 
to refurbish the superblock of state 
and government offices, is $90 
million. 
What kinds of business are they 
targeting to bring to the area? A 
wide variety of businesses, 
anything that they feel will be 
popular. However, more 
specifically, the city's plan 
designates the downtown area to be 
the cultural center and the 
governmental center of the city. 
Now Harris and her staff are 
working on the cultural part. 
"One that we are working on 
right now is to bring in art-related 
businesses like framing shops and 
galleries,"' Harris said. 
They are also trying to group 
related-type busmesses together. 
For example, Mainstreet has 
brought in several businesses that 
are African-American oriented. 
Last month a business that custom 
designs and makes women's and 
men's clothing with an African flair 
to it opened up. Next door to that is 
One of the main concerns of the 
merchants, designers and the public 
1s the crime in the area. However, 
Mainstreet made getting cnme out 
of the area one of its top priorities, 
and it worked. 
Crime in the downtown area is 
down 30 percent from the start of 
the project, and there are several 
reasons for this. 
One is the bicycle patrol, where 
policemen on bikes patrol the area, 
keeping tabs on crime from 
The Mainstreet project has been 
in progress for six years, and the 
new overall plan with land use 
strategies has been around for two 
years. The project is now moving 
ahead with a very defined plan, 
now they just need to put the plans 
into action. 
"The thing Mainstreet does best 
is implement. These things look 
good on paper, but you've got to 
implement them and manage them 
and make sure they come together." 
.. 
Nobody wants to put 
callers 'on-hold', but ... 
. .. it happens. 
~ the advantages of having 
~,4eufit,~ 
'on-hold': 
~ Acquire greater name recognition. 
~ Boost customer referrals 
~ Create greater awareness of company capabilities 
~ Decrease incomtng call abandonment 
~ Educate callers about products and services 
~ Enhance your company image. 
~ Gain a competitive edge. 
~ Improve customer service. 
~ Introduce sales and p romotions . 
~ Keep callers' interest centered on your company. 
~ Maximize return of existing marketing investments. 
~ INCREASE PROFITABLE SALES! 
Call 1-800-747-2562 today! 
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Radio Stations Serving the Inland Empire 
Statioa T1rgtl Group 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
KOOH"M 18-35 
900 E. Washmgtoo. Ste. 315 
Cohan, CA 9.!.324 
KPLM-FM 18-64 
441 So. Calle Enci ha N8 
Palm Spnng;, CA 92262 
KPRO-AM 15-54 
7351 Lincoln Ave. 
RIVC!"!ilde, CA 9".504 
KPSI-AM 35+ 
2100 E. Tabquitz Canyon Way 
Palm Spnng;, CA 92262 
KPSI-FM 18-49 
2100 E. T~itz Canyon Way 
Palm Spring;, CA 92262 
KROR-FM 2.5-54 
58923 Business ~nter Dr., Ste. E 
Yucca Valley, CA 92284 
KRnf-FM 25-49 
27645 Jefferson Ave., Ste. 104A 
Temecola, CA 92590 
KSTAR-AM 35+ 
15494 Palmdale Rd. 
Victorville, CA 92392 
1IT0T All 
P.O. Bos 2810 
Bi& Bear uu, CA 92315 
KTSJ 25-54 
1184 E. Mission Blvd. 1578 
Pomona, CA 91766 
IWNA-PM 12+ 
P.O. 8os 14283 
Palm Desert, CA 922SS 
KVVQ-AMJFM 2.5-49 
11920 Hespena Rd. 
Hespena, CA 92345 
KWRM You& Hispaaic 
210 blio Rd.JP.O. Bos 100 Adults 
Qxoaa, CA 91718 
Form1t 
All Young, Ne .. 
Country 
Country 
ReligiOUS 
News{falk 
Contemporary Hits 
Country 
Hot Adult 
Contemporary 
Pop Standards 
Ccuntry Westml 
Spanish 
Oldies 
SpWsh Conttmporary 
KWRP 35+ Easy Listerung 
188 E. Main St 
San JactDto, CA 92385 
KZXY·AM 
12370 Hesperia Rd. 117 
VictorVille, CA 92392 
Adults Contemporary Country 
25+ 
I ''lui \/plwhc ll1lllh 
1 or EmployttS 
Year Establishtd 
12 
1993 
21 
t986 
12 
t957 
Station Owner 
City 
Amaturo Group Lid. 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Art Rivkln 
San Drego 
L Shtrban 
Riversrde 
Sales Managtr 
DoaDnls 
Todd Marktr 
Valorte Stitely 
Prog. Dlr 
Request Uae 
Fax 
Jim Radrord 
(909)423-0927 
(909)825·0441 
AI Gordon 
(619)322·KPLM 
(619)3W-3037 
Valorte Stitely 
(909) 824-9292 
(909) 688-7009 
32 KPSI Radro Corporallon Klrk G~ry P1ul Mitchell 
(619) 3W. TALK 
(619) 322-3562 
I 969 Palm Spnng; 
32 KPSI Radio Corporation Kirk Grtgory MlktKeaoe 
(619) 323-1005 
(619) 322·3562 
1979 Palm Springs 
12 Connlhians XIII Broadcaslrng Co., Inc. Cheryl King Deaaae Davis 
N/A 1988 Yucca Valley 
(619) 365·7792 
10 Penfold Communications MJrrk Evans Toay MJrrillo 
N/A 1989 Temecula 
(909) 308-1414 
15 Island Broadcasllng Uada Griggs N/A 
I 966 Victorville (616) 245-1590 
(619) 245-8012 
Vernon Thompson Vrnotl T'boalpeoa VH11011 T'botapeo~~ 
(909) 866-3434 1967 Big Bear Lake 
na 
18 American Sunrise Comm. Ttmo AsaJ!Ir Jose Luis M1rt1Jln 
(909) 469-6222 
(909) 62 I· 1278 
1960 Pomona 
15 Peninno Broadcasting Inc. MJrrk WriPI JoseArrierl 
(619) 341-1400 
(619) 568-3984 
1944 Palm Desert 
15 Kenneth B. Orchard Brad Or.:bard Scott Or.:bard 
(619) 949·2000 
(619) 244-1198 
1980 Hesperia 
18 
1948 
7 
1990 
18 
1964 
15 
1988 
2S 
1988 
Major Market Stations, Inc. 
Corona 
H.S.C. Radio, Inc. 
San Jactnto 
Glen Bamcu. Inc. 
PaJmSpinp 
Crown Broadcasllng. Inc. 
Vienna, VA 
Vlclor Raaaim JOrgt Godmez 
(909) 735-4740 
(909) 735·9572 
Judy Wbltsoa Sbep Roberts 
(909) 487-5977 
(909)654-3992 
LM FaiiSC urry Coll.l 
N/A 
(619) 3:ZS. 7814 
Vester Emenoa BJ. KeUy 
(619) 243-1065 
(619) 241-0205 
v.-,__ I.J. Kelly 
(619) 241·9102 
(619) 241-020S 
AUGUST 1994 
Top Local En.:. 
Title 
Phone 
RJcbanl Mclnlo§b 
General Manager 
(909) 825·9525 
Jim Keye 
General Manager 
(619) 320-4550 
Valone Stitely 
Operations Manager 
(909) 688-1570 
Terry Masters 
General Managtr 
(619) 325-2582 
Terry Mosters 
General Manager 
(619) 325·2582 
Joha J. Davis 
President/Gen. Mgr. 
(619) 365.{)891 
MJrr* Evi.IIS 
Sales Manager 
(909) 694-0866 
Scott Brody 
President/Owner 
(619) 245-2212 
VtnOII TllompiOII 
Owner/Gen. Mgr. 
(909)866-3434 
John Boyd 
Manager 
(909) 621-0884 
Mari<W~I 
General Manager 
(619) 568-6830 
Brad Or.:hard 
General Manager 
(619) 244-2000 
JimHaa~ 
Vice President 
(909) 737·1370 
Jerry HartllDe 
Presideni/Gtn. Mgr. 
(909) 654-1961 
GkaBanlell 
President/Gell ..... 
(619) 3:ZS.lliN 
Steve Stepll_. 
V.P .J()wner 
(619) 241-1313 
Sfefe~ 
V.P ./()wrJI:r 
(619) 241-1313 
1M followrng ramo stiUiMs asUJ to bumtOVed frOIJI 1M list ' KDHI AM&: FM. N/A =Not Applrcabl~ WND = Would Not Duclou NJ = IIOIIIYailab/e. 1M Ill/ormation 111 w abov~ Jist was obtavd from 1M radio 
stiUiMs listed. To the best of OfU knowledge 1M in/~ supp/led IS a«JUIII~ as of press t.-. Wluk e>'t:ry efforr is made to =• 1M accuracy and tlwrouglllless of w Jut, ommioru and typographical mors 
somenmes occvr. Pletue senJ c~ or atJtJilioM 1111 comptmy lett~rlread to: 1M Inland Empir~ Business JOIUNl~ 305 SacramDIUI Plac~, 0111Qrio, C4 91764 Researchi!d by Jerry Strau.ss Copyrrght /994/nlilM 
EMpire BusiMss J'*""'L 
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Target Opens New Store in Chino Hills 
Last month Targe1 opened ano1her department store in Chino Hills, the second one 
in that city and the 59th 1n the 
greater Los Angeles area 
Th1s store, located on Grand 
Avenue, is a 115,000-square-foot 
facility that employs 150 people and 
is expected to contribute $200,000 a 
year to the local economy. 
The Chino Hills store had a huge 
grand-opening bash that included 
fireworks, an appearance by actress 
Robin Mattson, who plays Janet 
Green on ABC's "All My Children," 
and a visit by Barbie. 
Two Stores in One City 
Dayton Hudson Corporation, the 
parent company of the Target chain, 
says they are not worried about 
having the competition of two stores 
m the same c1ty. 
"Target 1s expanding mto areas 
near existtng store markets, but 
where consumers are not yet being 
conveniently served by a Target 
s tore," according to Gail Dorn, 
d1rector of communications and 
community relations for Target. 
The Chino Hills store is one of 60 
being opened by Target this year. 
Currently there are 584 Target stores 
operating in 32 states 
Getting Involved in the 
Community 
One of the expressed goals of 
Dayton Hudson, and specifically 
Target, is to be a good neighbor to 
the communities where it has stores. 
In 1992 the Unl!ed Way awarded 
Target th e prestigiOus Spmt of 
Amenca Award. 
"When we open a store in a new 
community, we take an mterest in 
our guests, employees and their 
families," Dorn said. "We want to 
work cooperatively with exis1tng 
businesses and with non-profit 
organizations." 
The new Target in Chino Hills 
has announced several community 
relations efforts in the Chino Hills 
area. 
Dayton Hudson Corporation has a 
50-year-old practice of contributing 
five percent of its taxable income 
back into the community in the form 
of grants, and the Chino Hills store 
One of the expressed 
goals of Dayton Hudson, 
and specifically Target, is 
to be a good neighbor to 
the communities where it 
has stores. 
will be no different. Target d1rects its 
charitable contributions to non-profit 
agencies that strengthen and enrich 
family life, such as counseling 
programs for domestic violence, and 
granb to arts and cultural programs 
to the communities. 
Target employees also support the 
United Way with an annual fund-
raismg campaign. In 1993, Target 
employees nationwide pledged more 
than $5 milhon to 214 local United 
Way agencies. 
The stores have a good neighbor 
volunteer program that encourages 
store employees to volunteer the1r 
time in the communities. Volunteer 
projec1s to help the community are 
planned by employee teams. 
Target also works to preserve the 
environment, and not just by 
sponsortng a program: Targe1's 
recychng 75 percent of store waste. 
In add1t10n, they sponsor Target 
Earth, an environmental study-and-
reward program being used in 5,000 
elementary school classrooms across 
the country. • 
"When the growing 
season starts, we need seed 
money fast. Our big bank 
always had to check with 
the head office. So we 
changed to Chino Valley 
Bank. The grass really is 
greener now." 
business, maybe it's time 
you changed banks. Give 
us a call and we'll send an 
experienced business 
banker to your place of 
business to discuss the 
advantages ofbanking 
with Chino Valley Bank. 
If your big bank is 
getting too big for your 
Arcadra • Brta • Chirw • Colton • Corolla 
Cov111a • Fontalla • Omario • Pomo11a • RH>I!T!I't:k 
San Bernardrno • Sa11 Gaime/ • Upland 
--
The Ba11k Busmess Ba11ks On. 
·--
~ • "'' :$.:~ •. 1(" ... 
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TABLE 
FOR 
TWO! 
Catch 30 minutes of the best 
Inland Empire restaurant reviews 
two times a week on KVCR TV 24, 
the Inland Empire's PBS station. 
Table for Two Is the only 
restaurant review show of Hs kind 
on television. The show airs ... 
6:30 p.m. on Tuesdays 
and 6:30 p.m. Saturdays. 
IF FINDING 
MISSING 
CIDIDREN 
WERE 
TillS EASY, 
WE WOUlDN'T 
NEED YOUR 
HELP. 
MJSSmg children don't advcrmr 
thL·ntsdn"i. In ian, 'mer the n~aJont:y 
of them an· abducted by a parent, 
thL')' nllght not rrahze thL') 'rr 
"nmsmg" Jt all. That's what mah-.; 
our JOb tougher, .md why we're 
a,kmg for your help. 
In vour professional capamy, you 
nut:fn be able to Jdcnttf) an abducted 
chtld, or a parent v. ho ITlJ) have 
abducted a child If so, please tontact 
Cluld hnd of Amenca Or ask the 
parent to call us fi,r confident!JI 
mediation. Our toll-free hothm: ts 
t-800-A-WAY-OlJT It could JUSt 
be the \\ay out the) 're lookmg for. 
"~CHILD AND" ~ 
OF AMERICA If\.£. 
biNLAND EMPIRE I us1ness 1ourna Restaurant 
by Ingrid Anlhony 
-Carolina's-
A Great Italian Restaurant 
Attraction Near Disneyland 
T hts time of the season probably some of us must cater to out-of-
town guests who inevitably 
always want to visit Disneyland, 
Anaheim Stadtum or the newest 
arena of g r and events-the 
Pond. 
Finding an affordable, yet 
delicious Italian restaurant, 111 
this venue can be difficult and 
challenging at best. 
Conveniently located and right 
in the heart of this touristy 
section of Orange County, 
however, one can find a 
fantastic Italian restaurant that 
will stimulate your Italian taste 
buds and leave you wishing that 
you could eat there at least three 
times a week; and with their 
low menu prices , you probably 
could afford to do just that. 
With large 
portions (which can 
be shared) and 
low prices, Carolina's 
is a favorite restaurant 
for the whole family. 
The food, created by the 
owner and head chef, Joseph 
Golias, whose staff can be seen 
toiling in the open-plan kitchen, 
is as interesting and lively as 
the area . Both Joseph and his 
wife , Kathy, are from 
Czechoslovakia-but don't let 
this fact send you running to 
another eatery For many years 
Finding an affordable, 
yet delicious Italian 
restaurant, in this 
venue can be 
difficult and challenging 
at best. 
Joseph ha s been sharing 
gastronomic secrets with the 
best of the best Italian chefs in 
the area. He has been fortunate 
to be with the Anaheim Hilton 
Hotel, Mr. Stox restaurant and 
has shared recipes w1th Pascal 
of Pascal's restaurant in 
Newport Beach, and he has 
learned his lessons well. 
The sensational food is much 
more modern than the decor, 
leaning simply and lightly 
towards the very popular 
Californian-Italian s tyle of 
cuisine with pesto, pasta and 
sun-dried tomatoes. 
If you come here, and we 
recommend it highly, don't miss 
one of Joseph's specialties-the 
pasta, sun-dried tomatoes, and 
bits of Italian sausage accented 
with peas . It is the sort of dish 
to get up in the middle of the 
night for. Other favorite dishes 
include the chicken parmigiana 
layered with eggplant; 
mostaccwli pesto with thin, tube 
pasta with basil, pinenuts, 
garlic, olive oil and parmig1ana 
cream sauce; gnocchi pomodoro 
with potato dumplings wtth 
fresh tomalo, basil, olive oil and 
garlic; and calaman piccante 
wtth calaman steak sauteed with 
capers, mushrooms, white wine, 
and garlic. The hot bread with 
mozzarella cheese is absolutely 
outstanding-and they will 
serve you as much as Joseph can 
bake . The ptzza, though, is the 
best pizza I have sampled in a 
long time-one can select thick 
or thin crust depending on your 
t aste of course. Joseph and 
Kathy welcome and enjoy their 
customers so much that no 
corkage is charged if you wish 
to bring your favorite wine to 
Carolina's. No corkage fee is 
definitely a great added 
attraction to any restaurant. 
If you come here, and we 
recommend it highly, don't 
miss one of Joseph's 
specialties-the pasta, 
sun-dried tomatoes, and 
bits of Italian sausage 
accented with peas. 
With large portions (which 
can be shared) and l ow prices, 
Carolina's is a favorite 
restaurant for the whole family. 
It also is an ideal place to rest 
and recuperate from a day at 
Disneyland .... an honest meal is 
served at Carolina's without the 
"circus" that awaits you when 
you leave. 
Carolina's is located at 12045 
Chapman Avenue (corner of 
Chapman and West Street) in 
Garden Grove. It is opened for 
lunch and dinner but closed on 
Sunday. Call Caro lin a's at 
(714) 971-5551.. 
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The Wine Cellar 
* *~** *'R~ 
Mead on Wine 
byhrryD. M~ad 
* 
ORANGE COUNTY RESULTS. The Orange County Fair Commercial 
Wine Competition is still the largest 
all-California wme competition m 
the world, but entries declined by 
about 300 in a year when most 
other judgtngs have shown 
significant increases. 
OC is unique in the world of 
wine judgings in several ways. It is 
the only judging in the world, that I 
know of, which charges no entry 
fees, thereby encouraging the 
broadest possible field of entries. 
Consumers can't know which wines 
are best unless they compete, right? 
OC uses all professional judges, 
either winemakers or winery/brand 
proprietors. OC purchases many 
important wines not entered by the 
wineries, though I'm told that fewer 
of these wines were purchased in 
1994 than in previous years due to 
budget constraints. 
While it has become fairly 
common practice, OC was the first 
judging to separate wines by price 
class and as many as six sweetness 
levels where appropriate The pnce 
distinctions are important for 
consumers. We don't expect the 
same things from $5 wines as we 
expect from $40 "reserves," and 
judging wines by price class tells 
which are the best at each level. We 
can buy a gold medalisi from the 
inexpensive price range to go with 
Tuesday meat loaf and a top winner 
from a more expensive category to 
serve the boss with filet mignon at 
Sunday dinner. 
One thing is disturbing to long 
time watchers of this competition 
(this is the 18th annual), and that is 
the drastic reduction in the number 
of gold medals awarded the past 
two years. This has happened since 
a radical restructuring of the event's 
awards committee, the folks who 
analyze and interpret the scores and 
make recommendations to the 
Judges, who work independently. 
Gold medals are the only ones 
consumers are tnterested in and 
while we don't encourage their 
wholesale distributiOn, neither 
should the competitions be stingy 
about recogniztng excellence. It's 
hard to believe, for example, that 
out of nearly 150 Chardonnays 
priced between $9 .51 and $13.50 
that only four wines were worthy of 
the gold . That's one of the most 
popular price ranges of one of the 
varieties California does best, and 
with two outstanding vintages 
dominating the entries. In addttion, 
a single gold out of 66 entries 
priced over $17.50, presumably the 
best Chardonnays 111 America?! 
Some great wines were ignored 
Stinginess was especially evident 
for Meritage Red, Merlot and 
Gewurztraminer. 
Before we get into a few of the 
actual winners, here's how to order 
one of the best shoppmg guides for 
California wmes. (Just make sure 
you expand your list of purchases 
to include silver and bronze 
medalists since there are so few 
golds.) A new feature added to the 
booklet in 1993 makes it even more 
valuable. Not only are results listed 
by variety and price category, but 
the back of the 90-plus page 
booklet is cross-referenced by wine 
brand. Pulling into the Beringer 
winery in the Napa Valley? Turn to 
this section and see a list of every 
Bermger wine that won a medal. 
Send $6 (includes postage & 
handling) to: OC Wine Winners, 
Box 1598, Carson City, NV 89702. 
FOUR-STAR GOLDS There is 
no sweepstakes or "Best of Show" 
award at OC, because it isn't a 
consensus judging like most other 
shows. 
OC's top award is called a 4-Star 
Gold, which is presented when a 
wine receives four gold votes from 
the four- or five-member panels. It 
doesn't happen nearly as often as 
you might imagine. This year, only 
four wines out of more than 2,200 
qualified. 
One of the 4-Star Golds went to 
"1993 Winemaker of the Year" (so 
named by yours truly and the LA. 
Times) Daryl Groom, the 
transplanted Aussie, for his Geyser 
Peak 1992 "North Coast" Gamay 
Beaujolais. 
A pair of Zinfandels earned the 
honor, Htdden Cellars 1991 
"Mendocino" and Storybook 
Mountain 1991 "Napa ' 
The final 4-Star recipient was 
Gloria Ferrer 1993 "Cameros" 
Chardonnay, from the sugar class of 
. 71 residual sugar or more. 
The results for the four price 
ranges for Cabemet Sauvtgnon are 
among the most ltberal, but the 
golds still total only five percent of 
the entries. 
Value shoppers will want to 
check out the three golds from the 
"Up to $9" price range: Cypress 
1991 "Cahforma"; Corbett Canyon 
1991 "Napa Reserve"; and 
Sebastiam 1990 "Sonoma" 
There were 117 entries in the 
Cabernet Sauv1gnons priced $9.01 
to $13.50 and six gold medals: 
Round Hill 1989 "Napa Reserve"; 
Robert Mondavi 1991 "North 
Coast" ; Golden Creek 1990 
"Sonoma"; Beringer 1991 "Knights 
Valley"; Chateau Souverain 1991 
"Alexander Valley" and Nevada 
City 1991 "Nevada County." 
Another six golds were awarded 
out of 106 entries in the $13.51 to 
$19 range: Silverado Vineyards 
1991 "Stags Leap District"; 
Steltzner 1989 "Stags Leap 
D1strict"; Mont St. John 1990 
"Napa"; Domaine Michel 1990 
"Dry Creek Reserve"; Villa Mt. 
Eden 1990 "Napa Grand Reserve" 
and Gary Farrell 1991 "Sonoma-
Lad•'s Vineyard." 
And only three golds to the most 
expensive California Cabernets of 
all, 51 were entered at $19.01 and 
up. Shafer 1989 "Stags Leap-
Hillstde Select", Far Niente 1991 
"Napa Estate" and Whitehall Lane 
1990 "Reserve." 
Pinot Blanc seemed to be the 
only class which received a high 
percentage of golds . There were 
three golds out of six entnes 111 the 
"Up to $8" range: Paraiso Springs 
1991 "Monterey"; Lockwood 1992 
"Monterey" and Mirassou 1992 
"Monterey-White Burgundy." 
A single gold for the $8.01 to 
$12 range. Wild Horse 1993 
"Monterey." 
And two more golds out of five 
entries for Pinot Blanc priced 
$12.01 and up: Benziger 1992 
"Sonoma" and Byron 1993 "Santa 
Barbara." • 
• 
... .l 
Wine Selections and 
Best Values 
Thas Monlh 's wine picks courtesy of Bill Anlhony and I he Southwesl 
lnlcmalional Wine & Food Review 
1993 La Chiripada (New Mexico) 
"Primavera." (Vidal Blanc and 
Villard Blanc blend.) (About $9 
Tasted 5/94.) Bronze at 1994 San 
Otego National Wine Competttton. 
Semi-sweet, but has t:nough acid for 
balance. Floral apple/pineapple: fruit 
with a touch of candy. Hint of hybrid 
nost:. Cleanly made:. 
1992 La Chiripada (New Mexico) 
"Rio Embudo White Barrel 
Select." (100% Seyvel Blanc. 
American Oak.) (About $9.50. Tasted 
5/94.) Floral applt: character with a 
light touch of oak. Tropical or citric 
hint. "Good balance of 
characteristics, nice fruit, lingers. 
Well put together." St:rve with 
delicate chicken d1sh. 
1993 La Chiripada (New Mexico) 
" Rio Embudo White Barrel 
Select." (Seyvel Blanc. French Oak.) 
(About $10. Tasted 5/94.) Plt:asant 
floral/spicy nose with apple-
pineapple flavors. Hint of hybrid. 
Tasted blind, one might well take it 
for a sauvignon blanc/Semillon 
blend. Some found the acidity a bit 
high, but it should prove very 
refreshing paired with a cassoulet. As 
an alternative, serve with spicy dishes 
from New Mexican to Szechuan. 
1993 Columbine Cellars (Cobble 
Hill Vineyards, Colorado) Riesling. 
(About $8. Tasted 6/94.) Formerly 
Vail Valley Vintners. Supple. Off-dry 
to semi-sweet. Floral Riesling with 
some apple. Clean, fresh. Very good 
food wine. Good match for curries. 
Another success for vintner Jim 
Seewald. 
1993 Columbine Cellars 
"Alpenglo" White Riesling. (About 
$10. Tasted 6/94.) Gold at Jerry D. 
Mead 's New Wo rld Intt:rnational, 
silver at 1994 Tasters Guild 
Intt:mational. Some S02 in the nose 
may bother a few people, but the 
pleasures of the palate more than 
compensate. Spatlese/Auslese sugar 
level balanced by acid. Floral 
honey/apricot/pear flavors. Attractive 
wine, but may be tough to match with 
food. So sip it. .a. 
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by Camille Bounds 
F ind China on a map, move your finger to the southeastern tip of that huge 
country and you will come upon a 
tiny dot. That dot is Hong Kong. 
Located on a peninsula that is 
allached to the mainland of China, 
Hong Kong (meaning fragrant 
flower) is di\ tded into two sections. 
Take the New Territones to the 
north, the Kowloon Peninsula to the 
south, Hong Kong Island a little to 
the south of the Kowloon Peninsula, 
then add 235 small islands and you 
have Hong Kong. 
A bustling metropolis made up of 
about 413 square miles, it is situated 
near the mouth of the Pearl River 
about 90 miles southeast of 
Guangzhou (Canton) . It has a 
magical, romantic, fairy tale quality 
that, once experienced, always gives 
an inner feeling of wanttng to 
return. 
The Harbor With the 
Grand View 
Hong Kong has one of the most 
spectacular harbors in the world. 
The crescent-shaped harbor, 
bordered by the Kowloon Peninsula 
on one side and the craggy hills of 
Hong Kong Island on the other, is 
( ) 
one of the most beautiful sights you 
wtll ever encounter. The waterway 
of Victoria Harbor enchants visitors 
wtth bustling trafftc, hostwg a 
conglomerate of hydrofoils, 
sampans, Chinese junks, yachts, 
navel vessels, fretghters, cruise 
ships and the ever-present ferries. 
A Rich History 
Hong Kong is one of the most 
storied cilles tn the Onent . It is 
recorded that the Chinese lived in 
Kowloon more than 5,000 years 
ago. Due to trade between Europe 
and the East, Hong Kong came 
along about the 15th century. Marco 
Polo started it all by opening the 
west's first trade route with China. 
Britain dominated most European 
trade with China, though not 
without numerous problems. 
The British persevered and, in 
1841. the Chinese opened several 
ports to exchange goods. At that 
time, Hong Kong was ceded to 
Britain by China. In the beginning, 
Hong Kong was a barren, rocky 
area inhabited by approximately 
2,000 fishermen and farmers with 
an occasional leaning to piracy 
when things got tough. However, 
with British guidance and a growing 
population (about 300,000, mostly 
Chinese), Hong Kong became a 
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Hong Kong: VVhere 
Hot Tips for Traveling Hong Kong 
Entering the City 
Visitors must hold a valid passport, endorsed where necessary for 
Hong Kong. At this time, U.S. citizens are permitted one-month, 
visa-free visits. The Airport Departure tax is H.K. $150 for adults; 
children under 12 are free. 
Tipping 
Most restaurants add a 1 0 percent service charge; an additional 
five percent may be added where deserved. When a service 
charge is not added, 10 percent is acceptable. Small t1ps are 
appreciated by taxi drivers, bellboys, doormen and washroom 
attendants. 
Baby Sitting 
Most leading hotels provide baby-sitting services. More 
information on services offered by hotels may be found in The 
Hotel Guide offered by the Hong Kong Tourist Association. 
great shipping port and center of 
trade by the tum of the century. 
The Return 
On December 1984, Britain and 
China agreed that all of Hong Kong 
would be returned to China at the 
expiration of the 99-year lease of 
the New Territories. The transfer 
will take place midnight June 30, 
1997. China has pledged to keep 
Hong Kong 's capitalist economy, 
currency, free market policies and 
lifestyle unchanged for 50 years 
from that date. 
The Comeback 
Hong Kong endured occupation 
by Japan through the second World 
War. Two-thirds of the city's 
population was depleted by mass 
deportations, trade was severely 
curtailed and shortages of JUSt about 
everything existed. Hong Ko>ng ·s 
survival hung by a thre11d She 
bounced back when thousands of 
refugees fled Shanghai to Hong 
Kong in 1949 during a Communist 
take over. These people had the will, 
tenacity and the means that brought 
Hong Kong back as a thrivmg free 
port. 
The population now is at almost 
6 million, of which 98% is Chinese, 
half native born. The other 2% is 
made up of mostly Britons with a 
sprinkling of Americans, Canadians, 
Australians, Portuguese, East 
Indians and Southeast Asians 
completing the melting pot. 
A Tourist's Dream 
The finest in shopping, 
The view of Hong Kong's skyline is among the most beautiful in the world today. 
entertainment, gourmet food, 
manufacturing, and banking can be 
found in Hong Kong. You can arrive 
at Hong Kong's Kai Tak's state-of-
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East Blends VVi VVest ETC> 
the-art International Airport, take 
an) number of types of reasonably 
priced transportation into the area, 
check into a comfortable hotel 
(there are many price-ranges in rates 
to choose from), and have a whole 
day ahead of you to enjoy thts 
delightful grand mtx of everyth111g 
,md anything you may want to 
enjoy 
Thts is the easiest ctty in the 
world to get around There are at 
least 11 different types of 
transportation, and all are effictent 
Double-decker buses, delightful 
rickety Vtctonan trams, or ever 
present cabs will get you just about 
anywhere you mtght want to go at a 
reasonable fare. Try a rickshaw ride 
around the block, but be sure to set 
the rate before taking that 
adventure. 
The Star Ferry's second-class 
ride is a must (if tt's not raimng). 
For about 12 cents, mingle with the 
friendly natives. If it's raining, be a 
sport, go first-class and spend 15 
cents. There are wmdows up there 
to keep the weather out. Thts 
efficient operatton has been in 
business since 1898 and is a trade-
mark of Hong Kong. It doesn't 
really matter that its main function 
ts to shuttle people back and forth 
between Hong Kong Island and 
Kowloon, the eight-minute ride is 
one of the best attractwns and value 
in Hong Kong. 
I found myself spending a joyful 
couple of hours JUSt running back 
and forth, watching the activities in 
the harbor and enJoying the flavor 
of thts lovely city and tts friendly 
commuters. 
It has a magical, romantic, 
fairy tale quality that, once 
experienced, always gives 
an Inner feeling of wanting 
to return. 
Victoria Peak 
For the best view of Hong Kong, 
take a seven-minute ride on the 
Peak Tram (a funicular railway) up 
to Victoria Peak. Ascend about 
I ,300 feet to a glorious 360-degree 
Hong Kong at ntght- a fun-filled bustle of acl!vll} 
view of the entire territory and the 
islands of the South China Sea 
Along with the view ts a restaurant, 
observation deck and Peak Tower 
Village that offers shops selling 
Chinese arts and crafts. 
Dressing Up and Going Out 
There are at least 11 Yellow 
Pages listing tailors. There are more 
jewelry stores per square mile in 
Hong Kong than any other city 10 
the world. (There is a Diamond 
Information Center that can assist 
you with reliable tnformation 
regardmg where to shop.) Quality 
Chinese arts and crafts, and 
souvenirs are available in many 
places throughout the area. 
Dining can be a true gourmet 
experience, considering that there 
are about 20,000 restaurants that 
cover all types of food and prices. 
(With that much competition it has 
to be good.) The possibilities are 
unlimited. 
Opera, disco, concerts, golf, 
tennis, swimming, horse racing, 
soccer, and, of course, cricket are 
also available at different times of 
the year. Hong Kong has a magic 
and a tempo that makes the visitor 
immedtately feel comfortable and 
welcome. 
Ask and You Shall 
Receive 
The Hong Kong Tourist 
Association offers varied, 
beautiful!) presented literature and 
information about Hong Kong. I 
don't know of another tourist office 
that has such a wtde vanety of 
booklets, maps, and pamphlets. 
Books published by the Hong Kong 
Tounst Association are available 
free of charge on every facet of 
Hong Kong. 
Hong Kong has a magic 
and a tempo that makes 
the visitor Immediately feel 
comfortable and welcome. 
They also publish "Hong Kong 
This Week," whtch can be picked up. 
in most hotels in Kowloon and 
Hong Kong. All are excellent and 
can give you current information 
while you are visiting. There are 
special publications for the business 
person. The Hong Kong Tourist 
Association is the most 
accommodating and effictent tourist 
office that can be found anywhere 
on this planet. Call or wnte them in 
the L A area at I 0940 Wilshire 
Blvd Suite 1220, Los Angeles CA 
<)(){)24-3915. Tel: (310) 20X-4582. 
How to Get There 
There are 55 international airlines 
that service Hong Kong's Kai Tak, a 
state-of-the-art International 
Airport. 
United Airlines and Cathay 
Pacific offer non-stop flights to 
Hong Kong from LAX. United's 
Connoisseur Service (business 
class) is highly recommended. 
Northwest, Delta, Continental, 
Singapore and China Airlines also 
offer direct flights. 
AJso, cruise I ines have itineraries 
that make ports of call at Hong 
Kong. Check with your travel 
consultant for current schedules and 
rates. & 
Camtlle Bounds "'the travel eduor 
for Inland Empire Bus mess Journal and 
the western dtv!Sion of Sunnse Pub heat tons. 
Quesltons? Dll or write her at 
P 0. Box t005, Morgan Hill CA 95038. 
(408) 779-7117. 
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Palm Springs Savings 
Bank Reports Second 
Quarter Earnings 
Palm Springs Savtngs Bank, FSB, has reported net earnmgs of $295,000 
for the second quarter of 1994. 
This is an increase of 14.3 
percent over the second quarter 
a year ago. These earnings are 
equivalent to $0.26 per share. 
The bank's total assets are up 
$20 million from the same 
period last year and deposits are 
up $11.3 million over that 
period. 
President and Chief Executive 
Officer Stephen G. Hoffmann 
said, "Earnings continue to grow 
as a direct result of a beneficial 
interest rate spread, improved 
fee income and the excellent 
performance of the bank's loan 
portfolio." 
Palm Springs Savings Bank is 
the largest locally owned and 
operated financial institution 
serving the Coachella Valley. 
Intermediate Care 
Facility Opens in 
Desert Hot Springs 
T he Huckabee House, a satellite home in which a transitional living option 
will be made available to six 
young men and women with 
various handicapping conditions, 
has opened in Desert Hot 
Springs. An extension of Angel 
View Crippled Children's 
Foundation, it is the seventh 
such facility built to provide 
habilitation programs and 
transition skills training for the 
physically challenged. 
Transitional living centers for 
people with significant medical 
aeeds represent an innovation in 
JMitilitati on methods ••d 
Jlllltlrams, one that takes cHeats 
fa h ospital-like settinJ .ad 
_..s them in the comm .. ity 
wiM!te iadependent living uills 
~a~d by doing, ace~ 
t•1fenry Katzen, Angel View's 
administrator. 
"Not only do we relieve the 
Desert Business Journal 
state system of cost by these 
methods, we create taxpayers by 
preparing them and putting them 
to work," Katzen said. 
Restdents of the house will 
receive all of the training, 
therapy and development 
programs they would receive 
anywhere else, they just get it 
while in their own home. 
"Individuals who have 
substantial medical needs 
traditionally have been excluded 
from transitional living 
programs," said Steve Melroy, 
Angel's View program director. 
"Huckabee House is unique 
because the program will train 
people to manage their own 
medical care. If they can manage 
their own medical care, they can 
live more independently." 
Stx residents are expected to 
move to Huckabee House this 
summer. A formal ceremony to 
dedicate the facility is planned 
for early fall. 
Cosmetic Surgery 
Center Opens in 
Indian Wells 
D r. W. Ray Henderson and the Cosmel!c Surgery and Sktn 
Center, have moved to new 
offices in the VIllage Two 
Center in Indtan Wells. 
The center emphasizes all 
aspects of facial cosmetic 
surgery for both men and 
women. Dr. Henderson has 27 
years experience in the field and 
is a skilled laser surgeon. 
Construction Industry 
Survey 
to Be 
Conducted 
T he accouating firm of Maryano• Madsen, Gordon a Campbell, in 
conjunction with Desert 
Constructor's ANOciation, will 
be conduct ing a ••rvey of the 
construction iacf1stry in the 
Coachella Valley. The survey 
will focus on important issues 
such as the nalioaal and local 
economies, outlook for revenues 
and employment, and 
government and politics. 
The survey IS the first of its 
kind to be done in the Coachella 
Valley. The responses will shed 
some light upon the current state 
of the economy in that region. 
The survey will also provide us 
with a cumulative forecast for 
future trends and provide 
individual contractors with a 
means for comparing themselves 
to others. 
The survey is currently being 
conducted and the results can be 
expected soon. 
Palm Springs 
Air Museum 
to Open 
T he privately financed Palm Springs Air Museum, a 50,000-
square-foot facdtty, will be 
constructed near the Palm 
Sprmgs Regional Airport. 
The proposed first phase will 
include a main hanger 250-seat 
"Theater of the Air," an archive 
for documents and memorabilia 
and outstde tie-downs for 
vintage aircraft. Phase 2 may 
include a second structure to 
restore vintage aircraft. 
Both project phases are 
expected to total $5 million, 
with the first phase of 
construction to be completed 
next summer. The owners hope 
to draw 100,000 people annually 
to the museum. 
Sun City Palm 
Springs Best 
Selling New Home 
Community 
D el Webb's Sun Ci ty Palm Springs was the best-selling new home 
co maf•ity in Southern 
Cali-- for the first quartet 
of 1994, according to the "Besa 
Selliflt Projects lnde~:" 
publi~y the Meyers Group. 
Ia frYe ~f the seven quarters 
since it opened, the project has 
been the best-selling new home 
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project in the region. Over 675 
homes have been sold at the 
community. 
Del Webb's Sun City Palm 
Spnngs is a 1,600-acre project 
designed for adults 55 and over 
who want to maintain a 
physically, mentally or socially 
active lifestyle. It includes a golf 
course, plus a pool and fitness 
center. 
Natural Gas 
Buses in 
Coachella Valley 
This summer nearly $10 million worth of clean-burning natural gas buses 
are carrying passengers around 
the Coachella Valley. The buses 
are operated by Sunline Travel 
Agency. 
The 39 buses were phased in 
while the company sold its 
existing fleet which ran on 
diesel. The buses were 
purchased by grants from the 
state and federal government 
totaling $4.9 million, which 
have to be repatd over 12 years. 
Experts say that compressed 
natural gas burns about 65 
percent cleaner than 
conventional gasoline and 
dieseL As is necessary with any 
bus in the valley, they have 
state-of-the-art air conditioning 
systems to keep passengers cool, 
along with spaces and lifts for 
wheelchairs. 
Westward Ho Hotel 
Becomes Part of 
Howard Johnson 
Chain 
The Westward Ho Hotel, which has been a part of the Palm Springs area for 
over 25 years, has just joined the 
Howard Johnson family of 
hotels. The hotel will remain 
under the same owoorship and 
management, only the -aame will 
change. 
The hotel is undergoing a 
major renovation thla summer 
with plans for completion this 
falL.._ 
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Answers About the Single-Payer Initiative 
From R1vers1de Community Hospllal. The 
questions and answer~ were exerpted 
from materials prov1dcd by the 
California Association of Hospllats and 
Health Systems (CAHHS) 
Thts 1s a critical lime for all concerned about the future of heath care in the state 
of Californ1a. This November, 
Californians will be asked to vote 
on a new 1mtiative, the California 
Health Security Act, which seeks 
to guarantee every resident 
comprehensive health care 
coverage by setting up a state-run, 
single-payer system and 
eliminating the pnvate corporate 
insurance industry. Here are some 
answers to questions you may 
have about the initiative. 
Q. Would the California Health 
Security Act initiative establish 
a "single-payer" health care 
system? 
A. Under a true single-payer 
system, government is the "single-
payer" of health care costs for its 
citizens. The Initiative, however, 
would not establish a true single-
payer system . In reality, the 
initiative would establish a multi-
tiered state health care system 
with different standards of care 
for the wealthy and those with 
average, fixed or low incomes. 
Q. What services are covered by 
the state-run systems? 
A. The state would provide 
coverage for medical, hospital, 
mental, eye care, prescription 
drugs, long-term care, home 
health care, full dental care for 
children and l!mited dental care 
for adults, podiatry, chiropractic, 
and virtually any other services 
that are considered medically 
necessary by a patient's health 
care provider. Emergency medical 
and transportation services are 
covered if provided by public fire 
agencies. Actual provision of 
benefits is contingent upon 
adequate funding. 
Executive Profile 
Nancy Bitting, 
President/Chief Executive Officer 
As pres1dent/chtcf execut1ve 
officer for Riverside Community 
Hospital (RCII), Nancy Bitung is 
committed to prepanng the hospital 
to meet the community health care 
needs of the future. With all of the 
changes occurring in health care, 
she believes that positionmg the 
Hospital to meet these needs "will 
require different ways of thmking, 
different behaviors, new services 
and new relationshtps." Keeping 
people healthy should be the goal of 
the health care industry, not filling 
hospital beds. 
Nancy Joined Riverside 
Community Hospital m 1991 as the 
:senior vice president for pauent 
operations/chief admimstrative 
officer. She was previously the vice 
president for patient care at Queen 
of the Valley Hospital in West 
Covina. She was named 
president/CEO for Riverside 
Community Hospital in October 
1993. 
Nancy has implemented a 
Continuous Quality Improvement 
(CQl) program, which she says will 
help the hospital continue to control 
costs while improving the quality of 
the health care services it provides 
to patients and their famihes. 
Another area she plans to 
develop and strengthen 1s the 
hospital's community outreach. She 
belteves that as a community 
hospttal, RCH should not only aim 
to "treat and cure, but to prevent 
and educate " She says this will be 
posstble through "community 
health promotion and illness 
prevention." 
Nancy and her husband, George, 
recently moved to Riverside from 
Walnut, California. They like the 
hometown feeling and r;ommunity 
spirit of RiveNdc. 
"I'm looking forward to working 
with and being a part of this 
community, " satd Nancy. "I also 
apprec1ate the five-mmute commute 
to work!" The Bittings have two 
sons, John and Robert, and a. new 
baby grandson, Christopher .. .A. 
Q How would the system 
created by the initiative be 
financed? 
A. By the largest state tax 
increase in American history. The 
initiative would raise taxes 
initially by $40 bilhon through a 
payroll tax starting at 4.4 percent 
and rang1ng up to 8.9 percent, a 
state income tax increase of 2.5 
percent with an additional surtax 
of 2.5 percent on individuals with 
incomes above $250,000 
($500,000 annually for famlltes), 
and a $1-per-pack cigarette tax. 
The entire state general fund 
budget for 1994-95 is $41 billion, 
so this would, tn effect, double 
the budget of state government. 
It is the intent of the initiative 
to eventually redirect all existing 
county, state and federal health 
expenditures, including Medi-Cal 
and Medicare (subject to federal 
approval) and all state and local 
government health care programs, 
including those covering public 
employees and indigents, to the 
state system . If this were 
accomplished, the state system 
would cost 1n excess of $140 
billion by 1998. 
Q. Does the initiative generate 
enough revenue to cover the cost 
of the program? 
A. No. An analysis by Spectrum 
Economics, Inc., f1nds that 1n 
1998, assuming full imple-
mentation, $95.3 billion would be 
generated by taxes, transfers and 
collateral sources, while the cost 
of the program would be $143.9 
billion. The cost is $48.6 billion 
in excess of available funds and 
$32.4 billion in excess of the 
expenditure limit contained in the 
initiative. • 
Riverside Commumty Hospital 
Foundation's Executive 2000 Counc111s 
co-sponsonng a free business education 
program on the California Health Secunty 
Act on Thursday, Sept.l5, 1994, from 
7:30a.m. to 9:00a.m. For more 
information, call (909) 788-3471. 
THE COURTYARD 
OPENING IN AUGUST! 
California 
Grille 
Lunch • Dinner 
Late Nite 
COURTYARD 
PALM SPRINGS 
Courtyard Leasing Information 
Tammy Percrchica 
619-325- 1262 
A TPI\l Holdings, Inc. Propert} 
777 East Tahquit7 Canyon, Palm Springs 
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track. Penske is currently 
runmng two tracks in other 
parts of the nation, 
including the M1ch1gan 
InternatiOnal Speedway, a 
track that the California 
Speedway is modeled after. 
In addition, Penske already 
owns a business 1n the 
Inland Valley and 1s familiar 
with the marketplace. 
Another plus for the 
project is the man placed in 
charge of getting the track 
up and running- Les 
Richter, the former semor 
vice prestdent of operations 
for NASCAR, IS now 
execulive vice pres1dent of 
the speedway. Inland 
Empne race fans might 
remember Richter's name, 
he was the head of the 
Riverside International 
Raceway before it folded in 
the early 1980s. 
On July 18, the plan got a 
huge boost. NASCAR, 
stock car racing's govemmg 
body, committed to holding 
a Winston Cup race at the 
two-mile tn-oval The 
Winston Cup series IS the 
major league of stock car 
racing, and th1s is the first 
time since NASCAR went 
to its modern schedule in 
1972 that the organization 
has agreed to a race at a site 
before construction was 
completed. 
However, this track will 
bring more than just 
entertainment to the area; 11 
will bring jobs and money. 
The track is slated to 
open in the fall of 1996 with 
an Indy-car race sanctioned 
by Championship Auto 
Racing Teams Inc. 
However. the cleanup and 
buildtng process IS JUSt 
getting underw;~y, as the 
developers arc JU!;t 
begmmng the building 
apphcatwn process wnh the 
county of San Bernardino. 
Several problems, sue 1 
as traffic and noise. that 
could disturb nearby 
residential areas, must be 
worked out, but these 
should not prove a 
tremendous stumbling 
Continued From Page 3 
block. The planner feels that 
areas can be addressed as 
the plans are implemented 
and put into achon. 
There also is a need for 
extensive environmental 
cleanup at the old steel mill, 
which has sat dormant since 
it closed down. However, 
the cleanup efforts being 
performed on the stte of the 
track will speed the pace of 
the cleanup, compared to 
how fast it was being done 
before. 
After that, the track and 
adjmning facihues must be 
built, and that means 
construction and related 
jobs- not to mention all 
the full- and part-time 
positions available at the 
speedway once it does open 
two years from now. 
Finally, don't forget the 
added money that a state-of-
the-art racing facility will 
bring to local businesses. 
Top quality racing will 
attract plenty of fans, which 
is good news for busmesses 
such as local hotels and 
restaurants. 
Curaflex Part of 
Four-Firm Merger 
Last month one of the Inland Empire's top publicly-held 
companies, Curaflex, 
merged with four other 
leading companies in the 
home infusion therapy 
market. 
The four companies 
(Curaflex, T2 Medical of 
Atlanta, Healthlnfusion Inc 
of Miami and Medisys Inc. 
of Minnesota) have become 
wholly-owned subsidiaries 
of Coram Healthcare Corp., 
whtch will be based out of 
Boulder, Colo. 
The outstamhng shares of 
stock for each company 
were converted 1nto the 
right to receive a portion of 
Coram's ~tock, which began 
trading last month. 
While there will be some 
consolidation, Curaflex is 
continuing its operations in 
Ontario. 
AUGUST 1994 
Cities Line Up 
Against Card Clubs 
The cilles of LaVerne, Chino, Chino Hills and 
Claremont filed suit to 
block legalized gambling 
clubs from opening up in 
the neighboring city of 
Pomona. 
The suit was filed in Los 
Angeles County Superior 
Court to block the 
Tradewinds and Champs 
clubs from opening their 
doors by requiring the city 
to conduct a full 
environmental impact 
study. 
The four cit1es have 
already put together almost 
$60,000 to pay for 
expected legal costs. 
These cities say they are 
concerned about possible 
increases in crime and 
traffic that may be brought 
by the clubs. They add that 
they wanted to discuss 
their concerns with 
Pomona, but the city just 
tried to push the clubs 
through. 
However, there were 
four meetings last month 
between officials from 
Pomona and the other 
cities. Also, the Pomona 
City Council ordered a 
revision of an 
environmental study done 
earlier in the year to 
accommodate the concerns 
of other cities. 
The two clubs are 
expected to generate up to 
$8 million for the city of 
Pomona by 1995 and 
provide over 1500 jobs. 
Tradewinds is des1gned as 
an entertawment and 
gambling complex nt 
Fatrplex, which is adjacent 
to the city of La Verne 
Champs 1s a proposed card 
club on South Reservou 
Street, located near Chrno. 
None of the cities 
involved seem willing to 
compromise, and some 
believe that this issue will 
ultimately be settled in 
court. • 
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THE INLAND 
EMPIRE'S ONLy 
NEWS/TALK RADIO 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CNN INTERNATIONAL AND 
NATIONAL NEWS EVERY HOUR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LOCAL NEWS EVERY HALF HOUR 
LOCAL TRAFFIC EVERY 
FIFTEEN MINUTES 
lUll 
BRLI',S 
IF~INEWSAM 1350 ~~~KCKC 
I?~ NEWS AM 1350 
~~CKC 
KCKCAMRaiRo 
1350 
Inland Empire's Clift Station 
In the Coachella Valley 
K-NEWS 1270 AM 
"Southern Californle 
Business Focus" 
From 7a00 pm • 7a30 pm 
Monday Thru Friday 
Features Discussions on a Variety of Business Issues 
Recent Guests Include ... 
• Congressman Dana Rohrbacher • Dr. Laura Schlessinger • 
• Mark Victor Hansen • Darrell Paulk • Elizabeth Caulder • 
• John Thornton • Sal Briguglio • Jerry Eaves • 
• Senator John Lewis • Mike Schenker • Stan Statham • 
• Mary Ellen Drummond • Senator Ruben Ayala • 
• Robert Mondavi • Mary Scarpa • 
For Information call Richard Sandoval (909) 391-1015 Ext. 21 
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Second Quarter 
Home Sales 
Booming in 
Inland Empire 
T he number of homes sold in R1verside and San Bernardino during 
the second quarter of 1994 rose 
over 20 percent from the same 
period a year ago according to 
TRW REDI Property Data, a 
real estate information 
company. 
The highest home growth 
rate in the six Southern 
California counties was in 
Riverside County, where sales 
increased 26.5 percent. In San 
Bernardino County sales were 
up 21.8 percent and in Orange 
County sales were up 26 
percent 
"Southern California's 
hous•ng market is clearly 
emerging out of recessiOn," 
said Nima Nattagh, TRW REDI 
market analyst. 
The average price of a home 
was down in all counties from 
last year, but only about one 
percent. 
Sales have been particularly 
buoyant for entry-level existing 
homes. That market sector now 
accounts for 52.4 percent of all 
home purchases, compared to 
50.3 percent a year ago. 
New home sales were up 
10.7 percent in the second 
quarter of 1994 compared to 
that same period last year in 
San Bernardino County, while 
in Riverside, sales were up 9.3 
percent and prices remained 
even with last year. 
Building Starts 
Making Small Gains 
N ew building construction was up slightly in both San 
Bernardino and Rit>erside 
Counties during the first five 
months of th1s year compared 
to the same period a year ago. 
according to data released by 
the Construction Industry 
Research Board (CIRB). 
In San Bernardino County 
there was a large jump in the 
number of industrial buildings 
be1ng started, up 110 percent 
over the same period last year. 
That index is one of the key 
indicators of JOb growth in the 
area according to Ben 
Bartolotto, the research director 
for CIRB. 
"San Bernardino is one of the 
four counties in California to 
have a jump in that category. 
It's a posit1ve sign, but the 
numbers are not large enough 
to indicate the trend will carry 
throughout the year," 
Bartolotta sa1d 
However, San Bernardino is 
still down m new single-family 
housing starts, w1th this year's 
numbers still almost 400 homes 
behind last year's total. 
The situation is reversed in 
Rivers1de County, where 
housing numbers are up and 
industrial numbers are down. 
Not only are more single-
family dwellings being built in 
the county, but starts on multi-
family apartments are up 
almost 300 percent from last 
year. 
So far th1s year, the total 
dollar amount being spent on 
all building is up in both San 
Bernardino and Riverside 
Counties compared to 1993; 
however, both are still down 
compared to 1992. 
SBA Second Top 
Mortgage Lender 
I n the aftermath of the Northridge Earthquake, the U.S Small Business 
Association has emerged as the 
number two mortgage lender in 
the Los Angeles area. 
Figures released by TRW 
RED! show that the SBA 
advanced over 8,300 loans to 
property owners, a total only 
exceeded by Bank of America. 
The SBA is the government 
agency responsible for making 
financial help available to 
owners whose properties were 
damaged by the quakes. 
The SBA advanced more 
than $363 million in real estate 
backed mortgages in the first 
five months of 1994. & 
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: FAX 909-391-3160 I 
1 FAX or MAIL : 
I DISPLAY RATES o $70 /in ch ; 1' mm. LINE RAT ES: $11 65/llne: I 
I 6 Iones min. Avg . 30 chara cters/line F requency d iscounts 1 
available for BOTH d isplay & lme. CONFIDENTIAL BOX 
CHARGE: $25/ insertlon. Box II will be assigned by the 
publisher Fill out form below in full Use additional sheet of 
paper for ad copy. Type or wn te c learly All ads must be pre-
paid - no exceptions. Send check , M .O ., Visa, M /C , AmEx. 
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month . 
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WISE ABOUT MAIL 
Fl~ yean ago our e&jllc was 
born Into a ~low but simple poetal 
system. Uc: learned.....,.. to opc:c.d 
up :mail, and to cut through poetal 
regulaUonA to make an dl'ttUve 
mailing. 
Many poetal changc:a lat.c:r, our 
eagle: Ia ot.IJI growing In wtadom. 
Often Umu. smarter than the Post 
Oflla. 
If you need help with a mall· 
lng from 6.000 to 6 million plc:«e. 
we can ecrvc- you. 
We will help you aort through 
the fTULU of poetal rcgulaUons, to 
.. .., you the moo;t money ~lble. 
We &a'vt: bu!lln.....,. that mall 
n~cttcro, magazines. promos, 
oc:Jfmallc:r.o, catalogs. or any other 
type: of ma.ll. Our custom...,. bc:ndlt 
from apc:rlcn<:e we hav<: obtained 
from worldng with the PO!!t Office. 
Let our wtadom help you work 
amartcr not harder. 
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Ad Deadline for 
September Coming Soon 
is August 20th! 1995 Book of Lists For informatio on 
advertising call 
Bob Black at: 
{909} 391-1015 
ext.28 
Reserve your advertising 
space NOW! 
(909) 391·1015 ext.l6 
Corporate Video 
Commercials • Training 
Sales Tapes • Point of Purchase 
Rood Show Support • Videa News Release 
\\II 
\\I 
THE COST-EFFECTJVE EDGE 
FOR TODAY'S LEAN TIMES 
Call 1909) 391 -1015 
Ask for Art Kemp 
Crest Lod~e and . 0 Mounla1n Qesorl 
Quaint , cozy cabins and cottages, 
nestled among tall trees. 
Kitchens • Fireplaces 
Cable TV • Heated Pool 
AARP Discounts • Honeymoon Packages 
Midweek Bargain Break Rates 
Call for Reservations and Information .. . 
(800) 675-5848 • (714) 338-2418 
23508 Lake Drive • Box 22 • Crestline, CA 92325 
UPLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
Third Annual 
Frank Abbott Memorial 
Golf Tournament Best Ball Scramble 
Join us for the Inland Empire's mast unique and fun golf tournament!!! 
Mark your calenders now for 
Wednesday Sept. 21, 1994, at the Upland Hllls Counry Club 
Call the Upland Chamberr of Commerce for information 
on how to get on the list for this ·one of A Kind" Tournament! 
(909) 931-4108 
• 
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Corona Chamber 
of Commerce 
Antique Airplane & Classic Car Show 
Sept. 24-25, 1994 
A dulcs $ 5 .00 • 12 yrs. & unde r f r e e 
Family Carnival & Rides 
Business, Craf c A nd Food Booth s A vai lable • (909) 737 - 3350 
LOMA LINDA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
The Total Community Chamber 
Make 1994 the year YOU become a part of it. 
• Weekly Breakfast Club Meetings 
• Monthly Mixers 
• Luncheon Seminars 
• Legislative Updates 
• Advertising and Promotional Opportunities 
• Business Retention Assistance 
We Work For You I 
For membership Information, call (909)799-2828 
Montclair Chamber of Commerce 
2nd ANNUAL CASINO NIGHT 
Saturday, October 22, 1994 7-12 p.m. 
Mon tclair Community Center 
5111 Benito Street 
$40 donation for couples, $25 donation for individuals 
CRAP TABLES • BLACKJACK • ROULETTE 
Door prizes, food, no-host bar, and entertainment by 
RHYTHM CREW DJ's 
Call 624-4569 for tickets (ticket not required for entry) 
The Greater Riverside Chambers of Commerce 
Pr e~e nts 
Riverside Night at Anaheim Stadium 
California 
Angels 
Vs. 
Cleveland 
Indians 
Tickets: $5.00 
per person 
~· 
"~· 
.,." 199" . 
For 
Tickets 
contact the 
Chamber of 
Commerce at: 
(909) 
683·7100 
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lUoreno Valley Chamber of Commerce 
"Good Business B11ilds a Better Comm11nity" 
MORENO VALLEY EXPO 
A BUSINESS & COMMUNITY EVENT 
SEPT. 17, 1994 • lO:OOA.M. - 5:00P.M. 
At C anyon Spnngs Plaza Sho pping Center 
no rth of the freeway 60 at Day Street 
A great opportunity to promote your business! 
Col! the Moreno Vo lley Chamber o f Commerc e off tee today for tnformo•ton 
about booth spac e . price and ovoilobhly 
(909) 697-4404 
TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
The Essential Tool For A Successful Business 
The Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce IS dedicated to servmg, promolmg and 
supporlmg the local bus mess enviormenl wilh 5 (five) slandmg commiuees: 
Governmenlal Affairs, Educallon, Local Busmess Promollons, Membershtp Servtces, 
and Ways and Means. 
Get involved with the Largest Business 
Networking Temecula Valley! 
Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce 
27450 Ynez Road· Suit 104 ·Temecula, CA 92591 
(714) 676-5090 
Redlands Chamber of Commerce 
Invites you to step back in time 
Visit Historic Redlands 
Srop by the Chamber Office and pick up a 
Historic Driving Tour 
$13.00 
an Audio Tour by Dr. Larry Burgess 
The chamber o ffice is located at 
I East Redlands Blvd. 
the corner of Redlands Blvd. & Orange St . 
(909) 793-2546 
ANNUAL BUSINESS EXPO 
Marriott's Desert Springs Resort 
September 7, 1994 
3:00p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Booth space: Members $125 • Non Members$175 
Electrical Fees $50 
Call Chamber for details (619) 346-6111 
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Western International 
Media 
Names First COO 
W estern International Media Corporation (WIMC) named 
Michael E Kassan as the 
company's first chief operating 
officer, part of the company's 
strategy to broaden its 
management structure. 
Kassan has a broad-based 
media background including a 
stint as president and COO of 
LIVE Entertainment, a home 
video entertainment corporation. 
WIMC has annual billings in 
excess of $1.5 billion and has an 
office in Palm Springs. 
Best, Best, & Krieger 
Name New 
Partners 
0 ne of the Inland Empire's largest law firms, Best, Best & 
Krieger, has announced that six 
new partners have been 
approved. 
Dennis Cola, a member of the 
litigation department at the 
Ontario office; is one of the new 
partners. He received his 
undergraduate degree from 
UCLA and his law degree at UC 
Berkley. Mr. Cota came to Best, 
Best & Krieger in 1988 after 
working with Bullen, McKone 
and McKinley in Sacramento. 
Patrick H. W.F. Pearce joined 
the Riverside's litigation office 
in 1989 after immigrating to the 
United States from England in 
1987. Mr. Pearce practiced as a 
barrister of the United Kingdom 
after graduating from Gray's Inn 
of Court in 1986. 
Matt H Morris, Jeffrey V. 
Dunn, Steven C. DeBaun and 
Eric L. Garner were also invited 
to become partners at the firm . 
Bureau of Export 
Administration Workshop 
A nyone who exports products, services or technology, or would 
like to, will benefit from 
attending the Bureau of Export 
Administration's Export 
Licensing workshop, a full-day, 
hands-on program that 
simp! ifies the requirementns of 
export 
regulations. 
administration 
You will learn the easiest way 
to apply for an export license, 
what the Commerce Control List 
is and how to use it, plus the 
national security and foreign 
policy regulatory requirements 
needed to export. 
The program will be held in 
Riverside on Sept. 22 and the 
cost is $95. For more 
information or to make 
reservations, contact Kathleen 
Barros at (909) 682-2923, or 
(909) 682-2441. 
Van Daele Development 
Names New Vice 
President 
Jeffrey Hack has been appointed to the position of executive vice president of 
Van Daele Development 
Corporation, based in Riverside. 
With this new title he joined the 
board of directors as chief 
financial officer. 
Mr. Hack has been with the 
Van Daele firm for three years, 
and as CFO he will continue his 
role in banking and financial 
relationships as well as in 
management of the accounting 
department and finances of the 
company. 
Mitchell LaBar Named 
Vice President at Marcus 
and Millichap 
M itchell LaBar, the regional manager of Marcus and 
Millichap's Ontario office, has 
been named a vice president of 
the company. 
LaBar was named vice 
president in recognition of his 
significant management con-
tributiOn in leading his office to 
a position of brokerage 
dominance in the OntariO 
market. Since joining the real 
estate brokerage company in 
1984, LaBar has overseen near! y 
$600 million in investment real 
estate transactions . 
Mariners Bank Expands 
in Inland Empire 
M ariners Bank has expanded its small business admin-
istration loan department and 
hHed a senior business 
development officer to cover the 
Inland Empire 
James H. Stoll, who recently 
joined the bank as vice president 
for business development, will 
be overseeing the project. Stoll 
is a familiar face among those in 
commercial real estate in 
Riverside and San Bernardino 
Counties, having made 
presentations to many 
commercial brokerage firms. 
AUGUST1994 
Gov. Wilson Reappoints 
Bill Rick to Coastal 
Commission 
B ill Rick, who has served on California's coastal commission since 1992, 
was reappointed to the 
commission by Governor Pete 
Wilson in July. 
Rick, 66, IS the chairman of 
R1ck Engineering, which is 
based in Riverside and has been 
a major partner s ince the 
company was founded in 1955. 
His firm conducts strategic 
planning for major land use and 
engineering projects and serves 
as a liaison between clients, 
consultants and public agencies. 
Amy L. Glad Named 
Executive Vice President 
of BIA/SC 
A my L. Glad, formerly the general counsel for the Building Industry 
Legal Defense Foundation, has 
been named executive vice 
president and dHector of 
governmental affairs for the 
Building Industry Association 
of Southern California. 
Glad will oversee 
governmental, legislative and 
technical services, an extensive 
legal program and labor-
management relations for the 
71-year-old trade association. 
lnco Homes Design 
Center Opens in 
Diamond Bar 
I nco Homes has added another company to its growing family with the 
AUGUST 1994 
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founding of the !nco Homes 
Design Center, located in 
Diamond Bar. 
The design center will assist 
new home buyers decorate 
their homes with the help of 
professional designer s. 
Currently the center offers a 
wide variety of flooring and 
window blind selections, with 
additional decorator items to 
be added soon. 
!nco Homes President Ira 
Norris made the 
announcement, and named 
M1chael A . Kreinman as vice 
president in charge of the 
center. 
"With the opening of our 
new showroom, !nco has 
carried its commllment to 
providing the finest home 
buyer service one step 
further," Kreinman said. 
Harleys for the 
Homeless Ride 
H omeAid, an orga-nization that ren-ovates shelters for 
transitionally homeless 
families and individuals, will 
be raising money with their 
f1rst annual "'Harleys for the 
Homeless" ride. 
Harley Davidson of 
Victorville is one of the main 
sponsors of the event, which 
will take place Sept. 30 to Oct. 
2. Check in IS at 10:30 a.m. at 
the Victorville dealership with 
the ride starting at 1:30 p.m 
The entry fee is only $35 
and lunch is provided. A 
special "Run for the Border" 
package IS available with two 
nights stay at Whisky Pete's 
included for just $115 double 
occupancy. 
For more information or to 
order tickets, call (714) 548-
8507. 
Manuel J. Torrez Joins 
Orange National Bank 
M anuel J. Torrez has joined Orange National Bank as 
vice president and manager of 
its east Orange office 
Mr Torrez comes to Orange 
National after 28 years in the 
banking profession, including 
serving as VICe president and 
manager of Eldorado Bank's 
Orange office. 
" Manny's longtime banking 
knowledge in both operations 
and lending will truly be an 
asset to Orange National 
Bank ," 
Cosgrove, 
CEO. 
said Kenneth 
the president and 
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Putt for Recovery Golf 
Tournament Fund-raiser 
C o-sponsored by Assemblyman Joe Baca, the third annual 
Inland Empire Putt for 
Recovery golf tournament and 
fund-raiser will be held Sept. 
9, 1994, at the Shandin Hills 
Country Club in San 
Bernardino. 
The benefit supports the 
alcohol and drug treatment 
center at Cedar House 
Rehabilitation Center, which 
is a non-profit organization. 
The event has 34 business 
sponsors that include Chino 
Valley Bank, Wells Fargo 
Bank, Mag1c Mountain, 
Disneyland and Knotts Berry 
Farm. 
For more information or to 
book a spot, contact Patrick 
Bauman at (909) 421-7120 . .1. 
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Joseph Edward Davis, aka Joe 
Davis, Judith Lenore Davis, 
aka Judy Davis, fdba Milt's 
Body Works, a Sole 
Proprietorship, 32533 Avenue 
'E,' Yucaipa; debts: $225,840, 
assets: S 13,582; Chapter 7. 
Frank J. Ferro Ill, Suzanne 
Avalon Ferro, dba Avalon, 
Coyote, II, Espresso Yourself, 
25220 Palomar Road, Idyllwild; 
debts : $290,782, assets: 
$111,100; Chapter 7. 
Joe Garcia Jr., aka Joe 
Garcia, Gloria A. Garcia, 
Gloria Amanda Garcia, Gloria 
Garcia, fdba Corner Stone 
Properties, 2055 N. Central 
Ave., Apt. 14-G, Highland; 
debts: $305,962, assets: 
$228, 780; Chapter 7. 
Cyathla Aaa Goaser, aka 
Clady Goaser, Clady Goazer, 
Clady Gosaer, Cyathia Aaa 
Goazer, Cyatlaia Aaa Gosoer, 
fdba Era lalaad Properties, 
17866 Via La Cresta, Chino 
Hills; debts: $370,590, assets: 
$216,775; Chapter 7. 
Solita L. Ba1alsaa, Aatoalo 
Lea Ha1alsaa, fdba Orieatal 
Imports, a Sole 
Proprletorslalp, Orieatal 
Imports, lac., a Nnada Corp., 
40919 Cienega Place, Bermuda 
Dunes; debts: $221,752, assets: 
$171,225; Chapter 7. 
Maurice Madrid Beary, 
Boalta Edwards Madrid, fka 
Boalta E. Bradley, dba 
Madrid IDteroatlonal 
Halrstylla1, a Sole 
Proprletorslalp, 905 N. First 
Ave., Upland: $271,723, assets: 
$164,673; Chapter 7. 
Beary L. Johasoa, Judy E. 
Johasoa, dba H. L. Johasoa 
Coastractloa, 347 Mount 
Rushmore Dnve, Norco; debts: 
$174,409, assets. $255,909; 
Chapter 13. 
Paal R. Klla1er, Mary L. 
Klla1er, dba Defeader Corp., 
De Water Co•paay, Network 
l'laaadal Llberatloa, fdba 
PaJiess Taus, Desert Sales 
Co., PK Eaterprlses, 68-730 
Raposa Road, Cathedral City; 
debts: $525,221, assets: 
$209,170; Chapter 7 
James Howard Kloha, Leona 
Hazel Kloha, dba New Horizon 
Mortgage Co., 1656 Solano, 
Ontario, debts: $265,783, assets: 
S 159,050; Chapter 7. 
Ferdinand C. Kortekaas, 
Paulette Kortekaas, dba 
Superior Equipment, 347 Murphy 
Ave., Highgrove; debts: $223,311, 
assets: $153,500; Chapter 13. 
Lawrence Bray Larson, faw 
Brookside Drugs (a General 
Partnership) faw Prescription 
City, Inc., faw LTI Health Care 
Inc., 3HO Kansas St., Redlands; 
debts: $584,648, assets: $186,000; 
Chapter 7. 
William P. McKinney, aka 
William Patrick McKinney, 
Marjorie M. McKinney, fdba 
Riverside Pendleton, C & M 
Associates, 74411 Gary Ave., 
Palm Desert; debts: $913,713, 
assets: $107,255; Chapter 7. 
Rocky James Modymao, Laurie 
Laurette Modymao, fdba 
Rockett Industries, 3696 Summit 
View Court, Corona; debts: 
$321,430, assets: $209,050; 
Chapter 7. 
Marjorie A. Molloy, aka 
Marjorie A. Kuhlman, fdba 
Altered Estates, dba Sperry Vaa 
Ness Oatarlo, fdba Sperry Vaa 
Ness Asset Maaacemeat, 2710 
Tropicaoa Ave., Riverside; debts: 
$632,484, assets: $149,600; 
Chapter 7. 
Naacy Myers, fdba Naac:y's, 
Naacy's Couatry Hearts, 2770 
Buckingham Way, Corona; debts: 
$643,020, assets: SO; Chapter 7. 
Mary Cay Parsons, aka Mary C. 
Parsoa, Mary Parsons, Mary 
LaVIolette, Mary Span, Mary 
Cross, fdba Happy Trails Auto 
Body, 32760 Emerald Road, 
Lucerne Valley; debts· $443,559, 
assets· $106,650; Chapter 7. 
Assadoar S. Samerdjlaa, dba 
Yucaipa Shoe Repair, 5050 
Humbolt Court, Riverside; debts: 
$205,304, assets: $167,497; 
Cbapcer 7. 
Sl•cor, lac., a Callforala 
Corpontloa, 13800 Heacock St., 
Moreno Valley; debts: $228,499, 
assets. $280; Chapter 7. 
David Lee Slough, dba David L. 
Slough, aka Slough Family 
Dentistry, faw Daivd L. Slough 
DDS, Inc., 25317 Huron St., Lorna 
Ltnda; debts: $664,111, assets: 
$560,545; Chapter 7. 
Harrison W. White, Gwendolyn 
White, fdba Steve's Spinning 
Shop, 6765 Rolling Hills Drive, 
Riverstde, debts: $280,746, assets: 
$199,748; Chapter 7. 
Peter Paul Zapalac, Brenda Kay 
Zapalac, fdba Peter Zapalac 
Trucking, dba Happy Daze 
Preschool, 1590 I Wood Road, 
Riverside; debts: $208,132, assets: 
$182,650; Chapter 7. 
Milton Baynard Caylor, Sandra 
Lynn Caylor, fdba A & M Bros. 
Trucking, Inc., Victor Valley 
Mattress, 13421 Prospector Court, 
Victorville; debts: $224,197, assets: 
$152,200; Chapter 7. 
Cesar Gracia Contreras, Rosanna 
Duran Contreras, dba Five Palms 
Laadscaping, 49-375 Tulipan Ave., 
Coachella; debts: $192,377, assets: 
$313,600; Chapter 13. 
Everett Jefferson Davis, Elizabeth 
Warren Davis, fdba E & E 
Janitorial, 14197 Burning Tree 
Drive, Victorville; debts: $233,563, 
assets: $188,650; Chapter 7. 
Frederick Jerry Marik, faw 
Shalmar Management, inc., a 
California Corporation, dba 
Collector Car News, fka Skalmar 
Management, a California 
Partnership, faw Fred Marik & 
Associates Inc., a California 
Corporation, fdba Palm Springs 
Car Classic, Palm Springs 
Coocours D' Elegance, 850 East 
Vista Chino, #22, Palm Sprtngs; 
debts: $430,789, assets: $4,185; 
Chapter 7. 
George Anthony Martinez, 
Sherry Lyon Martinez, fdba 
George Martinez Photography, 
7800 Iroquios St., Fontana; debts: 
$233,153, assets: $217,975; Chapter 
7. 
Billy Wayne Shipman Sr., Willa 
Fern Shipman, fdba Paradise 
Valley Ice Cream, 702 Helberts 
Ln., Colton; debts: $313,571, assets: 
$254,525; Chapter 7 . .& 
New Building Permits 
NEW 
$1,097,864 
18 
NEW 
$1,346,757 
18 
NEW 
$628,858 
20 
NEW 
$511,533 
87 
NEW 
$825,284 
88 
$500,000 or Larger 
11 SFR'SFROMS82MT0$119.1M 
Owner: lnco Homes, 1282 W. Arrow Hwy., Upland, CA 91786 
(909) 981-8989. Project: 23127·23247 Coffee Berry Cr. 
12 SFR'S FROM $99.2M TO $131.3M 
Owner: Presley Companies, P.O. Box 6110, Newport Beach, CA 
92658-6110 (714) 640-6400. Project: 27308-37364 Echo Canyon 
a. 
8 SFR'S FROM $62.3M TO $86.3M 
Owner. Presley Compames, P.O. Box 6110, Newport Beach, CA 
92658-6110 (714) 640-6400. Project. 27()66..27108 lndtan Cleek 
Dr., 13464-13478 Palomioo Creek Dr. 
SFR; APPL V C DAGMAN, 10743 EDISON CT, RANCHO 
CUCAMONGA 91701, (909) 941·3484 
Owner· Dr Satish K & Mrs La!, 9655 Almond Ave., Rancho 
Cucamonga, CA 91701. Project: 4725 Archtbald Ave. 
OFFICE/CLASSROOMS LIC#648525 
Owner Southeastern Calif Assn 7th Day Adv, 11330 Pierce St., 
Rtverstde, CA 92515. Contractor George M. Ltghtner, 8429 
Whtte Oak St. 1102, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 (909) 945· 
9656. ProJect. 10827 California St. 
Source: One Step Ahead 
phone: 1"'1 429-2220 or 17141 725-0711 
Fax: 17141 642-7610 
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B & M Andrade Trucking Farms 
1647 S Palm Ave ., Ontario, CA 
91762 l. 31 1994 Benjamin Andrade 
Bartholomy and Sons Masonry 
755 W. 'E' St., Ontario, CA 91762 
1/26/1994 Lawrence Bartholomy 
Batter-Up Batting Cages 1459 E. 
Philadelphia, Ontario, CA 91761 
2/16!1994 Michael Dickerson 
Big Show Sports Cards, The 2330 
S. Baker Ave, Ontano, CA 91761 
2/07/1994 Shawn Aegerter 
Blue Nite 420 S Bonview, 
Ontario, CA 91761 2/07/1994 
Curtis Hunter 
Boran Octaviana Janitorial 1035 
S Milliken #H, Ontario, CA 91761 
2/18!1994 Boian Octaviana 
C 0 D Mold Grinding 2124 S . 
Grove St., Ontario, CA 91761 
1/26/1994 Audrey Walters 
California Landscape Maintenance 
2973 Chaparral St, Ontario., CA 
91761 2JI7/1994 Wilham Me Kinnies 
Capital Mortgage 1119 S. Milliken 
Ave . #E, Ontarto, CA 91739 
2)0411994 Robert Coberly 
Carolina Rodriguez 2631 Prarie 
Dunes, Ontario, CA 91761 
2)14/1994 Carohna Rodriguez 
Carreira Aquatics 5475 Howard 
St. #A, Ontario, CA 91762 
2Jl4/1994 Glenn Colter 
Chase Financial Services 3633 E. 
Inland Empire Blvd., Ontario, CA 
91764 2J15/1994 Tommy Watts 
China Express 2229 S. Mountain 
Ave., Ontario, CA 91767 2J07/1994 
Gech Lao 
Classic Performance 560 W. 
California St. #C, Ontario, CA 
91762 2J15/1994 Robert Ray 
Coatempo Financial Services 313 
E. Holt Blvd., Ontario, CA 91761 
2J14/1994 Karen Merritt 
Coaatywlde Escrow ll19 S. Milliken 
Ave. #E, Ontario, CA 91761 
2101/1994 Countywide Lenders C.orp. 
Cre1ceat lnvestmeats 1855 E. 
Riverside Drive, Ontario, CA 91761 
2118/1994 Van Ritchie 
Dimensions In Design 1621 
Marigold Place, Ontario, CA 91761 
2.02J 1994 Alejandro Diaz 
Disson's Xerographic Papers 1927 
E. Cedar St., Ontario, CA 91761 
2J16/1994 Dennis Dtsson 
Do-Right Motors 181 S. Wineville 
#0, Ontario, CA 91761 2/02/1994 
Kathleen Porteous 
Dominator Industries 1914 Bon 
View Ave , Ontario, CA 91761 
2J02/1994 Hector Salazar 
Double Tree Fashion Inc. 1910 
Proforma Ave., Ontario, CA 91761 
2/07/ 1994 Double Tree Fa~hion Inc. 
El Quijote Publicadad 323 E. 
Maitland #B, Ontano, CA 91761 
211411994 Antomo Santos 
El Vaquerito (Western Wear) 1119 
. Grove, Ontano CA 91764 
2)15/1994 Enrique Cabreva 
Enterprise Cleaning Systems 337 
. Vineyard Ave . Ontario, CA 
91764 2/ 14/ 1994 Oliver Johnson 
Environmental Marketing Service 
2416 Blackpine Place, Ontario, CA 
917612/08/ 1994 Diane Lunde 
Equinox International 360 
Milltken Ave. #G, Ontario, CA 
91761 2)16!1994 Aubrey Gray 
Evan Fashion 1141 State St., 
Ontario, CA 91762 2!01/1994 Binh 
Trinh 
Exceptional Service Co. 1422 W. 
'H' St., Ontario, C A 91762 
l/26/1994 Alice Tolar 
Fashion 4 Less 2775 Moose Creek 
Ln., Ontario, CA 91761 2/21/1994 
Robin Santa Ana 
G W Maintenance Inc. 1047 E. 
Acacia St., Ontario, CA 92622 
2/07/1994 G W Maintenance Inc. 
Gannatta lateraatloaal 360 
Milliken Ave. #G, Ontario, CA 
91761 2/09/1994 Aubrey Gray 
Globalc:om 2000 Ontario 1755 S. 
Mountain Ave., Ontario, CA 91762 
2/2111994 David Hernandez 
Good Nlte laa 1801 E. 'G' St., 
Ontario, CA 91764 2/18/1994 Ba 
Properties Inc. 
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H P Mfg. Co. 1710 Montecello 
Court, Ontario, CA 91761 2J16/ 1994 
Wetmore Tool & Engineering 
Herrudura de Oro 317 N Euchd 
Ave., Ontario, CA 91762 2 07 1994 
Isidro Saldana 
Hydro Tech Services 1939 S. San 
Antonio , Ontario, CA 91761 
2/16 1994 Mtchael Lucero 
J S Products 4752 Missino Blvd. 
#D, Ontano, CA 91762 2107/1994 
James Schneider 
Johnny's Computer Sales 2242 
Workman St., Ontario, CA 91762 
2J07!1994 Johnny Phelp~ 
Kamaltek Services 1806 E. 5th St., 
Ontario. CA 91764 2/01/1994 
Ramaa Sainath 
Kitty hawk Sales, Sen ice & Racing 
1408 S Grove Ave .. Ontario, CA 
91761 210911994 Ronald Blonde! 
K-Mart 3625 E 1!\th Street, 
Ontario, CA 91761 2/21/1994 K-
Mart 
L C G & Associates 3350 Shelby 
St. #200, Ontario, C A 91764 
2)14 11994 Linda Gaskin 
Larry's Automotioo 224 1/ 2 S. 
San Antonio Ave., Ontario, CA 
91 762 2J07/l994 Larry Long 
Leroy Boys Home Found. Inc. 1745 
Bonview Ave., Ontario, CA 91759 
W/1994l.eroy Boys Hoole Fourd Inc. 
Lights Optical 408 E. Holt Blvd., 
Ontario, CA 91761 2/18/1994 
Mario Morales 
Lyle Clay Willison 1352 W. 
Princeton, Ontario, CA 91762 
2J02/1994 Lyle Willison 
Majestic: Computer Coasultants 
1118 W. Philadelphia, Ontario, CA 
91762 1/26/1994 James King 
Mattress Emporium 816 S . 
Mountain Ave., Ontario, CA 91762 
2J07/1994 Brent Mantooth 
Metromedla Paaial Service 701 N. 
Haven Ave ., Ontario, CA 91761 
2/07/1994 Metromedia Paging Service 
Mlssloa Jewelery ud Lou 5138 
Mission Blvd. #C, Ontario, CA 
91762 2/1611994 Phillip Palermo 
Mission Square 941 W. Mission 
Blvd. #H. Ontano, CA 91762 
1/26 '1994 Kyung Chung 
Mogyorody & Assoc. Prof. Paralegal 
Sr. 1802 E. 'G' St. #G, Ontano, CA 
91764 2/10/ 1994 Antelina Mogyorody 
Mutual Investment Group 2151 E. 
'D' St., Ontario, C A 91764 
2/03 1994 Dorothy Rangel 
Nick's Auto Body & Paint 402 S. 
Bon View Ave., Ontario, CA 91761 
2/02J1994 Ntckolai Zemliansky 
Norton Co. 1040 S . Rockefeller 
Ave., Ontano, CA 91761 2J21/1994 
Norton Co. 
Ontario Binding Co. 1621 S. 
Cucamonga St., Ontario, CA 91761 
2, 07 I 1994 Maria Ooerzapf 
Pacific Star Real Estate 1818 N. 
Vtneyard Ave. #F, Ontario. CA 
92714 2J14 1994 Ktyoko log 
Peek & See Antiques 107 W. 
Transit St, Ontario, CA 91762 
2!07/ 1994 Rosemarie Bauer 
Procare Hair & Nails 1630 E. 4th 
St. #L, Ontario, CA 91760 
2/16/1994 l..achanh Nguyen 
Qual Tech Mfg. 1131 S . Brooks 
#A, Ontario, CA 91762 2/ 14/ 1994 
Camilio Gutierrez 
Robert Braunau 1543 Eucalyptus, 
Ontario, CA 91762 2/07/1994 
Robert Brannan 
Roo's Upholstery 117 N. Campus 
Ave., Ontario, CA 91764 2)03/1994 
Gabriel Campos 
Rose Truc:klag Co. 314 E. 
Grevillea, Ontario, CA 91761 
2)10/1994 Judith Bielling 
S & S Moton 301 W. Holt Blvd., 
Ontario, CA 91762 2/14/1994 
Robert Johnson 
S K Distributor 2100 S. Cypress 
Ave. #201, Ontario, CA 91762 
2/21/1994 Sbabid Khan 
Saa laformatioll Systeals 1120 E. 
'D' St., Ontario, CA 91764 
2J14/1994 Adesaoya Soyemi 
Sdlool ol PriYate Sealrtty 3200 E. 
Inland Empire Blvd. 1240, o.tMio, 
CA 91761 2107/1994Jobo Carlo 
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Shelby Street Joint Venture 3311 
E Shclb) St , Ontario, CA 91764 
:! 17 1994 '\pril Morns 
Silver Star Novelites 1:!06 W 
Fourth St. :164, Ontario, CA 91762 
:!/1411994 Manuel Ruiz 
Sky Communications 1113 W 
Holt Blvd. #C2, Ontario, CA, 91762 
2/2111994Joseph Stem 
Sleep Systems 960 Grevillea Court, 
Ontano, CA 91761 2/09!1994 
Stress-0-Pedic Mattress 
Snac-Man Vending Co. 4975 
Philhps Blvd., Ontario, CA 91762 
2/0411994 Michael O'Brien 
Snack Eat Vending Co. 4975 
Phillips Blvd., Ontario, CA 91762 
2/1411994 Michael O'Brien 
Star Ceramics 1031 S Palmetto 
Ave #B4, Ontario, CA 91761 
2/21/1994 Estella Moser 
State of the Arts 1822 E. Francis 
St., Ontario, CA 91761 2/14/1994 
Gerald Cavender 
I 
~ 
I 
w 
m 
-..I 
I 
0 
I 
Streamline Tech Group 4345 E. 
lowell #A, Ontano, CA 91761 
2/07/1994 Streamline Tech Group 
Studio Hair Designs 100:! I\ 
~1ountam Ave, Ontario, CA 92762 
:!/1411994 Gerald Heard 
T and T Marketing 3408 Sugar 
Maple Court, Ontario. CA 91 761 
211411994 John Turner 
Timothy Enterprises 1427 W. Holt 
Ave., Ontario, CA 91764 2109/1994 
Timothy Gillum 
Tri Star Tires 1359 Bonnie Brae, 
Ontario. CA 91764 2,'07/1994 Israel 
Gutierrez 
Two Penny Opera 730 E. 'E' St. 
Ontario, CA 91764 2/04 1994 
Robert Lopez 
U Sea Car Sales 1395 W. Mission 
Blvd. #A, Ontario, CA 91762 
2/14/1994 Otis Cooper 
Video Billboards 1456 E. 
Philadelphia #1, Ontano, CA 91761 
2/15/1994 Timothy Lund 
Viturino Eng. 2419 Woodlark Dr., 
Ontario, CA 91761 :!/14/1994 
Douglas Viturino 
Wave Rebel 10816 Fremont, 
Ontario, CA 91762 2/21 / 1994 3 S's 
360 Inc. 
Zenitram Enterprises 124 E. 'F' 
St #4, Ontano, CA 91764 
2,'07 1994 Erminia Marhnez 
AM Allen Co. 310 Appaloosa 
Way, Palm Desert, CA 92211 
2/21/ 1994 Allen Magdovitz 
Creations 44900 San Luis Rey #B, 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 2 '21, 1994 
Jom Calvano 
Dependable Gift & Novelty 41-
945 Boardwalk, Palm Desert, CA 
92260 2/21/1994 Dgni Inc. 
Desert Electric Supply 74-875 
Velie Way, Palm Desert, CA 92260 
2/07/1994 Eloyce Richardt 
Essence 73-85 1 Country Club Dr., 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 2/14/1994 
Betty Colwell 
Fern C. Jacobs Bronze Your Buns 
44-750 San Pablo Ave., Palm Desert, 
CA 92260 2/14/1994 Fern Jacobs 
Hair Affair 73540 El Paseo, Palm 
Desert, CA 92260 2/1411994 Faye 
Johns 
Hair Raisers 73-616 Hwy. 111, 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 2/07/1994 
Sandra Haynes 
Hand To Heart Cottage 74285 
Pnmrose, Palm Desert, CA 92260 
2/07/1994 Jeffrey Ebberts 
Hi Spirits 48-651 Shady View Dr., 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 2/21/1994 
Penny Bingham 
Hunnee Sports Inc. 48651 Shady 
View Dr, Palm Desert, CA 92260 
2/21/1994 Hunnee Sports Inc. 
J M Beauvais Woodworker 74872 
Velie Way #3, Palm Desert, CA 
92260 2/21/1994 Jerome Beauvais 
Mobile Mac 72-270 Hwy. 111, 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 2121/1994 
Michelle Peterson 
Prestige 73-130 El Paseo #J, Palm 
Desert, CA 92260 2/07/1994 Bryon 
Tassler 
AUGUST 1994 
Reliable Auto Sales 77-700 Enfield 
Ln #A, Palm Desert, CA 92211 
2/21/ 1994 Charles Eaton 
Shower Doors & More 440 
Evergreen Pear, Palm Desert, CA 
92211 2/ 14/1994 Jodie Griffin 
Southwest Graphics 74-040 Hwy. 
111, #L240, Palm Desert, CA 92260 
2/18/1994 Mary Bakal 
Southwest Productions 42355 
Washmgton St. #F327, Palm Desert, 
CA 92211 2/07/1994 Ptlar Kerr 
Trinity Services 45-663 Shadow 
Mountatn Dr., Palm Desert, CA 
92260 2/09/1994 Harry Schneider 
Ralphs Grocery Co. 7H-884 Country 
Club Dr., Palm Desrt, CA 92260 
2/21/1994 Ralphs Grocery Co. 
Abs Abrasive Blasting 2037 
Zachary Ct., Palm Springs, CA 
92263 2/07/1994 Robert Kahmann 
Annboli Inti. 1440 Rodford Dr., 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 2/07/1994 
Annboli Inti. 
Bermuda Palms Hotel 650 E. Palm 
Canyon Dr., Palm Springs, CA 
92264 2/09/1994 Marshall Reddtng 
Canelle 230 N. Palm Canyon Dr., 
Palm Spnngs. CA 92262 2/07/1994 
Claudie Figueredo 
Champs At The Melbourne Room 701 
W Bari<;to Rd., Palm Spring;, CA 922fJ2 
W/1994 Hotel-Motel Field Supp::nt 
Desertwatch Partners 227 Ocol!llo 
Ave, Palm Springs, CA 92264 
2/21/1994 Loren Lovgren 
Diamond Pools 1810 Jacques Rd., 
Palm Spnngs, CA 92262 2/07/1994 
Paul St. Claire 
Estate Gallery 211 E. Palm Canyon 
Dr., Palm Springs, CA 92262 
2/14/1994 Raphael Lyons 
Fantasia 347 Mariscal, Palm 
Springs. CA 92262 2/07/1994 Paolo 
Rossi 
Flower Drum Restaurant 424 S. Indian 
Canyon Dr., Palm Springs, CA 92262 
2/14/1994 Aower Drum Village Inc. 
Floyd Interiors 2336 Girasol Ave., 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 2/21/1994 
Debbie Floyd 
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Gary Wexler Design 1049 S. Palm 
Canyon Dr., Palm Springs, CA 
92264 2/07/1994 Gary Wexler 
Jogardi Art & Stuf 245 S. Palm 
Canyon Dr., Palm Springs , CA 
92264 2/14/1994 Pearl Sandomirsky 
Kutter & Smith 763 Williams Rd., 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 2/07/1994 
Stanley Komura 
Lei Lani 120 E. Andreas Rd., Palm 
Springs, CA 92262 2/07/1994 
Chocao Kmg 
Marie 's Plants & Things 191 S. 
Farrell Dr., Palm Springs, CA 92262 
2/07/1994 Anna Contino 
Master Rooter Plumbing 1711 E. 
Amado Dr., Palm Springs, CA 
92262 2/18/1994 James Staton 
Nicolinos Italian Kitchen 440 El 
Cielo, Palm Spnngs, CA 92264 
2/14/1994 Enc Edgar 
Pos Tech 1657 Riverstde Dr., Palm 
Springs, CA 92264 2/21!1994 
Douglas Moyer 
Ramon 'fravel Agency 26H8 Juhan 
Road , Palm Springs, CA 92262 
2/01,1994 Loutse Madlin 
Ronzetti Food Facilities 4779 E. 
Ramon Rd., Palm Springs, CA 92264 
2,107/1994 Ronzettt Food Factlilles 
Subway 2100 N. Palm Canyon Dr. 
#BIOI, Palm Springs, CA 92262 
2/07/1994 Charles de Costa 
Thai Orchid Cuisine 2249 N. Palm 
Canyon Dr. #A, Palm Springs, CA 
92262 2/07/1994 Sunetr Suetrong 
Titian Blond 174 N. Palm Canyon 
Dr., Palm Springs, CA 92262 
2/07/1994 Melissa Aiken 
Ve.tas American Wllld Thch m N. Palm 
Canyon Dr. #7, Palm Spring;. CA 922fJ2 
W711994 VestasAirerican Wind Tech 
Panda Products 5441 Ash St., 
Pedley, CA 92509 2/03!1994 
Patnck Matthews 
A 'fransmission 425 W. Rider St , 
Perns, CA 92570 2,14/1994 Maria 
Medina 
Arkay Enterprises 23164 Gertrude 
St., Pems, CA 92572 1/31/1994 
Richard Knox 
Arrow Plumbing And/Or Drain 
Cleaning 274 Turquoise Dr., Perns, 
CA 92571 2/01/1994 Robert Roedl 
California Mini Mart 511 E. 4th 
St., Perris, CA 92571 2/10/1994 Go 
Mart Inc. 
Elma of Calif. 1770 Eucalyptus St., 
Perris, CA 92570 2/07/1994 LatonJa 
Davts 
Below Cost Groceries 707 E. 
Fourth St., Perris, CA 92570 
2/07/1994 Jack Allsup 
Country Scapes Landscape Mgt. 
740 Periwinkle Lane, Perris, CA 
92571 2/18/1994 Robert Varela 
Environmental Bldg. Systems 57 
Business Park Dr., Perris, CA 92572 
W7/1994 Environmental Bldg. Systems 
Bert Lee Backhoe Service 17154 
Palomas Drive, Perris, CA 92570 
2/07/1994 Lambert Lelevter 
D & L Air Conditioning and 
Heating 216 Superior Court, Perris, 
CA 92571 2/09/1994 Davtd Trudnich 
Fashion World 440 E. 4th St #D1, 
Perris, CA 92570 2/ 18/ 1994 Yoo 
Chun Kim 
C & T Home Improvements 
24935 Theda St., Perris, CA 92570 
2/14/1994 Clyde Dare 
Eddys Merchandise 21856 Lake 
Mathews Dr., Perris, CA 92570 
2/21/1994 Edward Gentry 
Go For It 24740 E. Hwy. 74, 
Perris, CA 92570 2/ 10/1994 Mark 
Peake • 
How to Get More Office For Less Money? 
What you really need ts a great place to 
conduct your business. To meet and entertain )OUr 
cltents. Have your phone answered and messages 
taken by a real person Receive your mat! and make 
your telephone calls. Send and receive your faxes. 
deliveries. and have someone reliable locate you 
when you're needed. 
In other words. a home base when you 
need it, or a place that takes care of you when 
you're away on business. A prestige address to 
reflect your company's image. 
What you don't need is a big, fixed, 
overhead. You pay for only what you need. 
We realize that your needs can change. 
We're flexible. We offer several plans ranging from 
basic telephone and mailing service, to completely 
staffed private office. 
Safari Executive Offices were created to 
offer busy executives and professiOnals an environ-
ment conducive to business. It is an ideal setting 
for someone who need plush. professional envtron-
ment, available 24-hours. seven days a week. 
Located next to Ontario International Airport. 
across the street from Hilton Hotel. 
Servtces provided by Safari Executive 
Offices tncludc: 
• 46 Furnished ground floor offices. v.ith views. 
Attractive lounge and court yard 
• :?. Conference rooms with hars. large screen TV's. 
overhead projectors and audio visual equipment 
• Complete secretarial services. telephone. voice 
mat!. fax. and copier 
• Word processing and printing 
• Free parking 
• Deltvef) servtces. UPS. Federal Express. etc. 
• Concterge for travel and entertainment arrange-
menb 
To learn more about our facilites and services, 
please come over and discuss your business needs. 
We'll be glad to show you around, and explam the 
various services and options available at Safari 
Executive Offices. 
When you see what we have to offer. you'll under-
stand why it makes good business sense to have 
your office here. 
r 
Satan ""' 
~na1-
~fWV 
~ 15 
N 
SRFRRI EXECUTIVE OFFICES 
3535 Inland Empire Blvd .. 
Ontario. California 91764 
Telephone (909) 941-0~33 
FAX (909) 941-:!547 
WHE ARCHIE MITCHELL 
FLEW I TO LATIMER FIELD, 
HE NEVER THOUGHT OF HIMSELF 
As A PIO EER. 
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Business to Business Extravaganza 
Regis ter 
Early! 
America's Most Prestigious 
Life and Business Improving 
Event is Returning to the 
Inland Empire 
Riverside Convention Center, Riverside 
December 9, 1994 
For Information Mail Coupon To: 
Inland Emptre Business Journal 
305 Sacramento Place, Ontario, CA 91764 
arne -----------------Title _______ _ 
Companv ________________________ _ 
Address _____________________________ ___ 
Ctt) -------------------State _____ Ztp'----
lelcphont.:_ _______________ l·ax ---------
Register 
Early! 
-
L--------------------------------------------------------------- ~ 
Advanced Business Machines will be onering 
photocopier equipment at absolutely no charge! 
From small table tops ... 
to mid-sized units ... 
and large duplicators. 
O.A.C 
ARM will place a unit in your oHice 
FREE OF CHARGE. 
Customers will only pay for the 
copies they produce, 
at a savings of 30% to 50% 
BEFORE YOU BUY OR LEASE ANOTHER COPIER, CAll US ARST 
(714) 588-7528 
